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Abstract

This dissertation aims to advance the application of mathematical modelling and com-

puting, in particular optimisation methods, to the planning of solutions to energy and

climate problems. The work first addresses two applied modelling problems relating

to the electricity sector, a sector that is a major global source of greenhouse gas

emissions, but also a potential provider of low carbon energy throughout the global

economy. The dissertation then closes with an investigation into the appropriate for-

mulation of the normative models used in planning, focusing on the choosing of model

detail. At a high level, this work can be summarised as the development of tractable

methods to incorporate necessary detail in models, followed by the introduction of a

framework to understand when detail is necessary more generally.

The first technical portion of this dissertation investigates how to represent intra-

annual temporal variability in models of optimum electricity capacity investment.

The mechanisms are shown by which inappropriate aggregation of temporal resolution

can introduce substantial error into model outputs and associated economic insight,

particularly in systems where variable renewable power sources are cost competitive

and/or policy supported. For a sample dataset, a scenario-robust aggregation of

hourly (8760) resolution is possible in the order of 10 representative hours when

electricity demand is the only source of variability. The inclusion of wind and solar

supply variability increases the resolution of the robust aggregation to the order of

1000. A similar scale of expansion is shown for representative days and weeks. These

concepts, and underlying methods, can be applied to any such temporal dataset,

providing a benchmark that any other aggregation method can aim to emulate. To

the author’s knowledge, this is the first time that the impact of variable renewable
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power sources on appropriate temporal representation has been quantified in this way.

The next stage of the work considers the potential impact of emerging smart grid

technologies, particularly those that enable electricity consumers to shift, automati-

cally and optimally, their electricity demand in response to a price signal. In so doing,

a model of a competitive electricity market, where consumers exhibit optimal load

shifting behaviour to maximise utility and producers/suppliers maximise their profit

under supply capacity constraints, is formulated and analysed. The associated com-

putationally tractable convex optimisation formulation can be used to inform market

design or policy analysis in the context of increasing availability of the smart grid

technologies that enable optimal load shifting. Analytic and numeric assessment of

the model allows assessment of the equilibrium value of optimal electricity load shift-

ing, including how the value reduces as more electricity consumers adopt associated

technologies. The sensitivity of the value to the flexibility of load is assessed, along

with its relationship to the deployment of renewables. Additionally, a formulation

of the model based on the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers is presented.

This particular optimisation method is desirable for its potential to scale to large

problems.

The applied modelling exercises provide examples for the final portion of the

dissertation, a systematic assessment of model formulation, particularly relating to

model detail. The normative models used for energy and climate planning explore

long term pathways into uncharted territory. The test of predictive power used in

other fields to evaluate model formulation is frequently not possible to apply in this

long term context, nor necessarily makes sense in the normative context. This work

introduces a conceptual framework that can potentially augment the necessary ex-

pert judgement in model formulation. It is based on the idea that some modelling

decisions are testable, including the choice of model detail under certain conditions.

The framework combines optimisation and information theoretic principles to demon-

strate the tradeo↵ between model detail and model accuracy for a given question, and

can specifically aid with representing heterogenous spatial, temporal or population

characteristics in models. This section of the dissertation represents an early attempt

in a domain where limited systematic analysis has been undertaken to date.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation sets out to advance models that solve energy and climate planning

problems. This is a broad goal that will be addressed on two scales. On the narrow,

more applied, scale, this dissertation aims to advance optimisation based models

for two specific problems: the representation of temporal variability in the presence

of renewables, and the modelling of ‘smarter’ electricity demand enabled by smart

grid technologies. On the broad scale, this dissertation considers how to formulate

appropriately such models, with a particular focus on choosing the degree of model

detail. Across the scales, this dissertation shows a number of cases where model

detail matters, introduces methods and ideas to represent the detail e�ciently, and

then develops a set of concepts to assess the relevance of model detail more generally.

What does the term ‘models that solve energy and climate planning problems’

mean? Planning problems comprise questions of policy/strategy development and a

search for understanding on a wide range of topics, with oft-encountered examples in-

cluding: what should a country’s international climate commitment be; what policies

should the country enact to meet that commitment; what role can renewables play

in low carbon power systems; and what impact may new natural gas supply sources

have on energy markets. Mathematical models that represent energy systems, eco-

nomic systems and often climate systems, provide a means for meeting the demand

for information to address such planning problems.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

There are numerous mathematical modelling paradigms to draw from. This dis-

sertation generally focusses on the frequently deployed paradigm of optimisation, a

paradigm that implicitly assumes either a) optimisation has predictive power as a

concept and that the system modeled is searching for an optimum solution, or b)

that there is a normative purpose to modeling, and that the optimisation approach

may illustrate the best path. Also, while planning models are the focus of this dis-

sertation, a number of the concepts and ideas will naturally extend to operational

models.

Two trends have particularly motivated this work; a) advances in the computing

power and algorithms that underlie the solution of the models, and b) the advent of

renewables and new electricity technologies in power systems in a policy environment

that constrains greenhouse gas emissions. The former trend expands the potential for

models to be useful, but how to best realise this potential is not necessarily obvious.

The latter trend places a strain on many existing models used for energy and climate

planning, due to, for example, the di↵erence in character between variable renewable

power sources and traditional thermal generating units. While many numeric findings

on related questions are system-specific, the ideas in this dissertation can help the

general development of models capable of evaluating scenarios with fair representation

of the advancing technologies.

Given this motivation and broader introduction, this dissertation’s core research

contributions may be outlined as follows. Along the aforementioned narrow, more

applied scale:

• Representation of temporal variability (Chapter 3)

This chapter addresses a topic increasingly important to electricity sector mod-

els as solar and wind power become more a↵ordable amidst climate policy. Novel

contributions to the literature include a clear illustration of the mechanisms by

which the representation of temporal variability can misvalue electricity tech-

nologies, the introduction of a method of aggregating temporal resolution such

that there is a guarantee that the aggregation process does not a↵ect model

results, and the development of a logical basis for further aggregation when

computational restrictions demand it. The associated numerical analysis shows
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the number of unique electricity hours for a sample dataset increase by two

orders of magnitude with the introduction of variable renewables.

• Assessing the value of optimal load shifting (Chapter 4)

Similarly, this chapter addresses a topic important to the electricity sector as

technology develops, in this case the advent of smart grid technologies. The

chapter introduces a computationally tractable model formulation that incor-

porates optimal load shifting, new to the literature, along with a derivation for

the marginal value of load shifting capability. The introduced model is also for-

mulated in a way that it can be solved with modern optimisation methods for

large-scale problems. Associated numerical analysis indicates that the marginal

value of such technologies can decline quickly, and the sensitivity of this finding

to increased deployment of renewables and other factors is outlined.

Along the broad scale:

• On model formulation (Chapter 5)

Drawing upon the earlier chapters for examples, this chapter introduces a con-

ceptual framework to augment human expertise in the model formulation pro-

cess. The approach particularly focuses on choosing the appropriate level of

detail in a model formulation, where it is argued modelling decisions are not

the sole purview of expert judgement, but can be tested. Applying ideas from

information theory, the framework seeks to maximise the relevant information a

model provides about a question, all in the environment where absolute model

evaluation is challenging. The approach may be particularly useful and appli-

cable for modelling decisions related to heterogeneity across spatial, temporal,

and demographic dimensions.

Clearly the research questions associated with these contributions are only a subset

of the questions one could ask to advance energy and climate planning models. The

contributions of Chapters 3 and 4 attempt to harness the motivating trend of advances

in computing and algorithms to develop models that can provide insights about the

other mentioned motivating trend, the advent of variable renewables and smart grids.
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The contributions of Chapter 5, meanwhile, should be useful for any applied modelling

problem in this domain, but may be particularly relevant when the choice of how much

detail to include in a model becomes less computationally constrained.

In addition to these core research chapters, the next chapter, Chapter 2, provides

an overall context to the work, while more specific context and literature review is

supplied in each associated chapter. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation,

while also discussing future work, and general trends, such as increased data avail-

ability and improved learning and optimisation algorithms, that may enable further

advancement of energy and climate planning models.



Chapter 2

Context

2.1 Climate change

While models for designing and planning energy systems are important given the

key role of energy in an economy,1 it is the challenge of avoiding the potentially

significant and irreversible harms associated with climate change that is the core

motivation underlying this dissertation.

With much written elsewhere on the topic of climate change, we will simply

overview here the context climate change provides to this dissertation. At the core, the

accumulation of human emitted greenhouse gases in the atmosphere drives changes to

the climate, and models can help with assessing appropriate actions in response. For a

discussion of the underlying physical science of the accumulation of greenhouse gases

and associated climate change, see IPCC (2013). Given this physical science basis,

and the associated impacts that we can expect (IPCC, 2014a,b), the Paris Agree-

ment (COP21, 2015), agreed by 195 countries in December 2015, and ratified by 170

countries as of November 2017, states the following aim: “the increase in the global

average temperature to well below 2�C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue e↵orts

to limit the temperature increase to 1.5�C above pre-industrial levels, recognizing that

this would significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change.”

1For example, expenditure on energy in the United States was approximately 8% of GDP in 2014
(EIA, 2017), expenditure that in turn enables a great deal of economic activity.

5
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This stated goal provides important context for energy and climate planning mod-

els. A first order point is that the achievement of this aim will require a fundamental

transformation of the energy system (IPCC, 2014c), the planning of which entails a

demand for the information that models provide. The context for this dissertation is

that variable renewables and smart grids are part of this transformation and mod-

els should be able to represent them. A second order point is that the target itself

contains an implicit weighting of costs and benefits in its choosing, a weighting likely

informed by models, at least implicitly.

The economics of climate change provides much of the conceptual foundation upon

which climate planning models such as Integrated Assessment Models are built.2

The core ideas of the mainstream approach are rooted in the environmental eco-

nomics paradigm of finding solutions that maximise economic e�ciency, equating the

marginal cost of climate action with the marginal benefit. The climate change problem

has numerous features that make the realisation of this approach di�cult, including

valuation of non-market goods, long timescales, global commons issues, uncertainty,

the presence of irreversibilities and associated asymmetric risk. This dissertation does

not set out necessarily to advance the economics of climate change itself, but instead

sets out to advance the tools that enable applied economic analysis for real systems.

2.2 The energy system and its transformation

Electricity generation was responsible for 38% of carbon dioxide emissions in the

United States in 2014, greater than any other sector (LLNL, 2015). It can utilise,

however, inputs that are low carbon or carbon free; wind, solar, nuclear, and (relative

to coal), natural gas; and in turn is itself an input to the residential, commercial,

industrial, and transportation sectors. It thus has potential as a low carbon fuel

across society. Electricity also has the particular technical characteristic that, in the

absence of cheap large-scale electricity storage, requires supply and demand to be

2For both an introduction to this topic and a perspective on the frontier of this topic, see Burke
et al. (2016a,b). For an overview of the political economy of implementing climate policy, albeit
from a slightly controversial perspective, see Tol (2017).
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essentially equal at each instant. It is for these reasons, in addition to technological

development in the sector, that this dissertation has an applied focus on representation

of the electric sector in advancing energy and climate planning models.

Despite some di↵erences, particularly relating to the role of nuclear power, de-

veloped countries around the world follow a similar pattern in their energy use and

sources of carbon emissions. While the models discussed in this dissertation are rel-

evant for any electricity system, and are often global in scope, they are more readily

applied to systems of developed countries. Models in the literature generally do not

represent issues that have great import in developing countries, but are often taken

for granted in developed countries, such as institutional failures and energy access

issues more broadly.3

Partially independent from climate change considerations, the electricity sector

itself is in a state of transformation currently, driven largely by technological change,

but also regulatory and business model change. Examples of technological transfor-

mation include the development of natural gas fracking, decline in costs of wind and

solar power (Barbose and Darghouth, 2016; Wiser and Bolinger, 2016), the availabil-

ity of, and decline in costs of Led energy e�cient lighting (Gerke et al., 2015), and

advances in electric cars.4 On these trends, US DOE (2016) report, since 2008, a 94%

decline in Led lighting costs, a 73% decline in modelled electric vehicle battery costs,

a 64% decline in utility-scale photovoltaic costs, and a 41% decline in land-based

wind costs. The cost reductions in wind and solar power technologies in particular

are relevant context for Chapter 3. Additionally on the technology side, there is the

trend of increasing interaction between the power grid system and information and

communication systems, a topic we will explicitly consider in Chapter 4.

This technological advancement has also contributed to regulatory change. The

ongoing growth of distributed generation in particular has led to movements to adapt

regulatory systems to the new technological landscape. An oft-cited example of one

such vision is that of New York state, whose recent regulatory reform proposals and

3An example of some early work on including developing institutions in electricity systems mod-
elling is a recent paper by Davidson and Pérez-Arriaga (2017).

4Electric car manufacturer Tesla’s market capitalisation was 8% greater than Ford’s at end of
trading on April 27th 2017. Data obtained from http://finance.google.com.

http://finance.google.com
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associated demonstration projects are discussed by Currie et al. (2017). Climate

change is a driver for greenhouse gas regulations, while clean air regulations require

more stringent air pollution controls in some regions. Such environmental regulations

impact fossil fuel electricity generators worldwise.

In addition to the supply side technological development, and perhaps related to

the regulatory environment, energy e�ciency trends are also important to mention.

The import is highlighted by Sweeney (2016), who cites examples such as the decline

in U.S. economy-wide energy intensity from 14,000 BTUs per 2009 dollar GDP in 1973

to 6,000 BTUs per 2009 dollar GDP in 2014, largely driven by “an accumulation of

small changes, broadly distributed”.

In response to these regulatory, supply, and demand trends, some utilities are

changing their business models to meet the new environment, and others are experi-

encing competition that they have not experienced before. EPRI (2014) and MITEI

(2016) provide comprehensive overviews of the changes underway in the organisation

of the electricity industry. These recent developments are all in parallel to the breakup

of vertically integrated utilities and the creation of wholesale markets, a process that

has been ongoing in various locations worldwide since the 1980s.

2.3 Computing and optimisation advances

Important context for any numerical activity is the ongoing exponential rate of in-

crease in computational power. Nordhaus (2015) calculates that ‘the costs of a stan-

dard computation have declined at an average annual rate of 53% per year over the

period 1940-2012’. Kurzweil (2004) traces this trend back further to the mechanical

calculating devices of 1900, and further notes that the rate of computation per dollar

is accelerating - computing speed per unit cost doubled every three years in the first

half of the twentieth century, while by the end of the century it was doubling every

year. Discussing this trend, Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014) tell the anecdote of how

the computational performance of the fastest supercomputer in the world in 1996,

the $55,000,000 ASCI Red at Sandia National Laboratory, was matched by the $500
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Sony Playstation 3 nine years later. Arthur (2009) discusses the origins of such tech-

nological development, with a core insight of how new technologies comprise novel

combinations of previously existing technologies. This process can generate exponen-

tial technological development. As Kurzweil (2004) states, a more powerful computer

in year t can help you design and build an even more powerful computer in year t+1.

While it can be debatable how this trend will continue and what its implications are

for broader society,5 it clearly has a large influence on a computational based activity

such as development and operation of the models discussed in this dissertation.

In addition to raw computational advances, we have also seen large advances in

optimisation algorithms in recent years. Bertsimas (2014) tells the story of how a

mixed integer problem that would have taken a year to solve on a 1991 computer can

now be solved in less that a minute, on that same 1991 computer.6 In Chapter 4, we

will discuss and apply the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (admm), a first

order optimisation method that is being increasingly used in a variety of applications

due to its decomposition potential and associated scalability. At the end of Chapter

6, we will also briefly discuss advances in non-convex optimisation.

In the context of energy and climate planning models, these computing advances

allow, for example, larger models to be solved and more uncertainty analysis to be

undertaken.7 From observation, the demand for computational power in the energy

and climate planning context has not yet been saturated, despite these advances.

Chapter 3 addresses the computational tradeo↵s in one aspect of electric sector mod-

elling, illustrating when including additional temporal detail may be justified, and

when not.

An area of computing that has attracted a lot of recent attention, and plays a

central role in the aforementioned work of Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014), is that

of artificial intelligence, of which optimisation plays an important underlying role.

5One prediction is the singularity concept expressed by Kurzweil (2005), while Nordhaus (2015)
states that the impact on broader society depends largely on the substitutability between information
and other goods.

6A machine-independent speedup of a factor of 580,000 for mixed integer problems occurred in
commercial solvers in this period.

7Greater computing power allows many more scenarios to be solved per unit time, and makes
the curse of dimensionality that arises in stochastic approaches less daunting.
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Optimisation in this context is used as a basis to train a learning model on the

given data, as opposed to using optimisation to find an optimum plan in a normative

context. How recent advances in these learning algorithms, along with the increased

availability of data, can potentially improve models for energy and climate planning

is briefly discussed / speculated upon at the end of this dissertation in Section 6.4.

This dissertation should ideally provide the reader with some guidance in how

to think about whether more computational power helps their problem at hand. In

particular, Chapter 5 attempts to provide a framework for considering when including

more detail is a good use of additional computational capability.

2.4 Models for energy and climate problems

This dissertation, and associated research, has been undertaken within the Opera-

tions Research tradition of using mathematical models to aid decisions, a tradition

that commenced in the Second World War when scientists were asked to apply the

scientific method to the allocation of scarce resources in military decision making.

Thomas (2015) provides a stepping stone into the history of the field. Post war, these

methods extended to the business world, and particularly after the energy crisis of

1973, to the energy world. Stanford University has had a very large role with the

development of the Operations Research discipline, and in turn the application of

these OR methods to energy problems. A sample of the names behind Stanford’s role

include George Dantzig, previous inventor of the simplex algorithm for solving linear

programming problems,8 still used for many energy and climate planning problems

today; Ken Arrow, whose proof with Gerard Debreu of the existence of an equi-

librium in a model of an integrated economy (Arrow and Debreu, 1954) underpins

energy-economic modeling to the present day; and Alan Manne, who pioneered the

application of OR methods to energy problems, including the development of the

Merge model (Manne et al., 1995). Continuing this tradition, Stanford University’s

Energy Modeling Forum, which has supported this dissertation, was founded in 1976

to aid the process of large scale numerical models providing useful insight to energy

8Dantzig (1990) tells the story of the origins of the simplex method.
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questions. This philosophy, as expressed in the title of the Huntington et al. (1982)

paper ‘Modeling for Insights, Not Numbers’, has continued the success of the Forum

through the core group of EMF intellectual leaders, John Weyant, James Sweeney,

and Hillard Huntington. Finally, recent contributions to this tradition that have in-

fluenced this work include dissertations from the department in the form of Blanford

(2006), Bistline (2013), Wilkerson (2014), Diaz (2015), and Leibowicz (2016).

While discussing models for energy and climate problems, it is worthwhile to

highlight the distinction between models for planning and strategic problems and

models for ‘operational’ (or tactical) problems. While this dissertation focusses on the

former, applications of the latter are abundant and growing. Such applications include

power grid operation, home energy management system operation, electricity market

operation, and tra�c management. As an arbitrary example from a vast literature

and many examples in practice, De Rubira (2015) discusses and develops modeling

techniques for operating power systems e�ciently. In the policy domain, ‘prediction

policy problems’ (Kleinberg et al., 2015) are an example of emerging methods that can

potentially aid certain classes of policy decisions.9 Applications to energy or climate

policy questions have not yet become prevalent in the literature or in practice. A

common theme across operational models is the automation of human tasks through

data, learning, and optimisation of actions. In many of these cases, what is required

to drive the e�cient action is numbers as opposed to insights.

The value of the models applied to operational problems can be clearly appro-

priated, whereas the value of models for planning, particularly for public policy

questions, can be more di�cult to appropriate. In addition, as will be discussed

in Chapter 5, the test of predictive ability to evaluate appropriateness is di�cult to

apply over long time-scales, and conceptually it is not clear if it is the right test for

some planning purposes. Some of these issues have led to various criticisms of energy

and climate planning models. These range from the prevalence of uncertainty, to the

idea that complex systems with local interacting and optimising agents will find their

own global solution, and that interference will have unforeseen consequences. Yet,

9For example, Kleinberg et al. (2015) mention a number of examples from the literature such
as predicting unemployment duration, predicting high risk youth for targeting interventions, and
targeting health inspections.
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the reality of externalities, such as those that exist relating to pollution, R&D, or se-

curity, require the setting of some sort of signal to guide local interactions.10 Models,

such as those discussed in this dissertation, are currently our best way of setting such

signals. In the context of Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs), Weyant (2017) dis-

cusses these criticisms, and outlines contributions these models have made to policy

analysis and research management.

One indicator of the value of energy and climate planning models is the revealed

demand for the information that they provide. Other examples are referenced in the

following chapters, however, at this point, we note the use of models for an applica-

tion that ties in with the opening of this chapter. Article 4, Paragraph 19 of the Paris

Agreement (COP21, 2015) states that: “All Parties should strive to formulate and

communicate long-term low greenhouse gas emission development strategies, mindful

of Article 2 taking into account their common but di↵erentiated responsibilities and

respective capabilities, in the light of di↵erent national circumstances.”. Under this

article, the United States (The White House, 2016), Canada (Government of Canada,

2016), Mexico (SEMARNAT-INECC, 2016), and France (République Française, 2016)

have submitted reports communicating their mid-century strategy, with models play-

ing a central role in the development, justification, and communication of the respec-

tive strategies.11

This overview has attempted to provide context to the following chapters. The

climate change problem, the changing energy system, advances in computers and

algorithms underlying models, and a sense of past and recent tradition in applying

operations research to energy and climate problems, all underlie this dissertation.

Each of the following chapters has its own specific motivation but it is this broader

context that should aid the reader to understand the broader approach and reasoning

in advancing energy and climate planning models.

10Hayek (1945) distinguishes between local knowledge that can be used by decentralised decision
makers in society, and knowledge, such as scientific knowledge, in the possession of, and generated
by, experts.

11Reports available at http://unfccc.int/focus/long-term_strategies/items/9971.php as
of March 15th 2017.

http://unfccc.int/focus/long-term_strategies/items/9971.php


Chapter 3

Temporal Variability in Electricity

Planning Models

A version of this chapter has been published in the journal Energy Economics (Mer-

rick, 2016).
1

3.1 Introduction

The International Energy Agency (2014) reports that $415 billion was invested glob-

ally in electricity generation capacity in 2013 and estimates, for a central scenario,

that approximately $11 trillion cumulative investment in generation capacity will be

required in the period 2014-2040. Models of optimum investment, i.e. capacity plan-

ning models, can inform such investment decisions, and given both current emissions

from the electricity sector and the existence of emission-free electricity technology

options, can also inform the policy discussions relating to the reduction of societal

greenhouse gas emissions. In so doing, the models can exist as standalone models or

as components of broader Integrated Assessment Models (Iams).

In the absence of large scale, very a↵ordable electricity storage, electricity has the

unique property relative to other goods that supply must essentially equal demand

1Merrick, J.H. (2016), On representation of temporal variability in electricity capacity planning
models. Energy Economics, 59(261-274).

13
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at each instant. This entails that assessing the economics of electricity systems,

and thus broader energy systems, and even climate systems, requires appropriate

representation of intra-annual temporal variability. If electricity storage was very

a↵ordable, the topic this chapter addresses would be moot, however, despite recent

advances, we are some way from that point. Even if we are on that path, in the

intervening period as storage becomes more a↵ordable, the considerations of this

chapter will be even more important,2 particularly in the context of declining costs for

variable renewable technologies. To reduce computational burden, this intra-annual

temporal variability in electricity planning models is often represented in an aggregate

form. This chapter systematically considers the representation of this variability and

in so doing, four questions in particular are explored:

(a) How can aggregate representations of temporal variability introduce errors that

a↵ect model insights?

(b) What conditions guarantee such errors are not introduced when aggregating

temporal resolution?

(c) How may an aggregated resolution be found that meets these conditions?

(d) If the resulting resolution is too great for computational feasibility, how may

the model’s temporal resolution be reduced further?

An analytic and numeric exposition addresses (a), sets up our exploration of the

other questions, and highlights how numeric aggregation schemes used in some applied

models today can distort model output.

In addressing (b), we will see that an analytic guarantee of no aggregation error

rests on the intuitive notion of finding and removing duplicate time periods. Applying

this notion to an example dataset, we will see that, while the 8760 datapoints that

comprise hourly electricity demand in a year can be represented in the order of 10

datapoints, the joint profiles of demand, wind, and solar power availability require in

the order of a 1000 datapoints for representation to the same degree. To put it another

2The particular problem of modelling storage is related to the topic of Chapter 4.
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way, the number of electricity goods (peak electricity, o↵-peak electricity, etc.) can

increase from the order of 10 to the order of 1000 when renewable energy potential

is fully included. A similar exercise is undertaken for daily and weekly temporal

profiles, suggesting that the concept of representative days or representative weeks

may be inappropriate for certain applications.

For (c), clustering algorithms are a natural way to find the number of unique time

periods. Numerical experimentation reveals, however, that unless the members of

each cluster are very similar to each other, model outputs will be subject to aggrega-

tion error, with the level of error varying by scenario and by the output of interest.

A metric for evaluating the magnitude of aggregation error is proposed as part of

this discussion. Finally, a number of potential approaches are outlined for (d), but

questions remain for future research.

While points related to each contribution have been made in isolated contexts

in the literature, an additional contribution of this chapter is to combine the ideas

with a focus on the primary concern, the non-distortion of the economic insight

that electricity capacity planning models are designed to provide. Additionally, the

approach adopted in this chapter will be placed in the context of a more general

system of evaluating model formulation in Chapter 5.

The robust representation of temporal variability in a tractable model is but one

of the challenges facing models for long-term electricity planning. Challenges include

conceptual issues such as the appropriate treatment of uncertainty, the reconcilia-

tion between private and public discount rates, the representation of various market

structures, the changing nature of electricity demand, and the treatment of power

system stability in a system with high amounts of renewables. Unlike these con-

ceptual challenges, the issue addressed in this chapter can be resolved analytically,

conditional on a certain classical modelling paradigm. That is, given the paradigm of

representing the shapes of future electricity demand and technological availability on

the basis of hourly data from a historical year, there is no ambiguity in writing down

on paper a model of optimum investment. Sometimes, the policy or strategy question

at hand demands numeric implementation and solution of the model. If the solution

is sensitive to choices made in the numeric implementation, for example, in how to
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aggregate temporal resolution, the premise of this chapter is that these choices have

become relevant to the economic advice and are worth investigating.

Section 3.2 provides further context, Section 3.3 illustrates why the issue is relevant

for economic insight, Section 3.4 points out a simple analytic guarantee, Sections 3.5

and 3.6 assess how many representative hours/days/weeks are numerically required

to meet our analytic guarantee, Section 3.7 discusses options for further reduction,

while Section 3.8 concludes this chapter.

3.2 Background

3.2.1 Literature

With supply needing to match demand at each instant, temporal variability has

always played an important role in planning electricity capacity investments. For ex-

ample, Jacoby (1967) provides an early discussion of tractable representation of elec-

tricity demand variability in investment planning models. With dispatchable thermal

generating units on the supply side, variability was only considered on the demand

side. The familiar concepts of ‘baseload’, ‘intermediate’, and ‘peaking’ generators

came to represent the di↵erent types of technologies required to meet the shape of

electricity demand in, for example, ‘screening curve’ analysis (see Masters (2004)).

The importance of considering variability on the supply side in valuing variable

generation sources has been emphasised before. For example, Joskow (2011) provides

a succinct overview of the key issue - that like the availability of wind and sunshine,

the value of electricity supplied at any given hour varies significantly over the course

of a day, of a week, of a year. Appropriate valuation requires a consideration of how

these variable profiles align. Lamont (2008) derives a term for the long term system

value of a renewable generator that matches this concept, it being a function of both

the average electricity price received by the generator and the covariance of electricity

price and the generator’s availability. We will draw upon this work as a guide to the

relationships an aggregate temporal representation should maintain.

Nicolosi (2011) compares model output across various temporal representations,
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finding significant sensitivity of results to degree of aggregation. Wind power capacity

is exogenous in the Nicolosi (2011) study, an important distinction we will return to.

Similarly, Ludig et al. (2011), Pina et al. (2011), and Kannan and Turton (2013) also

assess the sensitivity of model outputs to temporal resolution, this time assessing var-

ious aggregations of hours within seasonal representative days, numerically showing

the relevance of higher temporal resolution for policy analysis. While displaying the

relevance of temporal representation in a relative sense, the concept of a representative

seasonal day is challenging in an absolute sense in the presence of renewables, as will

be shown in Section 3.6. With the advance of renewables, the meaning of a seasonal

representative day is not obvious. While previously, for example, a spring weekday

implied a certain demand profile, now it is not clear whether a sunny or windy spring

weekday is being referred to. Section 3.3.2 contains a numerical experiment similar to

the numerical experiments conducted in these papers. It is not conducted, however,

with the sole purpose of similarly illustrating the quantitative relevance of temporal

representation, but to illustrate also the mechanisms underlying this relevance. The

development of smart aggregation strategies will benefit from a clear understanding

of these mechanisms.

With the relevance of temporal variability to valuing renewables established in the

literature, models in applied settings have been representing this temporal dimension

in a variety of ways. Table 3.1 presents a sample of various representations that have

been employed. Note that neither model size nor appropriateness declines monotoni-

cally as one looks down the table. In the case of model size, the number of regions in

a model, or whether a static or intertemporal optimisation framework is employed,

vary across the models present. In the case of appropriateness, the appropriate level

of detail is commonly espoused to be a function of the question asked, with more not

necessarily better. And of course, for any given number of representative hours, we

can choose wisely or poorly. Being a sample, Table 3.1 is not exhaustive. Its main

goal is to illustrate the breadth of di↵erent ways model designers have aggregated

temporal resolution. A broader categorisation is as follows:

• No representation of temporal variability
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Table 3.1: Examples of temporal representations in electricity capacity planning mod-
els

Method Model examples

Model every hour Hirth (2013), Powell et al. (2012)
13 selected weeks Aboumahboub et al. (2012)
500 hours chosen from 10,000 sample van der Weijde and Hobbs (2012)
combinations
Peak and median load day per month Berkeley Switch

(Johnston et al., 2013; Fripp, 2012)
86 hours from clustering and Epri Regen (Blanford et al., 2014)
extreme hour selection
6 days with 8 time slices each Pik Limes-EU (Nahmmacher et al., 2014)
1 day per season, 4 time slices each Nrel Reeds (Short et al., 2011)
3 time slices from each of 3 seasons Eia Nems (EIA, 2013)
4 representative hours (in USA) Jgcri Gcam (Luderer et al., 2014)
1 average segment Implicit in an lcoe comparison

• Aggregate temporal resolution designed on basis of demand alone

• Aggregate temporal resolution designed on basis of demand, but with stochastic

renewable availability to represent variability

• Aggregate temporal resolution designed on basis of demand, wind, and solar

profiles

• Hourly temporal resolution with demand, wind, and solar profiles (no aggrega-

tion)

There are two important distinctions that this categorisation does not capture.

The first is that, within categories, rather than attempting to represent temporal

variability directly, some approaches employ ‘side constraints’ to simulate the repre-

sentation. For example, even prior to the advent of renewables, the Merge model

(Manne et al., 1995) had ‘share constraints’ on power generation from coal to simulate

the economic advantage of gas generation to provide power in the peaking hours not

included in the model. Examples of side constraints employed within the models that
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participated in the Energy Modeling Forum 27 study are available in Luderer et al.

(2014). Further examples include the concept of ‘System lcoe’3 (Ueckerdt et al.,

2013), the inclusion of a calibrated flexibility constraint (Sullivan et al., 2013), and

statistical calculations to assess curtailment of renewable power sources (Short et al.,

2011). Edenhofer et al. (2013) make the point that there is not always systematic

consideration of what these approaches gain or lose in terms of the economic ques-

tions the models are attempting to address, and along with Luderer et al. (2014),

point out that share constraints on renewable power generation, for example, are

challenging to credit in strong decarbonisation scenarios.4 To generalise this concern,

side constraints that represent faithfully temporal variability in certain scenarios may

lose their validity in other scenarios. This chapter does not evaluate various side con-

straint approaches that exist, or propose new ones, but attempts to make clear what

these side constraints are attempting to emulate with respect to temporal variability.

Secondly, of those aggregate temporal resolutions that take into account wind and

solar variability in their design, there is an important distinction between those where

the renewable capacity is fixed and those where the renewable capacity is endogenous.

For example, de Sisternes et al. (2015) model investment in a power system, but

with renewable capacity held fixed at a mandated level. In such cases, the temporal

representation can be designed around the ‘net load duration curve’. When, however,

the level of renewable capacity is endogenous, i.e. investment in renewable capacity

can occur, the ‘net load duration curve’ is now impossible to define a priori as it

is dependent on the amount of renewable capacity the model chooses to build. An

aggregate resolution that is valid for any level of installed renewable capacity will thus

typically be of greater magnitude than a resolution designed under the assumption

that renewable capacity is fixed.

Let us now consider a number of ways employed to aggregate resolution that

take into account wind and solar variability in addition to demand variability alone.

van der Weijde and Hobbs (2012) sample 500 of the 8760 hours 10,000 times, then

choose the set that most closely matches the statistical properties of the full dataset.

3lcoe = Levelised Cost of Energy
4As share constraints on a technology imply an infinite price for any new investment in that

technology above the arbitrary cap, no matter what the circumstance.
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While there is no guarantee that the sampling method will not miss important hour

combinations, or that 500 is not too many or too few hours to sample, the method does

seem to behave well empirically (Munoz and Mills, 2015). Swider and Weber (2007)

use representative demand days, but with stochastic availability of wind on those days

instead of average availability, increasing the size of the model with probabilities in-

formed by cluster analysis. Munoz et al. (2016) represent varying temporal conditions

as di↵erent scenarios in a stochastic optimisation framework. Ueckerdt et al. (2015)

introduce the concept of a Residual Load Duration Curve, a non-linear formulation

where the duration curve is represented by a rectangle and triangle that endogenously

change shape with deployment of renewables. Parpas and Webster (2014) formulate

the capacity expansion problem as a stochastic optimal control problem, with vari-

ability represented by finite state Markov processes. To develop a computationally

attractive aggregate problem, singular perturbation theory is drawn upon. The nu-

merical example in the paper takes wind capacity as fixed however, using four net load

states. We will consider how many temporal states are required when wind capacity

is endogenous in this chapter. Continuing with net load duration curve representa-

tions, de Sisternes et al. (2015) conduct an exhaustive search of all combinations of

four selected weeks to find the combination that minimises an error metric and Green

et al. (2014) use a k-means clustering algorithm to aggregate hours for an operation

model of the Great Britain power system. Returning to models where renewable

capacity is endogenous, Munoz et al. (2016), Munoz and Mills (2015), the Regen

model (Blanford et al., 2014), and the Limes model (Nahmmacher et al., 2014) adopt

clustering methods to choose their representative hours, with Limes employing a hi-

erarchical clustering method as outlined by Nahmmacher et al. (2016). Hierarchical

clustering will also be used in this chapter, not as a silver-bullet solution to finding an

appropriate resolution, but as part of a broader approach to finding robust aggregate

temporal structure.

The use of clustering methods has a strong foundation. A section of the operations

research literature abstractly considers aggregation problems of the type of concern in

this chapter. Rogers et al. (1991) and Litvinchev and Vladimir (2003) provide much

guidance on our problem, pointing us to results that bound the error introduced in
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various aggregation strategies, and highlighting the value of clustering techniques for

problem reduction. We will draw upon the bounds derived by Zipkin (1980a,b) in

Section 3.4. We can also observe that the original methods to aggregate temporal

data prior to the advent of renewables implicitly followed this idea of clustering similar

hours, but with hours defined on basis of demand characteristics alone.

For certain questions, maintaining the chronological relationship between hours

in an aggregate formulation is an important consideration, allowing, for example,

modeling of electricity storage technologies or ramping constraints on generators. A

number of modeling approaches have been adopted to maintain this chronological

information. The most common approach is to choose representative sequences of

hours allowing chronological constraints within each sequence. Many of the example

temporal representations in Table 3.1 refer to such sequences in the form of represen-

tative days or representative weeks. We will investigate this approach in Section 3.6.

Wogrin et al. (2014) present an alternate novel approach, where chronological infor-

mation about the aggregated representative hours is contained in a transition matrix.

How many temporal states to represent in the transition matrix may be informed by

the following sections.

Finally, a number of the side constraints mentioned above attempt to simulate

more than temporal variability alone, but also features of electricity supply such

as generator ramping limitations, unit commitment decisions, and operating reserve

requirements. These model features can be broadly categorised as the modelling of

‘system flexibility’, a concept often discussed in the context of modelling systems with

large amounts of renewables (Lannoye et al., 2012; Welsch, 2013). If the appropriate

representation of temporal variability happened to address system flexibility concerns,

then we would not need to model explicitly those system flexibility features. Moti-

vating this thought is the observation that a number of the technologies that have the

technical characteristics associated with flexibility also have economic characteristics

that favour their deployment alongside variable renewable sources in models where

temporal variability is captured. For example, gas generation is considered favourable

from a flexibility standpoint, but with its traditional low capital costs relative to op-

erating costs, is also economically advantageous for providing power at peak pricing
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hours, the number of which can increase with greater deployment of renewables. Such

a finding has been reported by Bertsch et al. (2016), whereas Palmintier and Webster

(2011) motivate further research by presenting a scenario with significant amounts of

nuclear investment where the inclusion of unit commitment constraints are shown as

relevant to planning. Recent examples of such research include that undertaken by

Poncelet et al. (2016) and Bistline (2017).

3.2.2 Model structure

Mathematically, the aggregation process for a simple capacity planning model is the

transformation from the detailed form to the aggregated form below. The ‘detailed

form’ here could represent any resolution, for example second-by-second resolution.

From this point onwards in the chapter, hourly resolution will be referred to as the

detailed benchmark to which aggregate representations will be compared. Whether

more granular resolutions are more relevant for the economic questions at hand is

left to further research, however we can note at this point, from Table 3.1, that

hourly resolution is at the frontier of models in the research literature, and at a much

greater resolution than models used in practice. Additionally, data has been less

available at the sub hourly resolution traditionally, and importantly, modest levels of

geographic aggregation, consistent with the spatial resolution of electricity planning

models, greatly dampen subhourly fluctuations.5

The model searches for the lowest cost solution to meet electricity demand, given

two fundamental constraints related to the electricity sector; a) supply must equal

demand in each period, and b) supply must be less than available capacity in each

period. To focus on the issue of interest, the representation of temporal variability,

the model has been stripped to a minimum beyond this. For example, the model is

deterministic with no treatment of uncertainty, existing power sector capacity and

transmission are not included, demand cannot adjust, no storage or ramping con-

straints are included6 and it is a static model in the sense that the optimisation is

5For example, relating to solar variability, Perez et al. (2016) shows that at the scale of hundreds
of kilometers, “fluctuations of less than one hour should not be of concern.”

6The lack of such constraints imply hours are independent of each other, allowing chronology to
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conducted for some future year and not intertemporally across multiple years.

Detailed Form
Objective Function:

minimise Z =
X

g2G

(

Investment costsz }| {
Igccg +

Generation costsz }| {X

h2H

Gg,hvcg) (3.1)

Subject to:

Supply must equal demand:

X

g2G

Gg,h = m.dh 8h 2 H (3.2)

Generation must be less than available capacity:

Gg,h  Igag,h 8g 2 G, h 2 H (3.3)

Non-negativity constraints:

Ig, Gg,h � 0 8g 2 G, h 2 H (3.4)

Aggregated form

minimise Z =
X

g2G

(Igccg +
X

p2P

Gg,pvcgwp) (3.5)

X

g2G

Gg,p = m.dp 8p 2 P (3.6)

Gg,p  Igag,p 8g 2 G, p 2 P (3.7)

Ig, Gg,p � 0 8g 2 G, p 2 P (3.8)

Where the sets are as follows:

be ignored in the aggregation process.
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G : generators
H : hours
P : ‘representative’ periods (|P| << |H|)

And the variables:
Gg,h/p : Generation by g in hour h / period p

Ig : Investment in generator g
And the parameters:

ccg : Annualised capital cost of g
vcg : Variable operating cost of g
ag,h/p : Availability factor7 of g in h or p
m : Maximum electricity demand
dh/p : Fraction of m in h or p
wp : Weight of representative period p, with

P
p2P wp = |H|

Again, given parameter inputs, the model finds the level of investment and associ-

ated operation strategy that minimises total cost. The aggregate formulation reduces

the number of constraints from |H|.(1 + 2|G|) to |P|.(1 + 2|G|), and the number of

variables from |G|.(1+ |H|) to |G|.(1+ |P|). When the structure of the model is more

elaborate, this reduction in model size is magnified as a function of |H| and |P|.

While the relevance of capturing the temporal variability when conducting this

aggregation has been recognised in the literature, generally the approaches attempting

to do so do not come with analytic guarantees or systematic numerical testing of the

e↵ect of the aggregation on model output. We will provide an example of both in the

following sections. As a first step however, we will conduct the following analytic and

numeric exposition to build understanding of how temporal representation can a↵ect

model outputs.

3.3 Why temporal representation is relevant

3.3.1 Mechanism

The mechanism by which temporal representation a↵ects model outputs can be un-

derstood through the lens of how temporal variability itself a↵ects the economics of

7We will assume ag is constant for thermal generators. For variable renewable generators, ag is
the hourly availability of capacity as allowed by the weather.
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electricity sources. The marginal value of an additional unit of investment in an elec-

tricity generator can be derived from the first order conditions of the optimisation

problem. As per Lamont (2008), with the only change being in notation, the following

is an expression of the marginal value of a new unit of wind or solar power capacity

in our hourly model structure:

Marginal Valueg = 8760[E(�).CF g + Cov(�,ag)] (3.9)

Where � 2 <|H| is the vector of dual variables associated with the supply-demand

constraint (Statement 3.2), which may be economically interpreted as the price of

electricity. The E(.) operator is the time-weighted mean, Cov(.) is the time-weighted

covariance, and CFg(the capacity factor) = E(ag) where ag 2 <
|H| is the availability

vector of wind or solar technology g. Applying a similar logic, we can develop the

following expression for the aggregated model. The derivation is included in Appendix

A.

Marginal Valueg = 8760[E(⇤).CF g + Cov(⇤, āg)] (3.10)

Here ⇤ 2 <|P| is the vector of the dual variables of the aggregated supply demand

constraint (Statement 3.6), each divided by its associated weight wp, while āg 2 <
|P|

is the aggregated vector of technology availability, with CF g = E(āg). Time-weighted

expectation and covariance in the aggregated case implies weighting the associated

vectors in the calculations with the w 2 <|P| vector.

By considering when these two statements diverge, we can walk through a num-

ber of cases where the aggregate structure misvalues investment in a wind or solar

power generator. For this exercise, let us assume we have an aggregate structure that

captures the variability of demand. For example, assume weighted baseload, inter-

mediate, and peaking hours can fully express the variability of electricity demand.

In addition, assume we are considering the marginal value of a renewable generator

before any renewable generation is installed, and that non-renewable generation has

constant availability. In such a world, electricity price varies solely with electricity

demand, and the solution to the aggregate model then reproduces the temporal pro-

file of the hourly electricity price. We can then expect E(⇤) = E(�). Additionally,
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as a weighted average of averages preserves the overall average, CF g equals CF g.

Returning to Statements 3.9 and 3.10, the constituent factors of the first term are

then equal. We can then consider two paths to mis-valuation of the wind and solar

power generator through the second term:

• Under-valuation (Cov(⇤, āg) < Cov(�,ag)): This can occur if hours that con-

tribute toward a positive covariance between price (demand) and availability

are missing in the aggregate representation. For example, a high demand hour

with low solar availability is chosen but the high demand hour with high solar

availability is not.

• Over-valuation (Cov(⇤, āg) > Cov(�,ag)): This can occur if hours that con-

tribute toward a negative covariance between price (demand) and availability

are missing. For example, a high demand hour when the sun is not shining is

not included.

For our next case, let us assume that Statements 3.9 and 3.10 exactly match

when no renewable generation is installed, but let us relax the assumption that it

is at this point alone that we are considering the marginal value. With the level of

renewables deployment now endogenous, the electricity price distribution changes,

and becomes no longer a function of demand alone. Both the first and second terms

of the statements can then diverge leading to either under- or over- valuation in the

aggregate model. Hours that are not included in the aggregate model can now become

relevant to the marginal value as renewable capacity changes. The change of marginal

capacity value of wind and solar power with increasing deployment has been noted of

course by the aforementioned Lamont (2008) and, for example, by Hirth (2013). The

idea has been extended here to illustrate how the value under the aggregate numeric

implementation can diverge from the true value as expressed conceptually by these

papers.

We will see examples of our ‘under-valuation’, ‘over-valuation’, and ‘endogenous’

cases in the next section.
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3.3.2 Numeric illustration

We will now illustrate the mechanisms for misvaluation numerically. To undertake

this assessment, the model structures seen in statements {3.1 - 3.4} and {3.5 - 3.8} are

implemented, with the associated GAMS code available in Appendix A. For a variety

of outputs of interest, we will compare the output of the aggregated model with that

of the non-aggregated model.

To parameterise, the model of the Texas power system in Merrick (2010) is drawn

upon to provide electricity demand, wind and solar data, investment costs and fuel

prices.8 To focus on the relevance of temporal representation to investment in new

generation capacity, existing capacity and transmission constraints are not included.

It is important to note that the main goal of this exercise is not to study the

absolute numbers, but to provide intuition by studying the relative changes across

di↵erent temporal representations, holding everything else constant. The representa-

tions chosen for this illustrative experiment are as follows:

• 8760: Hourly resolution of demand, wind, and solar data - no aggregation.

• S: 144 periods, aggregated form of the 8760 data, with aggregation methodology

inferred from the Switch model documentation (Johnston et al., 2013). Here,

2 days were chosen from each month: one the peak electricity demand day, the

other the median. These 24 days were then sampled at 4 hour periods to arrive

at 144 periods.

• M: 1 period, aggregated form of the 8760 data, with demand and wind/solar

availability represented by the mean of the hourly data. This representation

is implicit when technologies are selected by comparison of Levelised Cost Of

Energy (lcoe), for example as in the Merge model (Manne et al., 1995).

8 For this exercise there is one wind profile and one solar profile that the model can choose from.
Electricity demand and wind production data comes from Ercot (Electricity Reliability Council
Of Texas), while solar data comes from the National Solar Radiation Database. All temporal data
is for the year 2008. Technology cost and performance data comes from EIA and NREL.
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Table 3.2: Influence of temporal resolution on model runtime

Temporal resolution Runtime for single run
(number of periods) (s)

8760 15
144 0.09
1 <0.01

The code that undertook these aggregations is included in Appendix A. Figure

3.1(a) shows the load duration curve9 associated with each representation, while Fig-

ure 3.1(b) shows the ‘solar insolation duration curve’ for the potential solar invest-

ment.10 As expected given its design, the S representation captures the demand

variability well. Additionally, it appears from the solar insolation duration curve

that it also captures the solar availability reasonably well. A proposed aggregation

methodology could present such charts as proof of a good fit. As we will see in our nu-

merical experiment, what seems like a reasonable fit in terms of duration curves may

in fact introduce aggregation error in model outputs. For example, a challenge with

any given duration curve is that it does not provide information about correlations

with other temporal profiles. Table 3.3 compares the correlation between electricity

demand and solar availability across the representations. We can see that choosing

hours based on demand alone happens to overestimate the correlation under the S

representation for this particular dataset (the same aggregation methodology could

underestimate this correlation for a di↵erent dataset). Meanwhile the simple M rep-

resentation underestimates the correlation in this case. As we have seen however, it

is the correlation with price that counts, for which correlation with demand is only a

proxy that holds at low levels of installed wind and solar power capacity.

Our first comparison, the results of which are displayed in Table 3.2, illustrates

9The 2008 data is multiplied by a factor of 1.5 to represent load growth. This may or may not
strike the reader as high, but it is important to emphasise that it is the shape that counts for our
discussion.

10The duration curve is developed for each representation by simply sorting the elements of each
associated profile.
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Figure 3.1: Sample duration curves in numerical model under each temporal repre-
sentation

Table 3.3: Correlation between demand and solar availability under each sample
temporal representation

8760 S M

0.39 0.51 0

part, if not all, of the motivation for aggregated temporal representation - the possi-

bility of significant decreases in model runtime. The relative, and not the absolute,

numbers are important here, as the computational penalty associated with greater res-

olution in Table 3.2 will increase for models of greater detail and geographic scope.11

In line with the procedures that will be discussed in Chapter 5, everything in the

model is held constant across runs in this illustrative experiment, with the exception

of the temporal representation employed. This comparison is undertaken for two sce-

narios. In our first scenario, which we now consider, we have no carbon price and

no price on air pollutants, but a low capacity cost for photovoltaics (PV) of approxi-

mately $1/W. Figure 3.2(a) provides an example of how temporal representation can

matter in appropriate valuation of PV technology; an order of magnitude more PV

capacity is installed under the S representation than under the 8760 representation,

11These runs were conducted on an 8 core 2.7GHz machine with 32GB RAM.
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while no PV is installed under the M representation. The di↵erence between the

model outputs under the 8760 and S representations could be critically important

for some questions, or within the range of acceptable tolerance for others. As seen

in Table 3.3, the S representation happens to overestimate the correlation between

PV production and electricity demand, missing hours when demand is high but PV

production is low, and thus mis-values as in our over-valuation case in Section 3.3.1.

The M representation on the other hand, only considering the average PV avail-

ability across the whole year, underestimates the correlation between photovoltaic

production and electricity demand, under-valuing PV as in our under-valuation case

in Section 3.3.1.

Figure 3.2(a) also allows us to see capacity investment in other technologies, while

Figure 3.2(b) presents generation by technology across our temporal representations.

These figures indicate the importance of temporal representation for valuing ‘conven-

tional’ technologies also. Under the most aggregate temporal representation, M, we

see that the technology with the lowest lcoe is chosen, which for this set of assump-

tions is coal. Under our disaggregated S and 8760 representations, we see gas capacity

is installed in addition to coal, to contribute power for the peak demand hours that

the aggregate M representation does not include.
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Figure 3.2: Optimal capacity and generation mix by temporal representation, $1/W
PV case

We can see in Figure 3.3(a) installed capacity in our second scenario where PV
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Figure 3.3: Optimal capacity and generation mix by temporal representation, $0.5/W
PV case

costs are even lower than our first scenario (to $0.5/W). We can notice that under

the M representation in this scenario, the model now builds out more PV than under

the 8760 representation. This is the opposite result to our first case. Here we have

an example similar to our endogenous case in Section 3.3.1. The M representation

is missing hours that become important to the valuation of solar power as solar de-

ployment increases, resulting in the model both under-valuing and over-valuing solar

power, depending on the scenario, under the same M temporal representation. This

somewhat extreme example shows that it is not the case that a particular aggrega-

tion always undervalues or overvalues, but that it can do either, depending on the

particular parameterisation. In contrast to the M representation in this case, the

model ‘knows’ under the 8760 and S representations that hours exist where the sun is

not shining, and that other electricity sources must be installed to provide electricity

in those hours. Considering this case alone, the S representation seems appropriate.

Importantly, we can only discuss the accuracy of the S representation for this case ex

post and with the solution of the non-aggregated model on hand. As we have seen

in our first scenario, the accuracy of the S representation is not guaranteed across all

possible input sets.

In this section, we have seen how temporal representations used in existing policy

models can introduce error, how error can be introduced for some input sets and
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not others, how the error can be relevant for some questions and not others, and,

importantly, the mechanism underlying these outcomes. With this knowledge in

hand, we will now consider how to find systematically temporal representations with

a guarantee of not introducing error under any input set. Additionally, for those cases

where exact reproduction of the non-aggregated model is required, we will consider a

metric that allows us to avoid checking every model output one-by-one.

3.4 A simple analytic guarantee

We can analytically assess when an aggregated model is guaranteed to produce the

same results as a non-aggregated model. Such analytical assessment allows us to

avoid extensive numeric testing in every case. We begin by representing the structure

of the electricity capacity planning problem in a general abstract form as follows:

minimise cTx Subject to: Ax = b, x > 0 (3.11)

Where x is the vector of investment and generation variables, c is the vector of

costs of investment and generation, and Ax = b represents the system of constraints.

The aggregation of temporal resolution discussed in this chapter, the transformation

from the set of statements {3.1-3.4} in Section 3.2.2 to the statements {3.5-3.8},

can be discussed in the context of this more abstract structure. In particular, our

aggregation of hourly resolution can be considered as column aggregation followed by

row aggregation. Column aggregation (aggregation of variables) results in a reduction

in the size of the c and x vectors and the number of columns in the A matrix, while

the subsequent row aggregation (aggregation of constraints) reduces the size of the b

vector and the number of rows in the column-reduced Ā matrix.

Zipkin (1980a,b) shows that in conducting this aggregation, the more similar the

aggregated columns and rows are to each other, the lower the bound on how much

the objective function value will change from the original problem. In the context of

our problem, this translates to the intuitive idea of finding hours that are duplicates

of each other in terms of demand and technology availability, removing them, and
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replacing them with a weighted representative. When duplicates are aggregated, not

only will the objective value be maintained, but the solution to the original problem

in terms of investment and total generation by technology will also be reproduced.

For example, if every hour had the same profile, |P| could be 1 with an associated

weight, w, equal to 8760, and the exact same model outcome would occur with the

aggregate model as with the full hourly resolution model. With real data, exact

duplicates may be challenging to find, so we can look for hours similar to each other.

Just how similar, and how many such hours exist, is numerically considered next

for the dataset underlying our earlier illustrative numerical model. Additionally, we

will extend the analysis to when the representative periods in question are days and

weeks.

3.5 How many representative hours?

3.5.1 How many hours are unique?

Similarity between hours

To find those hours that are closely similar, we first need a metric for similarity. The

nature of the data lends itself to using Euclidean distance12 as this metric, with the

greater the similarity between two hours, the smaller the Euclidean distance between

them. To calculate the distance between a pair of hours, each hour is represented as

an n-dimensional data point comprising demand13 and availability of each renewable

resource14 in that hour. While electricity demand is represented in units of power,

endogenous renewable capacity implies that the availability of renewables is a dimen-

sionless parameter, representing the availability per unit of installed capacity in each

hour. To enable comparison between these di↵erent units, all temporal profiles are

normalised such that each vector is divided by the maximum value of that vector.15

12 The Euclidean distance between the n-dimensional points x and y is:p
(x1 � y1)2 + (x2 � y2)2 + . . .+ (xn � yn)2
13dh in earlier notation
14ag,h in earlier notation
15Numerical experiments revealed sensitivity in results to choice of normalisation methods. How-

ever while having a quantitative impact they did not change the qualitative findings here. See
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Figure 3.4: Normalised distance between hour 1 of dataset and other hours, zero
means exact duplicate

Table 3.4 presents a sample of the data when prepared in this format. As an example

application of this test of similarity between hours, Figure 3.4 displays the Euclidean

distance between hour 1 of the dataset and every other hour, with the results nor-

malised by the maximum distance. As can be seen from the figure, the majority of the

hours are di↵erent from hour 1, but hours do exist that are quite similar. To under-

take this assessment on a systematic basis across all hours, a hierarchical clustering

approach is employed.

Hierarchical clustering

In particular, a form of hierarchical clustering known as agglomerative clustering

is employed. The advantage of hierarchical clustering methods over the commonly

applied k-means clustering method is that there is no need to provide the clustering

algorithm with a set of k initial points. See Hastie et al. (2009) for more details on

the method. The basic idea is to start with clusters consisting of one data point each

and sequentially merge the clusters that are closest to each other. While the distance

between two points can be determined in a straightforward manner once a distance

metric has been defined, it is not necessarily obvious how to determine the distance

between two clusters of points. A variety of methods exist - for example, the clusters

with the two closest points are merged, or clusters with the shortest longest distance

Milligan and Cooper (1988) for more on normalisation in cluster analysis.
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Table 3.4: Sample of temporal data used in numerical analysis

Load Wind Solar

H1 0.4480 0.4186 0
...

...
...

...
H8 0.5615 0.3810 0
H9 0.5588 0.3867 0.0130
H10 0.5490 0.3208 0.0590
H11 0.5334 0.2310 0.1260
...

...
...

...
h5225 1.0000 0.1207 0.2550
...

...
...

...
h8759 0.5285 0.5339 0
h8760 0.5025 0.4721 0

between points are merged. In this application, “Ward’s method” is applied.16 This

method merges the clusters that produce the minimum variance in the merged cluster.

In the context of this application, this is desirable as we want to keep the clusters as

tight as possible, which is consistent with the goal of finding hours that are duplicates

of, or extremely similar to, each other.

A number of methods can be employed to provide a rule for when this agglom-

eration process stops. For example, the algorithm can simply be stopped when a

desired number of clusters is reached, or alternately when some metric of disunity

within clusters is reached. For our investigation, the hierarchical clustering algorithm

is run until a desired number of clusters is reached, where the desired number changes

in increments of 50 from 8760 to 60, and increments of 10 from 60 to 10. This ap-

proach allows a visual representation of the performance of the clustering algorithm

across resolutions, with a goal of revealing some properties of the temporal variabil-

ity. The clustering portion of this investigation was completed using the MATLAB (The

MathWorks, Inc., 2013) clusterdata function.

16Further information, including the exact distance equation, is available in Appendix A.
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Within-cluster variance

The following metric will allow us to assess the performance of a given clustered

resolution, where performance can be defined as how similar the members of each

cluster are to each other. The same metric, in a rearranged format, is employed by

Ludig et al. (2011) to assess how much variability is captured in a variety of time

slice configurations. In the context of this chapter, the metric allows us to determine

how similar the members of our clusters are, which by the reasoning of Section 3.4

can guide us to find an aggregate temporal representation that is robust across all

policy and cost scenarios. The ‘% of full dataset variance’ can be defined as follows:

100.
Sum across clusters of within-cluster variance

Variance across all hours
(3.12)

When this metric reaches zero, the members of each cluster are identical to each

other. Figure 3.5 presents the results of this investigation. When only demand is

considered, less than 40 clusters capture the vast majority of the variance, implying

that 8720 hours of the year can be discarded. Many models designed before the advent

of large scale renewables have temporal resolutions within this order of magnitude.

The inclusion of wind and solar profiles into our hourly data changes the curve, with

approximately 1000 hours required to capture the variance when one wind and one

solar profile are included, and around 3000 hours required to capture the variance

when 3 regional wind and 7 regional solar profiles are included. To express it another

way, while in the absence of variable renewables we had about 40 electricity goods,

we now have on the order of 1000 when variable renewables are included in the set

of investment options. While it will not be a qualitative surprise that increasing the

number of temporal profiles from 1, to 3, to 11, leads to an increase in the number

of unique hours, here we have quantified the increase for a sample dataset, and have

seen a set of ideas that can be applied to any temporal dataset for any region.

3.5.2 Sensitivity of model outputs: metrics

We will now consider the sensitivity of what we really care about, the economic

insights generated by model outputs, to the variance metric displayed in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Relative variance by clustered resolution. This metric allows illustration
of the number of unique hours in dataset. When zero, each cluster consists only of
duplicate hours.

Table 3.5: Parameter configurations in numerical comparison experiment

Number of variable profiles in model Technology cases

Load profile only (no renewables) Default assumptions
Load, 1 wind, 1 solar profile $1/W Photovoltaics, $0.5/W Photovoltaics
Load, 3 wind, 7 solar profiles $1/W Photovoltaics, $0.5/W Photovoltaics

For a sample of parameter configurations, we will compare the output generated by

our model of Section 3.3.2 under an hourly resolution with the output generated

under each of the resolutions associated with the clustering process that underlie

Figure 3.5.17 The parameter configurations chosen for this numerical experiment are

shown in Table 3.5. In undertaking this experiment, we will compare model outputs

using two metrics, a) the self-explanatory absolute di↵erence in model objective value,

or total system costs, and b) a metric termed the L1-distance, next explained.

17Each clustered resolution was represented in the model as follows. For each cluster of hours, the
hour closest to the centroid was chosen as the representative hour, and assigned a weight equal to
the number of members of the cluster.
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Frequently, we are interested in the components of the objective function as much

as the objective value itself, and as will be discussed in Chapter 5, appropriateness

of a model may be considered a function of the question asked. In the application at

hand, we may be as interested in the technologies the model chooses to meet electricity

demand as we are in the total system costs. For example, we could be interested in

how a technology-specific subsidy a↵ects deployment of that technology. However, we

can imagine cases where components of the objective function could change, but the

total value of the objective function remains the same. In our application, this could

particularly be the case if technologies have similar total lifetime costs, but a di↵erent

distribution between whether the costs arise upfront or in operation. In choosing one

such technology over the other, the total system costs may not change significantly,

but we could be considering a very di↵erent type of power system.18

One option to address this possible limitation of considering the objective value

alone is to consider other metrics. To assess every model output individually, for

example, would be comprehensive, but it would also be burdensome on the ana-

lyst and it could be a process where insight could get buried in the mass of data.

The ‘L1-distance’ is thus proposed here as a means of comparison between model

solution values. This metric treats the model’s objective function at solution as an

n-dimensional point, where each of the n points represents an element of the decom-

posed objective function. The distance measurement between two model solutions

is then the sum of absolute di↵erences between each of the n values that comprise

each objective function at solution. Equivalently, the metric can be considered the

L1-norm of the vector of n di↵erences in objective function elements. In our case

here, the objective function is decomposed into investment costs and generation costs

by technology, with the ‘L1-distance’ measuring the di↵erence between two model

solutions by summing the absolute di↵erences in our decomposed terms across model

18Another way of expressing this is that the model solution is approaching non-uniqueness. If
there was one very clear unique optimum in terms of technology choice, then system costs would
be a su�cient measure to compare model outputs. DeCarolis (2011) discusses the exploration of
near-optimal solution spaces.
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solutions. Using our earlier notation, the metric is defined as follows:
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Where the superscript h denotes a variable from the model with hourly resolution,

and the superscript c denotes a variable from the model with the clustered resolution.

Like the comparison of objective value (total system costs), this metric will be zero

when generation and investment in the aggregated model match the hourly model

exactly, but unlike the total system cost comparison, will be sensitive to substitution

of one technology type over another with similar lifetime costs. Figure 3.6 presents a

visual example to explain the L1-distance, and its relationship to total system costs.

3.5.3 Sensitivity of model outputs: results

The bounds of Zipkin (1980a,b) indicate that the more similar the rows and columns

being aggregated, the smaller the errors introduced into the total value of the objective

function, which in this case is total system costs. Figure 3.7(a) shows the absolute
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error in total system costs associated with each clustered resolution relative to the

total system costs associated with the non-aggregated hourly resolution. We can

observe a broad agreement with the bounds of Zipkin, and with Figure 3.5, in that the

di↵erence in total system costs in all scenarios approaches zero at the same resolution

where the variance metric approached zero, i.e. where only very similar hours are

aggregated. In particular, lines indicating 11 temporal profiles have reached zero at a

clustered resolution of 3000, lines indicating 3 temporal profiles have reached zero at

a clustered resolution close to 1000, and the solid line indicating the no renewables

case reaches zero at a clustered resolution of tens of hours. This is as expected

from our previous discussion. What may not necessarily be expected are the changes

across lines within each colour group. The extent of the error in total system costs

introduced by temporal aggregation is sensitive to how the model is parameterised.

We will expand on this e↵ect later in this section.

As in Figure 3.7(a) with total system costs, for each resolution found by agglomer-

ative clustering, the model was solved and the outputs were compared to the outputs

from the hourly model using the L1-distance metric. The outcome is plotted in Fig-

ure 3.7(b).19 Consistent with our earlier discussion, the L1-distance metric in Figure

3.7(b) approaches zero at a clustered temporal resolution in the order of tens of hours

when no renewables are in the model, a clustered resolution of approximately 1000

when two renewable profiles are included, and a clustered resolution of approximately

3000 when ten renewable profiles are included. Comparing lines within each colour

group, we again see sensitivity across the parameterisation of the model, this time in

greater amounts. We see that the $0.5/W solar PV scenario is more sensitive to tem-

poral resolution aggregation than the $1/W scenario, in particular displaying strong

non-monotonicity. Finally, as our metric approaches zero as expected at the clustered

resolutions of 1000 and 3000, some residual error remains beyond these resolutions in

certain configurations.

19For the interested reader, the breakdown in contribution between investment and generation for
each configuration is available in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.7: Distance from solution under hourly resolution to solution under clustered
resolution. When the L1-distance is zero, each investment and generation component
in the model solution under the clustered resolution exactly matches the hourly model
solution

3.5.4 Role of extreme hours

What are the reasons for the residual error and the non-monotonicity? Investigation

reveals that the answer rests in the role of ‘extreme hours’, i.e. those hours where the

capacity charge can rest, or equivalently, the hours where one unit of extra demand can
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require investment in a new unit of capacity. Importantly, we will see in this section

that these extreme hours are critical to the performance of clustering algorithms for

aggregation of temporal resolution.

With residual error, though overall variance can be tiny, model outputs can be

very sensitive to any variance associated with the extreme hours. This residual error

disappears when one reaches the true duplicates on the right hand side of Figure 3.7.

We will illustrate this role of extreme hours by a more detailed investigation of non-

monotonicity. The non-monotonic jump in L1-distance occurs when, as a ‘parent’

cluster splits into two as the resolution becomes more disaggregate, one of the ‘child’

clusters can end up with the peak electricity price. However, if this representative hour

is not the true peak electricity price hour, and the true hour remains hidden within

a cluster, then the disaggregation can lead to increased error. As disaggregation

continues, the true peak electricity price hour eventually becomes a representative

hour, at which point the error relative to the hourly solution can rapidly drop.

To illustrate this mechanism, we will consider the sharp non-monotonic increase

in the dashed line representing the $0.5/W PV case with one load, wind, solar profile,

that happens to occur across the clustered resolutions of 857 and 858.20 The jump in

L1-distance to the hourly solution in this case is due to substitution of coal technology

for solar and gas technology.21 Table 3.6 illustrates the di↵erence in temporal profile

between the 857 resolution and the 858 resolution. With the splitting of the non-

peak price parent cluster, child cluster 5201 has a higher demand and it turns out

that it takes on the peak electricity price. Even though cluster 5201 has a low solar

availability of 10%, this level of solar availability under such a high electricity price

can increase the valuation of solar, leading to the misvaluation, and thus to the non-

monotonic increase in the L1-distance.22

Along the same line a sharp drop in L1-distance occurs across the 1110 and 1111

clustered resolutions. Table 3.7 illustrates the di↵erence in temporal profile between

20While the figures are associated with discrete jumps in resolution of 50, these particular cases
were run to illustrate the drivers of the observed non-monotonicity.

21For the interested reader, the exact underlying capacities across these resolutions are available
in Appendix A.

22In the terms of our expression of marginal value of a renewable generator in Section 3.3.1 above,
there is an increase in the covariance between solar availability and electricity price.
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these resolutions. What causes this sharp drop in error as measured by the L1-

distance? Here the peak pricing hour emerges when the parent cluster splits. 4%

availability instead of 10% at the peak pricing hour reduces the value of solar back

to that of the 8760 non-aggregated case.

Table 3.6: Di↵erence in temporal profile between the 857 and 858 clustered resolutions

Hour Weight Demand Solar Price
($/MWh)

4649 5 0.915 0.149 41.5
(parent)
4648 3 0.906 0.121 41.5
5201 2 0.985 0.101 54421.5
(children)

Table 3.7: Di↵erence in temporal profile between the 1110 and 1111 clustered resolu-
tions

Hour Weight Demand Solar Price
($/MWh)

5179 5 0.924 0.056 41.5
(parent)
5179 3 0.924 0.056 41.5
5228 2 0.942 0.004 54421.5
(children)

This is but an example where small changes in the temporal data change the na-

ture of optimum capacity investment. Our dashed line cases, with PV so a↵ordable,

are particularly sensitive to small changes in temporal resolution. While they may be

extreme cases in a model where electricity demand cannot adjust, they are helpful in

illustrating how aggregation strategies that may perform under one set of conditions

perform less well under others. This discussion illustrates that the value of clustering

in aggregation of temporal resolution rests as a tool to find duplicates or periods
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extremely similar to each other. More aggregate resolutions found by clustering algo-

rithms, with greater variance within clusters, are not generally robust to introducing

aggregation error into model results.

3.5.5 How many hours required?

Referring to the title of this section, how many representative hours are required to

represent intra-annual temporal variability appropriately? For the example dataset

here, the implication is an increase from tens to thousands in the number of represen-

tative hours required to not introduce aggregation error along the temporal dimension.

Agglomerative clustering, when used appropriately, is a way of finding a set of rep-

resentative hours that guarantee an appropriate model by our criteria. Importantly

however, the search for the appropriate clustering resolution should be conducted

with caution - settling on an appropriate resolution on the basis on one or two model

outputs for one particular scenario could provide one with a false sense of security

with regard to aggregation error in other scenarios, as our use of the L1-distance met-

ric showed. In the exercising of this caution, the variance metric introduced above can

be used to check the level of similarity within clusters. To illustrate the applicability

of this approach to other datasets, Appendix A contains a similar cluster analysis

for Irish power system data, showing a similar number of unique demand hours and

approximately 500 unique hours when one wind profile is included.

The approach has been discussed in the context of one geographic region thus far,

however, it extends naturally to multiple regions. Simply every additional temporal

profile is an additional column in the data matrix to which clustering is applied.23 In

this manner, multiple wind and solar profiles were included in the numerical analysis

above.
23Additionally, the clustering method allows multiple years of historical data to be incorporated

into the analysis, with the additional hourly profiles adding rows to the data matrix. With this
introduction of multiple years, the weights associated with the subsequent clusters in the planning
model itself will require interpretation.
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3.6 How many representative days/weeks?

The numerical analysis thus far has assumed that no constraints span across hours,

and, therefore, that hours can be treated independently without concern for chronol-

ogy. Constraints that require chronology to be maintained are used to model such

features as smart grid technologies, ramping ability of generators, and short term

energy storage. One approach to include such constraints in aggregated models is

to employ representative days or weeks, with the constraints spanning across hours

within each day or week, but not across days or weeks. Examples of models with

such a temporal structure can be seen in Table 3.1. The two key assumptions of this

approach are a) that the constraints are relevant for the question being asked of the

model and b) that constraints across representative days or weeks are not relevant,

such as those that model interseasonal storage options. We will not consider here

whether the constraints that the representative day/week approach enables are nec-

essary for economic insight. We will investigate, however, how many representative

days/weeks are required to guarantee that the approach, when employed, does not

introduce aggregation error.

3.6.1 Similarity of days and weeks

Using the same logic as Section 3.5, we will now consider how many similar days and

weeks are in our example temporal dataset. While previously the dataset consisted

of 8760 points with associated load/wind/solar values, for this analysis, the dataset

is restructured to consist of 365 (daily assessment) or 52 (weekly assessment) points

with associated load/wind/solar vectors. For example, with one wind and one solar

availability profile in the daily assessment, each of the 365 points has a dimension

of 72 (the number of hours, 24, multiplied by the number of load, wind and solar

profiles, 3).

Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) show how the number of clustered days and weeks re-

quired to capture the temporal variability increases when wind and solar availability

profiles are included in addition to demand alone. For example, in the case of clustered
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Figure 3.8: Relative variance by clustered daily and weekly resolutions. When zero,
each cluster consists of only duplicate days/weeks.

days, the level of variance associated with 20 days, when demand alone was consid-

ered, is now associated with approximately 300 days as renewables are included. This

can be visually seen in Figure 3.8(a) by noting where the blue line, representing load

alone, approaches the x-axis, and where the red and yellow lines, which include the

temporal variability introduced by renewables, approach the x-axis, much further to

the right. In the case of weeks, we see that there are essentially no weeks that are

duplicates of each other in terms of electricity demand and renewables availability.

While it is not qualitatively surprising that there will be more unique sequences of

hours than unique hours themselves, and that there will be more unique periods as

more temporal profiles are included, the approach here has quantitatively shown how

many periods are required to represent our sample dataset, and can be applied to any

such dataset. For example, the same approach is applied to Irish power system data

in Appendix A, showing similar increases in the number of unique periods required

to represent the increased temporal variability introduced by wind power.

3.6.2 Sensitivity of model outputs

As in our investigation of representative hours, we will compare model outputs asso-

ciated with each clustered resolution to the non-aggregated model solution in terms

of both di↵erence in system costs and the L1-distance. Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b)
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show the results for the clustered daily resolutions, while Figures 3.10(a) and 3.10(b)

show the results for the clustered weekly resolutions. As expected from our earlier

discussions, we see that error in both total system costs and L1-distance reaches zero

in each scenario as the variance metric in Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) approaches zero,

with the error in system costs reaching zero at more aggregate resolutions.

Figures 3.7, 3.9 and 3.10 all indicate the existence of solutions that are very close

to each other in terms of what the model is optimising, total cost, but are some

distance away from each other in terms of our L1-distance measure, highlighting the

sensitivity of technology choice, and potentially associated emissions calculations, to

temporal representation.

If a temporal representation robust to aggregation error for any scenario is re-

quired, the representative day and week aggregation approach o↵ers little potential

for reducing model size. Representative days and weeks are simply not that repre-

sentative when temporal profiles of renewable resource availability are considered in

conjunction with the electricity demand profile. Equivalently, models that do employ

this approach in cases of endogenous renewable capacity are at risk of introducing

aggregation error, depending on the scenarios run and the questions asked of the

model.

3.6.3 Relationship to aggregations of days in literature

Our finding that approximately 300 representative days are required to capture the

temporal variability in our example dataset stands in contrast to the 20 days that

Nahmmacher et al. (2016) find is adequate for capturing the temporal variability in

the Limes-EU model, a number also derived through the application of a hierar-

chical clustering algorithm. In addition to the di↵erence in datasets, each day in

Limes-EU has 8 time slices relative to the 24 in this analysis, implying aggrega-

tion that smooths the within-day variability, making Limes-EU days more similar

pre-clustering. Additionally Nahmmacher et al. (2016) numerically show the quality

of the 20 day resolution at one particular parameterisation scenario and with two

model output metrics (total costs and variable renewable share). As we have seen,
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Figure 3.9: Comparing clustered daily resolutions to the non-aggregated resolution

there could be discrepancies in components that underlie these aggregate outputs,

discrepancies that could matter for certain questions. Similarly if the 20 days do not

represent all the unique days, other parameterisations could theoretically be found

where the missing days produce aggregation error for these two output metrics. While

one can say that these issues may only arise for extreme scenarios, sometimes it is

those scenarios that are of interest.

The relatively small model used in our numeric calculations has provided us with

a platform to conduct an extensive number of numerical model runs to explore this
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Figure 3.10: Comparing clustered weekly resolutions to the non-aggregated resolution

issue of temporal aggregation. The experiments conducted here would not be possible

in any of the large scale models used for policy analysis without extraordinary run-

time. The findings of these numerical experiments, supported by the earlier analytic

reasoning, can be implemented by those maintaining large models or designing new

models by systematically considering the number of duplicates/highly similar periods

in the temporal input data they are aggregating. If the resulting resolution is too

great for computational implementation, the next section will consider how we can

reduce it further.
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3.7 On reducing resolution further

3.7.1 Operating conditions

We have seen how aggregation can introduce error for some model outputs and not for

others. If our question of economic interest relates to the una↵ected output only, then

we only need to disaggregate to the level of temporal resolution that is relevant for

that output, and not for all outputs. Similarly, we have seen that aggregation error

only occurs for certain model parameterisations and not for others. If the question

relates to the una↵ected range of parameterisation, then the coarser level aggregation

will be appropriate. Additionally, tolerance for what level of error is acceptable can

vary by model output and the question asked. These approaches imply the necessity

for ‘model operating conditions’, i.e. conditions for what model runs are appropriate

and which are not given the chosen temporal aggregation scheme.24 For example,

computationally tractable ‘side constraint’ approaches, as discussed earlier, would

benefit from explicit accompanying conditions outlining when they are valid and

when they are not. Such operating conditions can be derived analytically or through

numerical experiment.

3.7.2 Problem structure and prior information

For a given problem structure, the observation that finding duplicates provides a

guarantee is not the same as stating that finding duplicates produces the minimum

possible guaranteed resolution. Rather than represent all the hourly input data flaw-

lessly in our aggregation scheme, could we instead focus on representing the subset

of hourly input data that drives model results? An analogy is the encoding of MP3

audio files, where the goal is to capture a waveform ‘as it sounds’ and not ‘as it is’

(Sayood, 2012).

What sort of prior information could allow us to find subsets of hours that are

more important than others in driving model behaviour? We have already seen in

Section 3.5 how hours with peak prices (prices that are often orders of magnitude

24This and related points are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5, particularly Section 5.5.1.
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greater than the average electricity price) can drive model decisions through their

large role in the covariance terms earlier derived. Aggregation accuracy was partic-

ularly sensitive to these hours. An aggregation system that treats potential peak

pricing hours di↵erently thus may be a promising direction. The challenge, however,

is knowing a-priori which hours those peak pricing hours might be. While before

the advent of variable renewables the hour with the peak electricity price was that

with maximum demand, the peak electricity hour now endogenously depends on the

level of renewables deployment. If we had such prior information however, we could

partition our hours into hours where this peak price could rest, and where it could

not. In the latter partition, we could have a coarser threshold for what counts as a

duplicate, allowing a reduction in the number of periods. For example, a clustering

algorithm could be modified to penalise variance within clusters that contain those

hours identified as potential peak pricing hours.

The Regen (Blanford et al., 2014) temporal representation design, explained by

Blanford et al. (2018), implicitly follows such an approach. In this case, ‘bubble’

partitions are defined around extreme load/wind/solar periods, with at least 1 period

required to be chosen from each bubble, before a clustering algorithm is implemented

to aggregate the remaining hours outside the bubble partitions. The Regen ap-

proach, however, is a heuristic as synthetic examples can be constructed such that

peak pricing hours will not be located at one of the extreme vertices.

3.7.3 Use of bounds enabled by a stochastic framework

Framing temporal variability as a space of stochastic incidences allows the machinery

of stochastic programming to be applied to the problem. Munoz et al. (2016) harness

this machinery to potentially reduce model resolution. Starting with a coarse clus-

tered resolution and progressively trying more disaggregate resolutions, the model

allows calculation of upper and lower bounds on total cost at each resolution, until

such point as the bounds converge. If bounds converge at a coarse resolution, the

more detailed model run can be avoided. As we have discussed with regard to the

L1-distance metric, capacity planning models can have numerous technology choice
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options close to the optimum, an issue this approach would not directly address. In

addition, this procedure would have to be applied each time the model runs a new

scenario.

3.8 To conclude

The importance of temporal variability in valuing di↵erent electricity supply tech-

nologies has been recognised in the literature. We have considered in this study how

this variability is represented in numeric models of electricity capacity planning. We

have analysed how representations can misvalue technology options, seen how to guar-

antee a robust aggregate resolution, and discussed the intricacies of finding such a

resolution numerically. Finally, potential approaches to reduce the resolution further

have been outlined. In addition to the individual contributions, a contribution of this

study as a whole is to bring these ideas together in one place.

This study does not change the qualitative understanding of how temporal vari-

ability a↵ects the economics of power system investments, but is highly relevant for

any quantitative understanding, such as that required for applied policy analysis.

There is simply greater information content in the temporal variability data when

variable renewable profiles are considered in addition to demand variability alone.

Equivalently, from an economic perspective of viewing unique hours as unique elec-

tricity goods in the absence of large scale electricity storage, the number of electricity

goods increases significantly when variable renewable potential is included. For our

sample dataset, the increase is by two orders of magnitude.

This work has indicated a number of directions for further research additional to

those outlined in Section 3.7.

• Stronger analytic guarantees may yet be found, than that pointed out in this

chapter, on the e↵ect of di↵erent aggregation schemes on model output. There

are numerous statistical ideas embedded in the discussion above that may be

expanded upon to provide a toolkit for finding such a guarantee. Furthermore,

the information theoretic ideas we will discuss in Chapter 5 may help with the
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design of associated schemes. Chapter 5 takes early steps toward a system-

atic framework for determining appropriate model resolution, generalising the

approach taken in this chapter.

• Additionally, following an oft-adopted paradigm, this chapter assumed a fixed

demand shape. Electricity demand, however, is potentially on the cusp of

change not seen since the foundation of power systems, straining this assump-

tion. This motivates the topic of the following chapter, Chapter 4.

• Chapter 4 also discusses an optimisation method that may enable the solu-

tion of the larger problems implied to be sometimes necessary by this chapter,

by avoiding computational constraints, specifically memory constraints in this

context, through a decomposition approach.

• Given the influence temporal variability can have on the value of di↵erent tech-

nology choices, further research into the representativeness of historic temporal

data would be useful. For example, rather than represent future years’ sup-

ply and demand variability by a single year’s historical data, as is frequently

assumed, the aggregation methods used in this chapter can be extended to

incorporate data from multiple historic years. Also in relation to temporal vari-

ability, how a changing climate may change future wind and solar temporal

profiles will also be a relevant topic of further research.

As these issues are researched, this study aims to aid the advancement of the models

that are used today to address important societal challenges relating to the electricity

system and the broader climate system.



Chapter 4

Assessing the System Value of

Optimal Load Shifting

With thanks to Professor Yinyu Ye for mathematical rigour and Dr. Robert En-

triken for perspectives on framing. This chapter contributes significantly to an article

accepted for publication in the journal IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid (Merrick

et al., 2017).1

4.1 Introduction

As briefly discussed in Chapter 2, power systems are undergoing widespread change.

On the demand side of the market, smart grid technologies provide the potential

to automate the response of electricity demand to price signals. The electrification

of various energy demands creates new types of load. Much work is ongoing in

developing low cost storage technologies. On the supply side, variable renewable

power sources are exhibiting exponential decreases in costs. Policies that support

low carbon emission power sources are in place, or proposed, in many jurisdictions.

Information technology enables non-traditional entities to participate in electricity

1 c�2017 IEEE. Reprinted and adapted, with permission, from Merrick, J. Ye, Y., and Entriken,
R. (2017) Assessing the System Value of Optimal Load Shifting. IEEE Transactions on Smart Grid,
PP(99 (Early Access Article)). DOI: 10.1109/TSG.2017.2699921.
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markets.

This chapter introduces a computationally tractable model of an electricity market

that incorporates optimal load shifting capabilities, and subsequently uses the model

to provide a high-level assessment of the value of such capabilities. By optimal load

shifting capabilities, we refer to technologies that allow electricity demand to adjust

automatically, by some programmed or learned rules, in response to a price signal,

while maintaining the same quality of service for the electricity user. Examples of

such technologies include behind-the-meter batteries, ‘smart’ dishwashers, automated

pool pumps, the scheduling of electric vehicle charging, and systems that utilise the

thermal inertia of a building when powering air conditioning systems. The unifying

theme behind these technologies is the existence of an enhanced communication layer

on top of the existing core power system.

Through an equilibrium representation of the electricity supply-demand system,

this chapter aims to be useful to both system analysts and power engineers. The

computationally tractable model that is introduced can be adapted to conduct a

variety of market design and policy analyses, while the possibility of solving the model

by decentralised algorithmic approaches may provide a starting point for designing

system operation infrastructure. This chapter also includes derivation of a term

for the marginal value of shiftable electricity demand, and considers how this value

changes as prices adjust with increasing deployment of load shifting technologies.

From the broader perspective of this dissertation, this chapter attempts to advance

energy and climate planning models by developing modelling techniques and insights

relating to an important area of technological development underway in the electricity

sector.

With the model developed, an illustrative numerical case is derived from the

Ercot2 Long Term System Assessment. For this case, if 10-15% of each hour’s

demand is shiftable within a 12-24 hour window, the same benefits accrue as if all

electricity demand could shift to any other hour of the year. Equivalently, 10-15%

represents the point at which the arbitrage opportunities are saturated and no further

installation of technologies that enable adjustable demand will be economical. For

2Electricity Reliability Council of Texas
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the example dataset the average energy arbitrage value of optimal load shifting is

of the order of $3 per customer for the 2031 scenario year. Only one of numerous

potential sources of value, energy arbitrage value in this context is defined as the

di↵erence in total costs between operating the power system with optimal automatic

load shifting in place relative to a system where no automatic load shifting occurs.

Whether this amount of money is enough to cover the cost of implementing such a

system is not assessed here. Additionally, while the total benefits are non-negative

under the structure of the model, it is possible for either the consumers or producers

to lose relative to the world where demand is non-shiftable.

Section 4.2 provides context for this chapter in relation to previous work, Section

4.3 introduces the core model, Section 4.5 contains examples and introduces the

numerical findings, while Section 4.6 discusses implications for the value of smart

grid technologies, optimal generation capacity investment, market design, system

operation, and policy analysis.

4.2 Relation to previous work

In considering the system value of these relatively new technologies, this work draws

on several strands of literature, including equilibrium modelling approaches, assess-

ments of the value of energy storage, and algorithms for decentralised power sytem

operation.

To our current knowledge, while equilibrium modelling approaches in the energy

sector are long established, for example Ahn and Hogan (1982); Weyant (1985), this

is the first framing of the electricity supply-demand system in this particular form.

While generally designed for di↵erent applications than that of this chapter, related

model formulations in the literature include Hobbs and Helman (2004); Kiani and

Annaswamy (2014); Li et al. (2011); Samadi et al. (2010); De Jonghe et al. (2012);

Papadaskalopoulos and Strbac (2013); Motto et al. (2002); Papavasiliou and Oren

(2014). Di↵erences in these models from this chapter include the aggregate electric-

ity supply sector of Li et al. (2011); Samadi et al. (2010), and the non-equivalence
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of the complementarity formulation to an optimisation formulation in Kiani and An-

naswamy (2014). The favorable computational properties of the model in this chapter

derives from its alternate formulation of utility, with utility based on aggregate de-

mand across time instead of the individual utility associated with demand in each

time period.

Underlying this chapter is the concept that autonomous demand response tech-

nologies will be available. Examples of the enabling underlying algorithms include

those presented in O’Brien (2014). A mathematical formulation for conducting op-

timal load shifting given an exogenous price profile is presented by Hu et al. (2016).

How the price profile, and subsequently the system value, change with increased de-

ployment of smart grid technologies motivates the equilibrium price framework we

consider here. Meanwhile, most models of the power sector from both an operation

and capacity expansion point of view assume a fixed demand shape (as we have seen

in Chapter 3). How shiftable electricity demand a↵ects the valuation of electricity

supply technologies also motivates an equilibrium approach.

For the purposes of this chapter, energy storage technologies are considered a

subset of the technologies that can shift electricity demand, and the related litera-

ture can inform the investigation into optimal load shifting. Lamont (2013) provides

a comprehensive treatment on assessing the value of large-scale electricity storage,

whereas the arbitrage value of storage in a number of real markets has been assessed

by Sioshansi et al. (2011). A similar metric of valuation to that used by Sioshansi

et al. (2011) is derived directly from our equilibrium framework. Further numerical

analyses of the value of energy storage are Denholm et al. (2013); de Sisternes et al.

(2016); Octaviano Villasana (2015); O’Dwyer et al. (2017), and are compared to our

numerical findings below. Patterns across these works include low energy arbitrage

values in many circumstances, and the dynamic of declining marginal value of en-

ergy storage as its capacity increases, all implying the import of additional revenue

streams for energy storage to be valuable. Whereas findings of such numeric studies

are system-specific, this chapter additionally attempts to illustrate the mechanisms

behind the numerical findings.

The welfare impacts of energy storage are discussed by Sioshansi (2010) and
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Sioshansi (2014), showing that the societal benefits are always positive in a perfectly

competitive market, but not necessarily so otherwise. This chapter will additionally

consider the distribution of benefits amongst producers and consumers.

4.3 Model

The model comprises multiple independent electricity power consumers and multiple

independent electricity suppliers / producers over a period of T discrete time points,

where all agents are price-takers. Following an outline of the nomenclature used in

the model, a general case of the formulation is presented below, with both consumers

and producers facing convex optimisation problems. The formulation is completed

by a market clearing condition.

Nomenclature

Superscripts
i Electricity producers, i = 1, ....,m
j Electricity consumers, j = 1, ..., n

Subscripts
t Time periods, t = 1, 2, ..., T

Decision Variables
xi Electricity production vector from producer i, xi

2 RT
+

zi Capacity investment by producer i, zi 2 R+

uj Electricity consumption vector of consumer j,uj
2 RT

+

Dj Aggregated electricity demand across time periods for consumer j

Model Variables
p Equilibrium electricity price vector, pi

2 RT
+

yi Vector of dual variables associated with producer i’s physical constraints
⌫j ,�j ,wj Dual variables of constraints facing consumer j

Model Parameters
gi Capital cost of new capacity for producer i
Ai Constraint matrix of producer i
H i Constraint matrix associated with new capacity of producer i
bi Vector of physical limitations associated with

constraint matrices Ai and H i, bi 2 RT .
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dj Non-shiftable demand in each period for consumer j, dj
2 RT

+.
C Circuit capacity
e Vector of all ones, e 2 RT

+

ej Shiftable indicator vector for consumer j. For example, ej = (1; 1; 1; 0; ...; 0) implies
that the electricity demand Dj could be met in any of time points 1, 2 or 3.

Functions
ci(·) Production cost function for producer i, ci(·) : RT

+ ! R
vj(·) Continuous and continuously di↵erentiable concave utility function vj(·) : R+ ! R

4.3.1 Producer’s convex optimisation problem

Given the price vector, p, each producer i, i = 1, ...,m (electricity producers such as

thermal, hydro, renewable generators, or even discharging storage units) maximises

profit subject to physical or policy constraints.

maximize

Revenuez }| {
pTxi

�

Costsz }| {
c
i(xi)� g

i
z
i

subject to A
ixi +H

i
z
i

 bi, : yi

xi
� 0,

z
i

� 0;

(4.1)

Note that some components of the generation vector, xi, could be negative if the

supplier is a storage unit,3 but, for simplicity, we assume here that xi is a nonnegative

vector. The producer problem possesses standard linear constraints, but all our results

are applicable when xi is constrained in a more general polyhedral set. We assume

that ci(·) is a continuous and di↵erentiable convex cost function, that is, the marginal

cost does not decrease as unit i increases production. In this general form of the model,

a producer can choose to invest in new capacity, zi, in order to sell more electricity.

3Storage technologies can be represented in either none or both the producer’s and consumer’s
problem. In the consumer’s problem they are represented implicitly as a behind-the-meter device
that can shift electricity demand from one period to another.
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The optimality conditions of the problem facing producer i, i = 1, ...,m, are:

p�rci(xi)  (Ai)Tyi
,

�g
i
 (H i)Tyi

,

A
ixi +H

i
z
i
 bi,

pTxi
�rc

i(xi)Txi
� g

i
z
i = (bi)Tyi

,

(xi
,yi) � 0,

z
i
� 0;

(4.2)

where yi is the vector of dual variables associated with the physical constraints, and

the equality is derived from the complementary slackness condition.

4.3.2 Consumer’s convex optimisation problem

We base our formulation of the consumer’s problem on Hu et al. (2016). Given the

price vector p, the jth consumer’s utility-maximisation problem can be represented

as the maximisation of utility net of costs on electricity. Note that consumer j can

represent not just an individual consumer, but an individual device on the system.

This formulation requires that the utility function, vj(·), convert the consumption of

total demand to a dollar value. The jth consumer’s utility-maximisation problem can

thus be represented as:

maximize

Utilityz }| {
v
j(Dj)�

Costsz }| {
pTuj

subject to uj
� dj

, : ⌫j

(ej)Tuj
�D

j
� 0, : �j

uj
 Ce, : wj

uj
, D

j
� 0;

(4.3)

One may add multiple shiftable demand variables into the objective and con-

straints; but, for simplicity, we assume here that consumer j has one shiftable demand

variable D
j.

The first constraint requires consumption to be greater than non-shiftable demand
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in each time period, the second constraint requires the sum of consumption over the

alllowable time period to be at least the total required power consumption for the

consumer/device in question, while the third constraint requires that power consumed

in any period does not exceed any constraint on power inflow to the consumer. It is

important to note that implicit in this formation of utility of total demand is that the

price of changing the schedule is 1. This partly enables the formation of the convex

program later.

The optimality conditions of the jth (j = 1, ..., n) consumer problem are:

p � ⌫j + �
jej
�wj

,

�v
j(Dj)0 � ��

j
,

uj
� dj

,

(ej)Tuj
�D

j
� 0,

uj
 Ce,

pTuj
� v

j(Dj)0 ·Dj = (dj)T⌫j
� CeTwj

,

uj
,⌫j

,�
j
,wj

� 0, 8j.

(4.4)

where (⌫j
,�

j
,wj) are the Lagrange multipliers for the three constraints, respectively,

and the equality is derived from the complementary slackness conditions.

4.3.3 Competitive market equilibrium

The market clearing condition requires that total supply equal total consumption at

every time point, that is,
mX

i=1

xi =
nX

j=1

uj
. (4.5)

4.4 Solving the model

As noted by Hobbs and Helman (2004), if the KKT conditions of the producers’

and consumers’ optimisation problems are gathered along with the market clearing

constraint, then the resulting problem can be classified as a Mixed Complementarity

Program. The structure of our particular formulation however allows the problem
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to be equivalent to a convex optimisation problem, generally more computationally

tractable.

4.4.1 Equivalence to a convex problem

It will likely not come as a surprise to the reader that this decentralised model can

be solved as a social optimisation problem.4 For example, the model presents similar

conditions to that of a Walrasian partial equilibrium where multiple goods (electricity

in each hour in this case) are considered. These particular goods are a small subset

of the economy as a whole and expenditure on these goods is a small subset of a

consumer’s total expenditure. Under these conditions, such a model has been shown

to be equivalent to a social optimisation problem.5 The following theorems show how

the particular problem as formulated here can be solved as a ‘social convex program’.

Theorem 1. The market equilibrium price p, together with optimal production xi

and optimal consumption uj
, can be represented by a system of convex equality and

inequality constraints on a convex set. More precisely, the set of conditions can be

represented as:

4The term ‘a social formulation’ or ‘a social problem’ is used throughout this chapter to refer to
the problem that a benevolent central agent with full control and full information would solve.

5See Chapter 10 of Mas-Colell et al. (1995). The conditional equivalence of MCP to optimisation
problems is also discussed by Hobbs and Helman (2004) and De Jonghe et al. (2012).
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p�rci(xi)  (Ai)Tyi
, 8i,

�g
i
 (H i)Tyi

, 8i,

A
ixi + (H i)T zi  bi, 8i,

p � ⌫j + �
jej
�wj

, 8j,

�v
j(Dj)0 � ��

j
, 8j,

uj
� dj

, 8j,

(ej)Tuj
�D

j
� 0, 8j,

uj
 Ce, 8j,

Pm
i=1 x

i =
Pn

j=1 u
j
, 8j,

Pm
i=1(rc

i(xi)T (xi)+ g
i
z
i +(bi)Tyi)

=
Pn

j=1((d
j)T⌫j + v

j(Dj)0 ·Dj
� CeTwj),

xi
, z

i
,yi

,uj
,⌫j

, D
j
,�

j
,wj

� 0, 8i, j.

(4.6)

The associated proof is presented in Section 4.8.1 below. Moreover, there is an

aggregated social convex program representing equilibrium conditions (4.6).

Theorem 2. The convex program

minimize
Pm

i=1 (c
i(xi)� g

i
z
i)�

Pn
j=1 v

j(Dj)

subject to �A
ixi
�H

i
z
i
� �bi, 8i,

uj
� dj

, 8j,

(ej)Tuj
�D

j
� 0, 8j,

�uj
� �Ce, 8j,

Pm
i=1 x

i
�
Pn

j=1 u
j = 0,

xi
,uj

, z
i
, D

j
� 0, 8i, j

(4.7)

produces (i) (xi
,uj

, z
i
, D

j) satisfying (4.6), (ii) the equilibrium price vector p, being

the optimal Lagrange multipliers associated with the market clearing equality con-

straints, and (iii) the other optimal multipliers (yi
,⌫j

,�
j
,wj).

The proof of the theorem is straightforward, comparing the KKT conditions of

the social optimisation problem (4.7) with (4.6). One can see that the social welfare

objective of the social problem consists of two parts: the first is the total electricity
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production cost and the second is the utility values of all consumers. Significantly,

Theorem 2 shows that the market-clearing equilibrium price vector can be computed

as a convex optimisation problem, which makes the computation tractable.

4.4.2 Solution by ADMM

Given the formulation of the model, it can be solved most directly by calling a stan-

dard solver to solve the convex social problem, but also can be solved by a method

known as the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (admm). Adapting the

‘Admm Iteration for Separable Problems’ scheme set out in Bertsekas (2015) allows

the producers’ and consumers’ problems to be solved in parallel as decentralised con-

vex programs. Such parallel computation potentially provides two advantages in our

case: a) when the number of agents modeled becomes large, parallel solution may

reduce total model solve time, and b) it provides a method that may aid real world

operation, as discussed later in Section 4.6.4.

It is an iterative method, and an economic interpretation of the algorithmic so-

lution approach follows. At each iteration k, the independent optimisation problems

of the producers and consumers are solved in parallel, with the addition of a prox-

imal term to the respective objective functions to help the algorithm converge to a

solution.6 This proximal term can be interpreted as an internalisation of a system

wide responsibility for constraints to be met, as it augments each objective function

by a penalty on an imbalance in the aggregate market clearing condition (4.5).7 The

supply or demand of each producer/consumer is then passed to the system operator

(or master program). With the gathered supply and demand values, the electric-

ity price vector, p and the aggregate supply-demand mismatch, �, are updated and

communicated to the decomposed programs for the next iteration. That is, the only

information required by each decentralised program in each iteration is the updated

price vector and the aggregate shortfall/excess of electricity in the previous iteration.

6For the interested reader, and as shown in Section 4.8.3, the term is actually added to the
Lagrangian of the social problem, and passes through to the objective functions of the agents of this
interpretation through the update steps of the algorithm.

7At convergence, the imbalance will be zero, and the proximal term e↵ectively drops out of each
objective function.
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Finally, the penalty term, � � 0, is set by the modeler. Letting g
i(xi

,pk) represent

the producers’ optimisation problem previously introduced and letting h
j(uj

,pk) rep-

resent the consumers’ optimisation problem, the approach is as follows:

Initialise prices, then repeat until convergence:

• Producers (in parallel): xi
k  argmaxxi g

i(xi
,pk)�

�
2 ||x

i
� xi

k�1 +
�k

|i|+|j| ||
2

Maximise profit subject to aggregate mismatch penalty

• Consumers (in parallel): uj
k  argmaxuj h

j(uj
,pk)�

�
2 ||u

j
� uj

k�1 �
�k

|i|+|j| ||
2

Maximise utility subject to aggregate mismatch penalty

• System operator:

�k+1  
P

i x
i
k �

P
j u

j
k

pk+1  pk � �(�k+1)

Update aggregate mismatch and prices

The derivation of this admm formulation is presented in Section 4.8.3 below, along

with its connection to the literature. The approach as presented here for this problem

is guaranteed to converge to a globally optimal solution, as also discussed in Section

4.8.3.

There are other advantages to the admm approach that are not directly applica-

ble to this chapter but are applicable to the broader themes of this dissertation. In

Chapter 3, we saw a case for an increase in the resolution of a model, with a resulting

increase in model size. Parallel multi-block admm as described here is a potential

means to allow such an increase in model size. Furthermore, recent research, for ex-

ample, Hong et al. (2016) indicate that admm will converge to stationary points for

non-convex problems. As Boyd et al. (2011) outline, the hope is that admm may find

better solutions faster than other local optimisation methods for non-convex prob-

lems. Integer programs and mixed complementarity problems are common modelling

paradigms in the energy sector that could be aided by the extension of admm to such

non-convex formulations.
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4.4.3 Derivation of marginal value

From the model structure, the marginal value of the ability to shift electricity demand

can be derived as follows, where p is our equilibrium electricity price.

marginal value($/MW) =
X

t

|pt �median(p)| (4.8)

The derivation is presented in Section 4.8.2 below and is conditional on a number of

simplifying assumptions relative to the general model presented above.8 The metric

as derived is a measure of the dispersion of the electricity prices, being the sum

of the absolute di↵erences between the prices in each time period and the median

price. While this is not a surprise, it is perhaps useful to derive an intuitive identity

from the equilibrium model, an identity that uses price alone as a su�cient statistic,

avoiding the need to include technical considerations such as the underlying capacity

mix or flexibility of demand in the system that generated the prices. Given real

system price data, this metric allows the marginal value of adjustable demand to

be calculated by simply assessing electricity prices, avoiding the need to run the

full optimisation model. A reduction in this metric indicates that fewer arbitrage

opportunities are available, and implies a reduction in the energy arbitrage value of

load shifting technologies. We can expect this to happen as more such technologies

are installed.

4.5 Application

For clarity of exposition, the set of examples will be a simpler version of the general

model, namely with constant costs of production given fixed capacity constraints and

a utility of total electricity demand such that total demand remains fixed. In such

cases, our problem reduces to a linear programming problem.

8For example, the formula as presented relates to fully flexible electricity demand across the
model’s full horizon. For those cases where the hours to which demand can move is restricted to
within a certain window, the value is the cumulative application of the formula to prices within each
window. Where the index w indicates a window:

P
w

P
t(w) |p

w
t(w) �median(pw)|.
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4.5.1 Toy example

Here we consider an interval with three time periods t = 1, 2, 3. There are two

producers, a thermal resource with constant availability, denoted by superscript th,

and a renewable resource with variable availability, denoted by superscript r. The

production problem is as follows for the thermal generator:

maximize pTxth
� 7eTxth

subject to x
th
i  16, i = 1, 2, 3,

x
th
i � 0, i = 1, 2, 3;

And the variable renewable generator’s production problem:

maximize pTxr
� 0eTxr

subject to x
r
1  2

x
r
2  7

x
r
3  9

x
r
i � 0, i = 1, 2, 3;

that is, the thermal producer has a capacity of 16 available every period at a

variable cost of 7, while the renewable producer has a varying available capacity at

zero variable cost. The problems faced by the two consumers, a and b, are as follows:

minimize pTua pTub

subject to u
a
1 � 8, u

b
1 � 3,

u
a
2 � 13, u

b
2 � 3,

u
a
3 � 3, u

b
3 � 2,

u
a
1 + u

a
2 + u

a
3 � 28, u

b
1 + u

b
2 + u

b
3 � 9,

u
a
1, u

a
2, u

a
3 � 0; u

b
1, u

b
2, u

b
3 � 0;

where the constraints indicate that up to 4 units of electric energy can be shifted

amongst the time periods by consumer a and up to 1 unit is available to be shifted

by consumer b.
The social linear program is:
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minimize 7eTxth

subject to �x
th
i � �16, i = 1, 2, 3,

�x
r
1 � �2,

�x
r
2 � �7,

�x
r
3 � �9,

u
a
1 � 8,

u
a
2 � 13,

u
a
3 � 3,

u
b
i � 3, i = 1, 2,

u
b
3 � 2,

u
a
1 + u

a
2 + u

a
3 � 28,

u
b
1 + u

b
2 + u

b
3 � 9,

x
th
i + x

r
i = u

a
i + u

b
i , i = 1, 2, 3,

x
th
i , x

r
i , u

a
i , u

b
i � 0, i = 1, 2, 3;

The equilibrium prices are (7; 7; 7) and the u vectors are (8; 13; 7) and (3; 3; 3)

for a and b respectively. The cost of production is 133, and the net profit of the

producers is 0 and 126 respectively. We see that the flexible units of demand were

used in period 3, when there was highest availability of the zero variable cost renewable

resource. If this demand was required, for example, in the first period and not flexible

to move, the more expensive thermal supply resource would have met this demand,

with an associated increase in total system costs. This would also have implied a

lower electricity price in period 3. These dynamics will be discussed further with the

next example.

4.5.2 ERCOT 2031 example

To illustrate the model further, we now solve the social convex program (4.7) with

some aggregated data from the Ercot power system in Texas. In so doing, we will

undertake an assessment of the value of optimal load shifting enabled by smart grid

technologies by comparing model outcomes when load shifting is available, and when

it is not. The model has also been solved for this example using the aforementioned
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admm formulation.9 The core underlying code for both approaches is available in

Appendix B.

Boundary conditions of analysis

The boundary conditions of this application of the model are important for interpret-

ing the results. Boundary conditions include:

a) Throughout this particular exercise we assume a utility of total demand of

consumer j such that total demand remains fixed, allowing the utility term to

be dropped from the consumer’s problem.

b) Electricity supply capacity is fixed in this example, no investment or retirements

are allowed.

c) As capacity is fixed, fixed operation and maintenance costs are not included

as they are relatively small and will cancel each other out when comparing

scenarios.

d) Forecasting error is not included.

e) This assessment only considers one of the potential sources of value for load

shifting capability, energy arbitrage.

f) The application assumes consumers face fully dynamic real time pricing.

g) In this application, there is only one aggregate consumer.

h) The findings extend to one numerical case. However, we will attempt to point

out some general principles in the discussion of the results.

We will discuss the implications of these boundary conditions further in Section

4.6.
9A larger problem instance than this case is required to realise the computational benefits of the

admm approach.
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Data

The data used to conduct this exercise is from the ‘Current Trends’ scenario of the

Ercot Long Term System Assessment process (Murray, 2016).10 The data includes

capacity mix, fuel costs, variable O&M costs, and hourly load, wind and solar avail-

ability profiles for the 2031 scenario year. Capacity mix and short run marginal costs

used in the problem are displayed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Capacity mix in example

Technology Capacity (GW) Marginal Cost ($/MWh)
Solar 21.7 0
Wind 21.5 0
Nuclear 5.2 11.4
Gas CC 37.3 48.7
Gas CT 12.1 72.6
Gas Steam 8.7 79.8
Coal 10.2 34.3

Generic representation of optimal load shifting

Rather than an explicit representation of specified optimal load shifting technolo-

gies and associated capabilities, we consider a more generic representation, where we

explore implications of limits of the properties of load shifting technologies. In partic-

ular, we assess the impact of changing a) the percentage of benchmark load in every

hour that is flexible, and b) the duration of the window in which load can shift. For

example, a central scenario below is the case where 15% of load in each hour can shift

to any other hour in the associated 24-hour window. The idea is that this high level

approach can provide insight into what characteristics drive the value of technologies

that enable optimal load shifting.

In particular, this generic representation is strictly more advantageous to the

technology than a representation that includes more details. For example, features

10I would like to thank Dr. Julia Matevosjana of Ercot for assistance with obtaining the scenario
data.
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of this generic representation that will not be present in a more detailed represen-

tation include the perfect ability to shift flexible demand forward and backward in

time within each window, and perfect information about future electricity prices. If

a more generic model representation of the technology, with numerous operational

constraints relaxed, can be shown to bound the value, this bound may be su�cient

for economic insight within a certain range. For example, if the bound returns a low

value for optimal load shifting technologies, then further investigation may no longer

be necessary. Within such a range, the more generic model may be appropriate for the

economic insight of interest. This abstract approach is consistent with the concepts

that will be introduced in Chapter 5.

Results

Table 4.2 compares the welfare losses and gains associated with two cases, one where

15% of the reference demand in any hour is shiftable within each 24-hour window,

and one where no demand is shiftable.

Table 4.2: Distribution of the benefits of optimal load shifting between consumers
and producers in numeric example (million $)

No shiftable demand Shiftable demand �
Consumer Cost 22,434 21,780 -654
Producer Profit 10,575 9,992 -583
Welfare +71

Figure 4.1 provides some graphical intuition behind these results, and helps il-

lustrate how system prices adjust under optimal load shifting. The consumers save

due to the decline in peak prices as demand is shifted from peak pricing hours to

lower pricing hours. Similarly, profits that inframarginal generators such as nuclear

and coal were making during peak pricing hours decline as the number of such hours

declines, leading to a decline in aggregate producer profit. Comparing the cases, there

is also an increase in price in the low price hours in the optimal load shifting case,

as demand shifts to those hours. When the structure of the system is such that this
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Figure 4.1: Price duration curve for Ercot 2031 Current Trends scenario. In ad-
justable demand case, 15% of demand is flexible within each 24-hour window.

e↵ect outweighs the peak pricing e↵ect, total consumer costs can actually increase in

the presence of optimal load shifting. The earlier toy example was such a system.

Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1 are based on an assumption that at most 15% of load

could shift forward or backward in time within each predefined 24-hour window.

Figure 4.2 displays the sensitivity of the result to the duration of this window. If

demand can shift from any hour of the year to any other, we do not get any additional

benefits than if load can shift within a 24 hour period. Additionally, we can see the

value is halved if the window is 12 hours.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the sensitivity of the arbitrage value of optimal load shifting

to the fraction of demand that is shiftable in any given hour. Most of the value comes

from being able to shift 10-15% of demand in any given hour. Equivalently, it is at

this point that the benefits of technologies that enable load shifting saturate.

Our earlier derived identity for marginal value, (4.8) in Section 4.4.3 above, can

be applied to assess the rate at which the value is saturated, graphed in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.2: Sensitivity of the value of load shifting to the duration of the window
within which load can shift (assuming 15% of load flexible)
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Figure 4.3: Sensitivity of the value of load shifting to the fraction of demand that
can shift within each hour (assuming 24 hour window).

For this case, we see that the marginal value declines rapidly from its initial value of

$400/kW to the order of $10/kW until the value is saturated in the 10-15% range.

This figure illustrates the importance of the equilibrium approach for this numerical

case. A model that did not consider how prices change with increasing deployment

of the load shifting technologies will overstate the value.
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Figure 4.4: Marginal value of an additional kW of adjustable electricity demand in
Ercot 2031 Current Trends example

4.6 Implications

4.6.1 Economic implications

These results indicate an average value of system-wide optimal load shifting in this

case of approximately $3 per year per customer.11 This figure assumes 15% of demand

in each hour is available for shifting within each 24 hour period. If the window within

which load can be shifted is 12 hours, the value is approximately $1.50 per year.

Whether this amount of money is enough to cover the cost of implementing such a

system is not assessed here, however it is undeniably not a high number.

These findings correspond with the patterns reported by Denholm et al. (2013);

de Sisternes et al. (2016); O’Dwyer et al. (2017) in their illustration of limited energy

arbitrage value in the context of energy storage and the decline in marginal value.

For example, Denholm et al. (2013) cite, from a variety of studies, a range in energy

arbitrage value from $25/kW for a 4 hour storage device in California to $240/kW

for a device in New York City, consistent with the scale on Figure 4.4.

There are undoubtedly aspects of optimal load shifting not included in this exam-

ple such as avoided capacity investments, avoiding power plant startup and shutdown

11$71.14 million divided by an assumed 24 million customers served within the Ercot area equals
$2.96 per customer
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costs, grid stability, meeting short term fluctuations, and enabling of very di↵erent

capacity mixes that may be desirable. Related to this last item, this exercise was

carried out on a system that had a capacity mix well adapted to its needs. That

is, there are no peak prices of the order of thousands of dollars as can be expected

in systems without a capacity market, particularly as the deployment of renewables

increases. Additionally, the base case prices may not be as flat as presented here

and more arbitrage opportunities may be available if the thermal units of the same

class are not as homogenous in characteristic as modeled, and also if there are local

pockets of more variable prices due to local transmission constraints. On the other

hand, this assessment did not consider rate structures, which typically exhibit less

variability across an hourly basis than wholesale market prices.

These caveats acknowledged, the overall purpose of this exercise was to illustrate

the use of the model. If this exercise showed either huge value or no value to optimal

load shifting technologies, more detailed studies might not be necessary. The result

from this example is somewhere in the middle, and this modelling approach could aid

more detailed investigations, particularly by increased population of the consumers’

models, particularly in terms of utility functions, and heterogenous consumers. Also

for this case study, total welfare increases with the introduction of shiftable electricity

demand, but producer surplus declines in this case while consumer surplus increases.

As Sioshansi (2014) shows, we expect the net welfare to be non-negative under the

competitive market setup. The distributional results have not, however, been dis-

cussed extensively in the literature, and this model could aid further exploration.

4.6.2 Optimal capacity mix

While included in the presentation of the model, our numerical case did not include

endogenous capacity investments and retirements. Denholm et al. (2013) discuss find-

ings in the energy storage context where the capacity value was an important compo-

nent of the system value. Load shifting capabilities could be expected to change the

optimal capacity mix, particularly in scenarios with tight carbon constraints and/or

with significant ongoing declines in costs of wind and solar technologies. While we will
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not explore this numerically, the following section is relevant to this topic analytically.

4.6.3 Relationship to value of renewables

Increased deployment of variable wind and solar resources can be expected to in-

crease the dispersion of electricity prices and thus increase the value of load shifting

technologies (Octaviano Villasana, 2015). In parallel, increased flexibility in load can

alter the economics of investment in wind and solar generators. Using the marginal

value of an investment in a wind or solar power generator, as first shown by Lamont

(2008) and discussed in Chapter 3, as the denominator, we can introduce the ratio

between the marginal value of shiftable demand and investment in a wind or solar

power generator.

↵ =

P
t |pt �median(p)|

|T |[E(p).E(ag) + Cov(p,ag)]
(4.9)

Where ag is the availability of generator g, and E() is the time-weighted expec-

tation. The essence of the formula is:

↵ /
dispersion of prices

correlation of solar/wind & price
(4.10)

↵, the relative marginal value metric, can frame conceptually and numerically

how shiftable demand and renewable energy a↵ect each other. The former benefits

from the latter’s dispersion of prices, while the latter benefits from the potentially

increased correlation between prices and renewables availability.

4.6.4 Market design / system operation

The optimal load shifting model has a number of implications for electricity mar-

ket design and system operation. We have presented a system where each supplier

of electricity may submit their marginal cost of electricity production in each hour

(the optimal bid in a competitive market setting), and where each consumer (or even

each device) may submit their demand for electricity in each hour, along with their

constraints on load shifting. The system operator then solves the tractable convex

program to find the equilibrium solution. The associated price could then be released
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to the market participants. Each participant selfishly optimising in a decentralised

manner given this price signal will then lead to the socially optimum outcome, imply-

ing a zero ‘price of anarchy’ (Papadimitriou, 2001). Note that centralised control of

load would not be required, nor would a demand aggregator be required to achieve the

theoretical optimal market outcome, potentially mitigating market power concerns.12

Alternatively, the convex program could be solved in a decomposed manner, with

the distributed computing approach of Section 4.4.2 implemented such that the pro-

ducers and consumers themselves solve the distributed computation through informa-

tion iterating back and forth with the system operator. Similar distributed schemes

are discussed by Li et al. (2011); Samadi et al. (2010); Kraning et al. (2014). Such an

approach allows the problem to be solved with lower information requirements placed

on the system operator.

Important issues for further research in the adoption of such an approach include

non-competitive or strategic price settings, strategy-proof bidding systems, treatment

of uncertainty, and latency in communication signals.

4.6.5 Policy analysis

The work here can support the design of models for policy analysis, as the inclusion of

load shifting capability can potentially change the policy-relevant insights produced

by the model. In addition to the modelling tool, the identities in Section 4.4.3 and

4.6.3 can provide simple rules for understanding the policy implications of shiftable

electricity demand.

4.7 To conclude

The electric power system is undergoing significant change on both the demand side

and the supply side. This study has made two contributions to discussions relating to

the evolving power system - a) a computationally tractable model that incorporates

12In contrast, Section 6.4 of MITEI (2016) discusses the value and role of aggregation and aggre-
gators in evolving power systems, with numerous value streams derived from sources not included
in this model.
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optimal load shifting and admits flexible functional forms is derived that can be used

for policy analysis or market design/operation purposes, and b) using the model, a

high level assessment of the value of optimal automated load shifting is carried out.

Numeric analysis for a 2031 Ercot scenario indicates that to capture the major

part of the energy arbitrage value, an unrealistic 100% of demand is not required to

be flexible, but a more achievable, yet far from trivial, 10-15% is. Also, the major

part of the value does not require adjustments across weeks or months, but again a

more achievable, yet far from trivial, 12-24 hours. For this particular dataset and

this particular methodology, the arbitrage value, an important but not sole source

of value, unlocked by installing such a system is limited to a few dollars per year

per customer. How this value would increase under greater deployment of variable

renewables is shown analytically.

The associated high level model and perspectives may be useful for those designing

the smart grid technologies and associated regulatory frameworks that enable auto-

mated optimal load shifting. There is much further research work to be undertaken

to bring these perspectives and ideas to real power systems.

In the context of this dissertation, in particular the forthcoming discussion of rel-

evancy of detail in Chapter 5, we can ask how the modelling of optimal load shifting

fits within a broader modelling context. In particular, we have seen how equilib-

rium pricing is very relevant for models that assess the value of optimal load shifting

technologies. We have also developed indicators for when optimal load shifting is

relevant for electric sector planning models, namely scenarios that indicate a broad

dispersion in prices. To model fully such cases, we have to think about the repre-

sentation of temporal variability, in particular chronology, as discussed in Chapter 3.

For increases in model size associated with the increased resolution that accompanies

modelling chronology, we have also introduced the admm approach that may make

such approaches computationally feasible.
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4.8 Supporting technical detail

4.8.1 Proof of Theorem 1

Recalling Theorem 1:

Theorem 1. The market equilibrium price p, together with optimal production

xi
and optimal consumption uj

, can be represented by a system of convex equality

and inequality constraints on a convex set. More precisely, the set of conditions can

be represented as:

p�rci(xi)  (Ai)Tyi
, 8i,

�g
i
 (H i)Tyi

, 8i,

A
ixi + (H i)T zi  bi, 8i,

p � ⌫j + �
jej
�wj

, 8j,

�v
j(Dj)0 � ��

j
, 8j,

uj
� dj

, 8j,

(ej)Tuj
�D

j
� 0, 8j,

uj
 Ce, 8j,

Pm
i=1 x

i =
Pn

j=1 u
j
, 8j,

Pm
i=1(rc

i(xi)T (xi)+ g
i
z
i +(bi)Tyi)

=
Pn

j=1((d
j)T⌫j + v

j(Dj)0 ·Dj
� CeTwj),

xi
, z

i
,yi

,uj
,⌫j

, D
j
,�

j
,wj

� 0, 8i, j.

(4.11)

Proof. As (4.6) contains the feasibility conditions associated with (4.1), for any p and

((xi
, z

i),yi) satisfying (4.6), ((xi
, z

i),yi) is a feasible primal-dual pair of production

maximisation problem (4.1). Then, from the weak duality theorem, we have

pTxi
�rc

i(xi)Txi
� g

i
z
i
 (bi)Tyi

, 8i,

or

pTxi
 rc

i(xi)Txi + g
i
z
i + (bi)Tyi

, 8i.

Similarly, for any p and (uj
, D

j
,⌫j

,�
j
,wj) satisfying (4.6), ((uj

, D
j), (⌫j

,�
j
,wj)) is

a feasible primal-dual pair of consumer problem (4.3). Again from the weak duality
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theorem, we have

pTuj
� (dj)T⌫j + v

j(Dj)� CeTwj
, 8j.

Thus, summing up we have

mX

i=1

�
rc

i(xi)Txi + g
i
z
i + (bi)Tyi

�
� pT

 
mX

i=1

xi

!

and

pT

 
nX

j=1

uj

!
�

nX

j=1

�
(dj)T⌫j + v

j(Dj)� CeTwj
�
.

Then, from the market clearing condition

mX

i=1

xi =
nX

j=1

uj
,

we must have

mX

i=1

�
rc

i(xi)Txi + g
j
z
j + (bi)Tyi

�

� pT

 
mX

i=1

xi

!
= pT

 
nX

j=1

uj

!

�

nX

j=1

�
(dj)T⌫j + v

j(Dj)� CeTwj
�
.

Furthermore, from (4.6), we have another equality

mX

i=1

�
rc

i(xi)Txi + g
i
z
i + (bi)Tyi

�
=

nX

j=1

�
(dj)T⌫j + v

j(Dj)� CeTwj
�
, (4.12)

taking this as given, we must then also have

mX

i=1

�
rc

i(xi)Txi + g
i
z
i + (bi)Tyi

�
= pT

 
mX

i=1

xi

!
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and

pT

 
nX

j=1

uj

!
=

nX

j=1

�
(dj)T⌫j + v

j(Dj)� CeTwj
�
.

These, along with our inequalities developed from the weak duality theorem, imply,

rc
i(xi)Txi + g

i
z
i + (bi)Tyi = pTxi

, 8i,

and

pTuj = (dj)T⌫j + v
j(Dj)� CeTwj

, 8j.

Which in combination with the remaining conditions in (4.6), imply that the opti-

mality conditions for each producer and consumer are represented by (4.6). That

is, the fixed p, ((xi
, zi),yi) that meets the conditions of (4.6) is an optimal primal-

dual pair of production profit maximisation problem (4.1), simultaneously for every i,

and ((uj
, D

j), (⌫j
,�

j
,w)) is an optimal primal-dual pair of consumer problem (4.3),

simultaneously for every j.

4.8.2 Derivation of marginal value of shiftable demand

To calculate the marginal value, we take our social linear program, (4.7), from Theo-

rem 2, and explicitly add in a smart grid technology with capital cost sj that enables

a g
j quantity of shiftable demand in each hour for demand j.13 Assume that all of

our load is non-shiftable dj in the absence of this technology. For brevity, but with-

out loss of generality, we additionally do not include here the utility of total demand

v
j(Dj), the ability to invest in new supply capacity, z, or the power inflow constraint.

13In the case here, demand can increase only by gj in any hour. Relaxing this limit changes the
derivation, but not the associated qualitative points.
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(4.7) can then be written as follows.

minimize
Pm

i=1 c
i(xi) +

Pn
j=1 s

j
g
j

subject to �A
ixi

� �bi, 8i, : yi

g
je � |uj

� dj
|, 8j, : ⌫j

eTuj
� D

j
, 8j, : �j

Pm
i=1 x

i =
Pn

j=1 u
j
, : p

xi
,uj

� 0, 8i, j

(4.13)

Di↵erentiating the Lagrangian with respect to g
j yields the following:14

s
j = eT⌫j (4.14)

Di↵erentiating with respect to uj yields the following:

⌫j = |p� �
je| (4.15)

Combining:

s
j = eT

|p� �
je| (4.16)

If e is the vector of ones,15 �
j will always equal median(p),16 so we can progress

as follows:

s
j = eT

|p�median(p)e| (4.17)

=) marginal value =
X

t

|pt �median(p)| (4.18)

14The absolute value constraint can be transformed into equivalent linear constraints, with the
resulting analysis translated into the results shown here.

15The derivation, and associated identity presented in footnote 4, extends naturally to when e is
not 1 for every time period.

16By (4.15) above, �j = pt when vjt = 0. This will occur when the constraint associated with ⌫j is
not binding, which will be at the median price. If at any other price, there is an arbitrage opportunity
that the load shifting capability gj can be used for, thus implying vt > 0, and a contradiction is
reached.
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4.8.3 ADMM scheme

This section shows the origins of the admm formulation introduced in Section 4.4.2.

The development is adapted from Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1989)17. Let us write the

convex problem in a more general form than what we have used in the main body

of the chapter, with x now a vector comprising all the decision variables previously

introduced:

min
x2Rn

f1(x1) + . . .+ fn(xn),

s.t. ax , a1x1 + . . .+ anxn = b,

xi 2 §i ⇢ Rdi , i = 1, . . . , n.

Distributing reformulation:

min
x2Rn

f1(x1) + . . .+ fn(xn),

s.t. aixi � yi = 0,xi 2 §i, i = 1, . . . , n (4.19)

nX

i=1

yi = b. (4.20)

with �i the vector of dual variables associated with each block of constraints in (4.19),

and � the vector of dual variables associated with constraint (4.20). The Augmented

Lagrangian, which comprises the Lagrangian of this problem with the addition of a

proximal term,18 is

LA =
X

i

fi(xi)�
X

i

�T
i (Aixi � yi) +

�

2

X

i

||Aixi � yi||
2

17See Chapter 3 and Example 4.4 of Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1989).
18The proximal term is multiplied by a penalty parameter �. For the implementation of the

Ercot numerical example in the main body of the chapter, the method converged with a � penalty
factor of 0.01. Choosing an appropriate � for a particular problem can improve convergence speed
empirically, however systematic � selection is an ongoing area of research.
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For any given (xk
i ;y

k
i ;�

k
i ), i = 1, . . . , n, the admm approach to finding an optimal

solution to this Augmented Lagrangian is as follows:

- Update xi, i = 1, . . . , n independently, and in parallel,

xk+1
i = argminxi

fi(xi)� (�k
i )

T (Aixi � yk
i ) +

�

2
||Aixi � yk

i ||
2

- Update yi, i = 1 . . . , n, simultaneously

yk+1
i = argminyi

X

i

✓
(�k

i )
Tyi +

�

2
||Aix

k+1
i � yi||

2

◆

s.t.
X

i

yi = b

- Update multipliers independently

�k+1
i = �k

i � �(Aix
k+1
i � yk+1

i ), i = 1, . . . , n (4.21)

Closed form y update and equivalence of multipliers

Favourably from a computational perspective, y can be updated in closed form. The

KKT condition of the y update is

�k
i � �(Aix

k+1
i � yk+1

i ) = �k+1

so that

yk+1
i =

1

�
(�k+1

� �k
i ) + Aix

k+1
i (4.22)

Note that re-writing the multiplier update, (4.21) in the form of (4.22), we have

yk+1
i =

1

�
(�k+1

i � �k
i ) + Aix

k+1
i (4.23)

The previous two statements imply that �k+1 = �k+1
i , i.e. that all multipliers

are the same value, and we only need to keep track of one. This has the favourable

property from the economic perspective that each agent can be sent the same price,
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and not individual prices.

Continuing our search for a closed form update of y, we aggregate the multiplier

update, (4.21) to develop an expression for �k+1 � �k:

X

i

�k
i =

X

i

(�k+1
i + �(Aix

k+1
i � yk+1

i ))

n�k = n�k+1 + �(
X

i

Aix
k+1
i � b)

�k+1
� �k =

�

n
(b�

X

i

Aix
k+1
i ) (4.24)

(4.24) may now serve as our single multiplier update. Furthermore, substituting

this term into (4.23), we have the closed form update for y:

yk+1
i = Aix

k+1
i +

1

n
(b�

X

i

Aix
k+1
i ) (4.25)

An interpretation of the proximal term of the xi update is that yi is a target

which Aixi is encouraged to be close to. This target in turn comprises Aixk
i of the

previous iteration plus the average of the amount that the constraints of the master

problem are violated, encouraging Aixi toward a feasible solution. Note also that the

proximal term will go to zero at convergence.

Translation to electric sector formulation

Furthermore, for the electric sector problem we discuss in the main body of the

chapter, A is equivalent to the identity matrix (one supply/demand of electricity in

each i block for each time period) and b = 0 (market clearing assumption).19 Letting
P

i xi/n = x̄ the update reduces to:

yk+1
i = xk+1

i � x̄k+1 (4.26)

19Note also that local constraints that do not span across blocks can be assumed to be simply
part of the local objective function, as discussed by Boyd et al. (2011).
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To translate further from this more general formulation to our electric sector

formulation, note that each block i represents either a generator or consumer, with

consumption represented by x < 0 as opposed to u. The multiplier � represents the

price p. Additionally, the representation of the constraints in the Lagrangian entails

that the individual problems in the admm scheme are equivalent to the producers’

and consumers’ problems earlier introduced. To emphasise the equivalence we will

take the x update and convert to the producer problem:

xk+1
i = argminxi

fi(xi)� (�k
i )

T (Aixi � yk
i ) +

�

2
||Aixi � yk

i ||
2

Noting that the constant (�k
i )

Tyk
i can be dropped, along with a variety of other simple

steps and substitutions, yields

xk+1
i = argmaxxi

(pk
i )

Txi � fi(xi)�
�

2
||xi � xk

i +
�k

|i|
||
2

We repeat the formulation from Section 4.4.2 thus, noting the change in definition

of subscripts and superscripts.

• Producers (in parallel): xi
k  argmaxxi f

i(xi
,pk)�

�
2 ||x

i
� xi

k�1 +
�k

|i|+|j| ||
2

• Consumers (in parallel): uj
k  argmaxuj g

j(uj
,pk)�

�
2 ||u

j
� uj

k�1 �
�k

|i|+|j| ||
2

• System operator: �k+1  
P

i x
i
k �

P
j u

j
k, pk+1  pk � �(�k+1)

Convergence

Chen et al. (2016) show that multi-block admm is not generally convergent beyond

the two block case, and in this application, we are potentially discussing many blocks.

However, this particular formulation is convergent, as it is essentially a form of the

two-block case, with x and y forming the two respective blocks. That this multi-

block case can be reduced to a two-block case rests on the separability of the problem

enshrined in the distributed reformulation, which allows sub-blocks of the two blocks

x and y to be solved in parallel. Not every problem has the structure that allows it

to take advantage of this particular admm approach, but our electric sector problem
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does. Also, as the overall problem is convex, the stationary point to which admm

will converge in this case will be globally optimal. Bertsekas (2015); Bertsekas and

Tsitsiklis (1989); Boyd et al. (2011) all briefly discuss and reference the convergence

proofs related to the two block case.



Chapter 5

On Model Formulation

5.1 Introduction and motivation

The preceding chapters have discussed the modelling of two specific issues in the

electricity domain, the temporal variability introduced by variable renewables, and

the load shifting abilities enabled by smart grid technologies. Using these cases as

examples, this chapter introduces a conceptual framework that may, under certain

conditions, augment human expertise in the model formulation process. The approach

is particularly suited to, and has most to say about, choosing the appropriate level

of detail in a model formulation. The conceptual framework, inspired by ideas from

information theory, clarifies the tradeo↵ between model accuracy and model detail in

the context of normative models.

A core element of the framework is the classification of modelling decisions into

those that can be evaluated exclusively by expert opinion and judgement, and those

that that can be tested using a prescribed logical basis. For those modeling decisions

that are classified as testable, the tests are based on the relevancy of detail, and the

connection between model structure and model purpose. The conceptual framework

may be considered a generalisation of the approaches used to answer the specific

modelling questions of Chapters 3 and 4, and we will draw on both these examples

and other energy and environmental modelling examples throughout this chapter.

Additionally, this chapter will discuss some practicalities of implementing these tests.

88
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Analysts experienced with the design of models may find the resulting findings

corresponding to intuition and simply established best practice. However, an explicit

logical foundation may allow the further development of best practice, along the way

guiding attempts to resolve a number of outstanding applied modelling problems.

Schneider (1997) asked whether integrated assessment models are a “transparent

rational tool for policy making” or an “opaque screen hiding value-laden assump-

tions”. This question could be applied to a wide array of models used for policy

analysis. It is the premise of this chapter that a systematic means of model formu-

lation, with a clear distinction between modelling decisions that can be tested and

those that are necessarily a matter of judgement, helps realise the idea of models as

transparent, rational, tools. The contribution of this chapter to furthering this goal

largely relates to the choosing of model detail, and the ability to implement associated

tests. As we have seen in Chapter 3, representation of model detail can have a large

influence on model results.

5.2 Background

Learning from past experience is the basis on which to inform our actions in the

future, and when the representativeness of this past experience is in question, we find

ourselves in a challenging analytical situation. Examples of models that face these

challenges include models for long term planning (public and private) and models for

the engineering of new structures and products that have not been deployed before

and where prototypes/pilots are expensive. More generally, in this chapter, we discuss

the formulation of models to explore or choose what can be as opposed to what is,

that is models whose primary purpose is to inform a decision. For example, the

policy models discussed in Kann and Weyant (2000) fit within this definition. Models

discussed in this chapter also have the property that generation of observations along

one potential decision pathway is unrepeatable due to either, or both, of cost or the

simple irreversibility of certain processes. An interesting feature of this broad class of

model is that the factors that make prediction di�cult and that strain the assumption

of the past being a basis for future processes are also the factors that make the future
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more amenable to being shaped (Lempert, 2003). This allows a vision of modelling

that fits within Simon’s (1981) articulation of a ‘Science of the Artificial’ or ‘Science

of Design’. The formulation of these models is generally categorised as the art of

modelling, whereas in this chapter we will attempt to analyse model formulation.

That there is value in doing so is based on the premise that such work can help

harness ongoing algorithmic and computational advances to complement the skills of

human analysts in addressing important questions facing society.

5.2.1 Model evaluation

A variety of terms are used across various scholarly fields to describe processes to

assess model appropriateness. This range of terms includes model selection, model

evaluation, model verification, model validation, and model confirmation. We will

consider here a subset of the di↵erent concepts and approaches.

The ‘model selection problem’ is a well established problem, and it can be argued

that the process of finding a model that explains phenomena we observe rests at the

core of much scientific research. To sample the literature of matching model outputs

to data, see Burnham and Anderson (2002), and Bozdogan (1987). These methods

assume relevant data availability however and are more amenable to aiding the ‘what

is’ type question as opposed to the ‘what can be’ type questions that are the subject

of this chapter.

The various research communities, e.g. econometrics, machine learning, statistics

itself, are not unaware of ‘missing data’ or out-of-sample applications of a model. For

example, in the machine learning community, the inclusion of regularisation param-

eters is important to temper risks of overfitting. The success of a model is evaluated

by its performance on a previously unseen dataset that it was not trained on, i.e. the

test is predictive power. Again, the challenge for the models discussed in this chapter

is the lack of ability to assess predictions, in addition to prediction not necessarily

being the purpose of the model in the first place.

If we can answer the what-is type questions, i.e. understand the initial conditions

and dynamics of today’s system, can we then simply work out how things will evolve
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in the future under di↵erent actions? This is essentially the basis of the formulation

of models that are used today, and improved knowledge of the current state and

of dynamics undoubtedly helps our understanding of how things may evolve in the

future. There are numerous limitations to this approach however, including (a) the

processes of today not necessarily representing processes in the future accurately

through either designed change or some other mechanism, and (b) chaos theory that

teaches us how tiny variations in input data can produce outputs from a deterministic

series of equations that are unpredictable in practice .1 Central to (a) is the absence of

invariances in socioeconomic-environmental systems that, in contrast, are present in

aspects of physical systems. That is, while in physical systems, predictions of system

behaviour can be built up from such laws as the conservation of momentum and the

conservation of energy, fewer conservation laws have been found for human systems.2

Verification and validation are terms that can have definitions that vary from

field to field3, with the former sometimes relating to correctness in implementation

of a model, and the latter conceptual correctness. Landry and Oral (1993) note this

distinction between ‘doing things right’ (correctness in implementation of a model)

and ‘doing the right things’ (conceptual correctness) when modelling, stating that the

literature at that point typically focussed on the former more than the latter. The

challenge of defining validity is illustrated by Déry et al. (1993), who o↵er a lesson

from epistemology that there are no universal formal criteria of validity. In this vein,

Oreskes et al. (1994) hold the position that a numerical model simply cannot be

validated, in the sense that the truth of a statement involves starting with a closed

series of premises and concluding whether the statement can be arrived at following a

sequence of logical deductions. With this framing, numerical models do not meet this

1For more on unpredictable outputs and deterministic equations within the context of chaos
theory, see Bishop (2017).

2As an example of the importance of invariance, an invariance assumption is one of two assump-
tions from which Valiant (2013) builds a theory of learning. An example of an invariance that
has been found in certain circumstances in human systems is discussed by Mandelbrot and Hudson
(2004) - a fractal invariance where patterns in price di↵erences remain constant while the scale of
the di↵erences changes.

3Sargent (2013) discusses verification and validation in the simulation modelling context, propos-
ing a holistic approach from conceptual model validity through to the accuracy of coding implemen-
tation.
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criterion generally, as the models are not closed systems. They are not closed systems

in the sense that ‘auxiliary hypotheses’ are required to allow the representation of the

real world run on a computer. If a model does not replicate observed data, there is

no way of knowing whether it is a primary hypothesis or auxiliary hypothesis that

is at fault. Similarly, when model outputs match real world data, we do not know if

this model is uniquely correct without invoking some extra criterion such as Occam’s

Razor. This leads Oreskes et al. (1994) to conclude that numerical models can be at

best confirmed, not validated.

Occam’s Razor will feature in our premises for model evaluation proposed later in

this chapter. This chapter does not address all these challenges outlined above but

it aims to contribute to the literature by providing a new perspective and actionable

tests for a subset of model formulation decisions. Meanwhile, the conceptual chal-

lenges in model evaluation outlined here point to the necessity for quality and care

in modelling practice, a topic discussed next.

5.2.2 Modelling practice

Kasparov (2010) tells a story of how a mediocre chess player with a mediocre com-

puter, but with an excellent process of using the computer, can beat a chess grandmas-

ter with a mediocre process of using a supercomputer with the most sophisticated

chess algorithms. This story illustrates the importance of how models are used in

harnessing their potential.

Numerous works have been written on best practice in modelling, an important

subject given the lack of systematic methods of checking validity. For example, Jake-

man et al. (2006) outline “ten basic steps to good, disciplined model practice”, Pidd

(1999) o↵ers six principles of modelling, principles developed from modelling experi-

ence, Nestler (2011) discusses reproducible research, and Murphy (2005) in the first

of a series of 3 papers, introduces ‘Elements of a Theory of the Practice of Operations

Research’. Morgan et al. (1998) is an extensive text on applications of modelling

methods to policy analysis, o↵ering similar recommendations to Pidd (1999) on the

value of simple models based on complicated thinking. In the energy area, a recent
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paper by DeCarolis et al. (2017) attempts to formalise best practice for energy system

optimisation models, based on the collective experience of the authors.

Given the role of expert judgement in model evaluation, ‘Behavioural OR’ poten-

tially o↵ers a path to understanding this judgement, in turn enabling the improvement

of the modelling process. An early example of such a study is Willemain (1995), where

a number of OR practitioners are observed as they formulate a model, and a recent ex-

ample is Hämäläinen et al. (2013), who show that behavioural e↵ects, related to how

questions are asked and how information is presented to modellers, can be exploited

such that the results from a modelling exercise are completely reversed. This chapter

introduces a system that attempts to guide the classification of di↵erent modelling

decisions. This classification may be useful to those attempting to understand and

develop modelling best practice.

5.2.3 Value of a model

To investigate appropriate model formulation, we will take a step back and consider

what is the value of a model. In particular, as a model provides information, we

will outline two metrics used to assess the value of information. Firstly, the Decision

Analysis assessment of the value of information is whether the provided information

leads to a di↵erent decision than would be made in the absence of this information,

with the magnitude of the value of information the di↵erence in expected outcome

between the two decisions. Numerous units can be used to express this value, for

example dollars or utility. Secondly, a more abstract representation of the value of

information is discussed by Volkenstein (2009). In this formulation, the value of

information is defined to be �log2(p
0
/p), with p

0 and p representing the probability

of achieving some goal before and after the receipt of the information respectively.4

This connection of model value to the furthering of a goal relates to the school of

thought that the ultimate and simple test of a model’s value is whether it is used or

not. The Insight, Not Numbers term is related to this school of thought in the sense

of a model being of value in its use through delivering new insights into a problem as

4In this formulation, the greater p0 relative to p, the greater the value of information. If p0 = p,
the value of information is 0 (log(1) = 0).
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opposed to the actual numbers generated.

The two measures of the value of information above are related in that probability

is included in both metrics (implicitly in the decision analysis case), and cost is

potentially included in both metrics, this time implicitly, and not necessarily, in the

second. Perhaps the main contribution of the second metric for our purposes is the

introduction of the log2p term. This term will be recognised by those familiar with

information theory and the Shannon concept of information, where the amount of

information in a message is inversely proportional to the probability that you are

expecting the content. This notion of surprise can be seen, for example, in the

discussion on ‘interestingness’ by Silberschatz and Tuzhilin (1996) that can be found

in the data-mining literature. These ideas about the value of information will be

implicitly incorporated into the discussion below on appropriate model formulation

and evaluation.

5.2.4 Example: IAMs and their evaluation

Many examples of the application of the class of models discussed in this chapter exist

in the domain of energy and climate policy. One such example is at the global climate

policy level, where Integrated Assessment Models (Iams) inform much of the literature

comprising the report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (Ipcc)

Working Group III (Metz et al., 2007), and by extension much of the international

negotiations on potential climate agreements.

Ackerman et al. (2009) and Pindyck (2013) contain a number of key criticisms of

the models employed for energy and climate analysis, and a number of the criticisms

could extend to models in other policy domains. These criticisms include the rate of

discounting of long term damages and benefits, valuation of ecosystems and human

lives, conceptual treatment of low probability high-impact events, and a perceived

underestimate of human’s ability to adapt. In addition, any model used for policy

analysis that assesses economic cost at the scale of an Integrated Assessment Model

draws upon a macroeconomics literature that has significant open questions, partic-

ularly since the recent great recession. For example, Stiglitz (2011), along with a
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broader perspective on macroeconomics, mentions the shortcomings of the represen-

tative agent approach, which is a common approach within Iams.

Many of these criticisms stem from the core points introduced at the beginning of

our discussion. A decarbonised modern society, or a society living with the full e↵ects

of unmitigated climate change, are outside the range of our observations to date,

straining the representativeness of available data when building a model to assess the

costs of action or inaction. Additionally, there is frequently a normative/descriptive

tension in the formulation of the models, with discount rates frequently centre of that

discussion (for example see Goulder and Williams III (2012)). Similarly, as Weyant

(2017) notes, there has been ‘some confusion about what Iams are’ and ‘what they

have been developed to do’. The alignment between model and question will play

an important role below. Despite the criticisms however, if value is determined by

whether a model is used or not, these models are of significant value and thus there

is value in improving them, and in understanding their evaluation further (Weyant,

2009). In addition, Weyant (2017) discusses the broad contributions of Integrated

Assessment Models, such as their ability to help focus debate on key inputs and

parameters, and associated challenges that remain in their development.

There have been recent attempts to address model evaluation within the integrated

assessment community. Schwanitz (2013) outlines the challenges in a clear fashion,

while o↵ering a framework of evaluation for the community, a framework based upon

transparency on what a model can and cannot do. An important part of this approach

is the idea that there are certain stylised patterns, derived from historical observations,

that a model should be consistent with. Another approach is represented by a recently

developing literature on model diagnostics to understand model results. Recent work

in this area includes Kriegler et al. (2015), Dodds et al. (2015), Wilkerson et al.

(2015), and Craxton et al. (2017).

A recent approach of Tol (2014), an extension of the approach adopted in Tavoni

and Tol (2010), evaluates models based on the accuracy of short term forecasts.

Without discussing the details of the implementation, we can consider the core idea

here. As it is the long term that these models are considering, whether this is an

appropriate means of evaluation or not is not clear. While predictive power in the
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near term appears a desirable attribute, its use as an evaluation metric upon which

to weigh model results ultimately depends on a subjective judgement that it is the

appropriate metric. For example, if one believes systems move toward equilibrium in

the long term while experiencing cycles in the short term, a model that is designed

to capture the former may be considered highly appropriate, whereas an evaluation

basis that only picks up the latter may conclude otherwise.5

This chapter aims to aid this discussion. The aim is to provide a new direction in

how to think about the evaluation of long term planning models - by stepping back

to an abstract level to see what can be learned, before returning with new guidance

to the less-abstract level at which evaluation typically takes place. The concepts

introduced particularly relate to the choosing of model detail, and can be most directly

applied by comparing models in a relative sense as opposed to model evaluation in an

absolute sense. While much work exists on the analysis of well-defined algorithmic

and modelling problems, taking an abstract approach to the meta question of which

algorithm or modelling techniques to employ for a specific problem is less common.

Recent work by Gupta and Roughgarden (2015) reasons about application-specific

algorithm selection, considering algorithm performance in terms of computational

performance. This work, in contrast, considers performance in terms of value of

information of the model output. Meanwhile Russo and Zou (2015) model the data

exploration process, terming it adaptive analysis, working out which hypotheses to ask

without introducing biases. The statistical assumptions about the data are relatively

strict allowing more rigorous analysis than that developed here. The additional layer

introduced by normative model design has restricted the following discussion, at this

stage, to be more informal, but ideally it will be intuitive and useful.

5Similar issues have been discussed in the context of the interaction between long term economic
growth and short term economic fluctuations. Fatás (2000) outlines how they have traditionally
been studied separately from each other due to observed stylised facts.
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5.3 Testable model formulation decisions

Given the issues raised thus far in assessing the appropriateness of model formulation

in certain contexts, this section will introduce a proposed set of concepts to aid

systematic model evaluation. The core idea of the approach is that there are some

model formulation decisions where, given conditions, appropriateness is testable in a

systematic way. As we will see, these modelling decisions tend to be downstream of

other modelling decisions such as what question to ask, and what modelling paradigm

to employ. Figure 5.1 illustrates this hierarchical idea graphically. An example is the

electricity capacity planning model discussed in Chapter 3. In that case, the higher

level decision was what modelling paradigm to choose, while the downstream decision

tested was how to aggregate temporal variability given those upstream decisions.

More generally, in addressing a given question, there are a range of modelling decisions

to make, a subset of which are in the realm of expert and modeler opinion and

judgement, and a subset that can be more systematically evaluated. We will refer to

this latter subset as simply testable. This section will present conditions for when

modelling decisions can be considered testable, while the subsequent sections of the

chapter will present a number of ideas on how to conduct this testing.

5.3.1 Goals of model formulation

We here posit two goals of model formulation consistent with intuition and commonly

expressed best practice.6 In addressing a question, we would like our model to align

with the following, often conflicting, goals:

• Maximise accuracy of information produced

• Minimise model detail

The first goal should be self-explanatory, while the second goal is related to the

commonly applied Occam’s Razor, and is similar, for example, to the ‘principle of

6For an example of an expression of best practice in the normative economics setting, see Gabaix
and Laibson (2008).
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram showing hierarchy of modelling decisions required to
answer a given question. A subset of the decisions can be tested as per the methods
discussed in this chapter.

parsimony’ expressed by Filar (2002), and from a practical standpoint has computa-

tional advantages. Neither goal alone necessarily makes sense in the absence of the

other, and combining these goals allows us to see the tradeo↵ in formulating a model,

in particular choosing a level of detail, to address a given question. The combined

goal may be expressed as follows:

maximise (Information[Q]� �(Model detail)) (5.1)

Where � � 0 is a scalar. This combined goal can be interpreted as the search for a

model that maximises relevant information produced.

These two goals and this high level approach to combining them will allow us

to develop conceptual yet tangible tests for certain model formulation decisions. To

let us undertake this development, we will first take a detour into an information

theoretic set of concepts developed by Tishby et al. (1999). The Tishby et al. (1999)

set of concepts provides the motivation for formulating the combined goal above, and
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the associated concept of relevant information, in this way.

5.3.2 Into the information bottleneck

An attractive feature of the framing of the previous section is the link to the work of

Tishby et al. (1999). Tishby et al. (1999), in the context of signal processing, defines

the relevant information of a signal z 2 Z as the information, in an information

theoretic sense, that it provides about another signal y 2 Y . Furthermore, the

desire to minimise model detail above is analogous to the desire to “squeeze” the

relevant information Z provides about Y into a compressed form Z̄. This ‘information

bottleneck’ that finds the most relevant information in a compressed form, removing

superfluous information, is a potential explanation for the empirical good performance

of deep learning models in generalising beyond training data (Tishby and Zaslavsky,

2015; Shamir et al., 2010).

The Tishby et al. (1999) framework commences with the following optimisation

problem, where the mapping between Z and the compressed Z̄ is chosen such that

the relevant information encapsulated in Z̄ about Y is maximised subject to the

constraint that Z̄ matches Z to some constant level of accuracy:

maximisep(z̄|z)I(Z̄;Y )

such that:

I(Z̄;Z) = 

Where  is some constant, p(z̄, z) is the mapping between z̄ and z, and I(., .)

represents the information theoretic concept of mutual information.7 The mutual

information between a pair of random variables is zero when they are completely

independent, increases the more similar they are, and is bounded at a value greater

than zero when they match.8 Choosing a mapping between Z and Z̄ that maximises

7The problem can also be expressed as the inverse, where I(Z̄, Z) is minimised subject to a
constraint requiring a constant level of relevant information, I(Z̄, Y ). The constraint makes sense,
as if we truly only wanted to minimise detail without the constraint then we would choose the
simplest possible mapping, a mapping that likely would not provide very much useful information.

8For an excellent and accessible overview of Information Theory concepts, see Luenberger (2006).
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the Lagrangian of the above leads to the following expression:

maximisep(z̄|z)I(Z̄;Y )� �I(Z̄;Z) (5.2)

Where � � 0 is our scalar Lagrange multiplier.9 In the information theory context

this can be interpreted as the choosing of a mapping between Z̄ and Z such that the

relevant information, expressed by the mutual information between the compressed

Z̄ and the true signal Y is maximised, less a penalty on the detail of Z̄ relative to

Z. At this point, note the link between (5.2) and the conceptual (5.1) introduced

previously. We will build on this link throughout this chapter.

Tishby et al. (1999) and Shamir et al. (2010) derive a variety of useful properties

about this setting, and also show links to various information theory and statistics

problems, however for the purposes of this chapter, we simply want to highlight this

setting as it will be helpful for our conceptual discussion on model formulation.

With connection to the topic of this chapter, a) the link to this information the-

oretic problem provides a useful foundation from which to proceed and b) there are

some important di↵erences that prevent us from directly applying this set of informa-

tion theoretic methods. The primary di↵erence in our case is that we never completely

observe the ‘true’ Y signal, making it di�cult to assess the relevance of information in

an absolute sense. While there will be further aspects of this framing and information

theoretic link still to explore by the end of this chapter, the following sections take

initial steps to adapt it for the purposes at hand. To adapt these ideas in our context,

it will be helpful to first introduce some further definitions.

5.3.3 Definitions

In the following sections, symbolic representations and mild analytical arguments will

complement our discussion about testable model decisions. The following definitions

are necessary for the former, and should aid the latter.

9For the Lagrangian to hold, there are numerous conditions on Z, Z̄, and Y , as outlined by Tishby
et al. (1999). Note that by definition I(Z̄, Y )  I(Z, Y ). Also, we can further use the expression by
allowing � to be a user defined parameter.
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Models and questions

At an abstract level, we will represent a model as an object, f . Let the vector x⇤
2 <

n

represent the output of the model f at solution.

We define Q to represent a question asked of the model, with ‘question’ more nar-

rowly defined than its typical natural language meaning. More qualitative questions,

as frequently arise, are broken down by the analyst into specific quantitative queries

to ask the model. Questions here can take one of two forms; (a) find the value of some

subset of variables at solution, or (b) find the index of the variables that meet some

condition. We abstractly can consider Q as a suitably defined function that takes as

an input the solved model, and outputs either (a) or (b), Q(x⇤) : <n
! <

p
, 1  p  n.

The latter form, (b), is inspired by Geo↵rion (1976) who makes the point that “One

must know not only what the optimal solution is for a given set of input data, but

also why”. While Q is simply a function here, there is an important implicit meaning

in its choosing. The choosing of Q contains a representation of knowledge of the real

system being modelled and remains upstream of the proposed system in this chapter.

Appropriateness of a model

As we have seen, the information bottleneck idea aligns with our conflicting goals of

model formulation. We will adapt it here to define a systematic way of assessing model

appropriateness, particularly relating to questions of model detail. The higher level

modelling decisions relating to what questions to ask, and what modelling paradigm

to draw from, remain in the domain of human expertise.10 The idea of this chapter

is that the introduced concepts may augment this human expertise.

Given our discussions to date, we will define the appropriateness of a model for a

particular question as the relevant information it produces (if any), which in turn is

a function of the accuracy of information produced and model detail, in particular an

10This is represented graphically in Figure 5.1.
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evaluation of the objective function (5.1) for a particular model f and question Q:

g(f,Q) = Appropriateness[f,Q]

= Relevant information[f,Q]

= Information[f,Q]� �(Model detail[f])

(5.3)

Where g is the conceptual evaluation of model appropriateness, with the more appro-

priate a model for a question, the higher the associated g value. For a given question,

ideally the model chosen will maximise this function, finding the most relevant infor-

mation for the question asked, consistent with the combined goal expressed in (5.1).

We introduce this expression in this verbal form to emphasise the conceptual nature

of this idea in our normative modelling context, and the general challenge of imple-

menting it numerically. However, we will also present it in a more succinct notational

form for convenience as we proceed. To do so, we rewrite expression (5.3) as:

g(f,Q) = Ĩ(f,Q)� �Ĩ(f, fdatum) (5.4)

Where ˜I(·) is a concept inspired by, and analogous to, the concept of mutual infor-

mation. The first term evaluates the accuracy of a model by conceptually assessing

how much accurate information the model f provides about the question Q.11 In

the second term, the detail of a model is defined by the information it shares with a

model of some datum level of detail.12 Note that while the relationship between the

terms is linear, the Ĩ terms themselves are not necessarily linear. Except for boundary

cases, we will never numerically evaluate this Ĩ term in an absolute sense due to its

conceptual nature, but we will be able to rank it under certain conditions.

The appropriateness of a model is thus defined to be tied to its purpose, a point

articulated by Weyant (2009) when discussing the role of integrated assessment mod-

els. More broadly, the idea of the abstract g function is to present in a conceptual

11Not just the raw output from the model that Q extracts, but also the representation of the real
world implicit in Q. Ĩ is thus in the conceptual domain.

12The mapping between this expression and the previously introduced ‘Information Bottleneck’
is that the model fdatum represents the signal X, f represents the compressed signal, X̄, and the
representation of the real world implicit in Q represents the true signal we are interested in, Y .
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Table 5.1: Nomenclature table

f Model object
Q Question asked of model. Q(x⇤) : <n

! <
p
, 1  p  n

g(f,Q) Appropriateness of model f for question Q

=Relevant information provided by model f for question Q

Ĩ(a, b) Conceptual shared information between a and b

� Relative importance of model detail to accuracy of information, � 2 <1
+

way the intuitive and commonly expressed ‘horses for courses’ notion that links model

appropriateness to the question asked of a model. It is important to emphasise at

this point that we have developed this g function, not from intuition alone, but by

mapping from well established information theory concepts.

At this point, we have introduced an abstract set of concepts where the appro-

priateness of the alignment between model and question is conceptually evaluated

based on the relevant information the model provides, incorporating a penalty on the

level of detail of the model. Table 5.1 presents the nomenclature introduced so far.

The next sections will attempt to bring these concepts to a stage where they can be

applied to modelling decisions.

Compression of a Model

Our next definition relates to the compression of a model, an important concept

in order to apply the appropriateness concept above. A model fc is defined here

as a compressed version of a model f0 if it can be generated by a finite sequence

of approximation steps from f0. Examples of such approximation steps include the

aggregation of model variables and/or the relaxation of model constraints.

By our definition, fc only contains a subset of the information f0 contains, and

not more. It follows that material deviation13 in output from the compressed model,

fc, relative to f0, for a given question, is then a result of approximation error. An

analogy is that of compressing music files, where it would be a rare claim that any

13We would like to avoid the case of small deviations a↵ecting model evaluation.
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changes in the sound of the compressed music file relative to the original are a better

representation. Using our notation, this relationship can be expressed as Ĩ(fc, Q) 

Ĩ(f0, Q).

From some perspectives, this relationship may seem somewhat counter to many

results about overfitting and generalisation, where simpler models are shown to be

more accurate, as more detailed models are less likely to generalise beyond the ex-

amples they are trained on.14 There is a subtle and important di↵erence however

to note - we are not stating that a simpler model cannot produce more accurate /

generalisable results than a more complicated model, but that a compressed model,

in the world of models we are considering, cannot produce more accurate results than

its parent. The assertion here attempts to tread carefully between incorporating de-

tails that matter and overfitting concerns. Indeed, these overfitting concerns, along

with a desire for computational tractability and the search for insights, motivate the

previously introduced model formulation goal of minimising detail, and the associated

second term in our definition of model appropriateness that penalises model detail.

Some examples of approximation steps to compress the formulation of an energy

and climate planning model are as follows:

• Aggregation: when some or all variables and associated parameters are removed

and replaced by summary statistics. For example, consider an Iam where each

variable and parameter is indexed across each country, and then aggregated to

where the model consists of one global region:

Iam with: country-by-country resolution
aggregation
������! 1 global region

• Relaxation: for illustration, consider this example from long term modelling of

the electric sector:
14For example, see Gigerenzer and Brighton (2009).
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Capacity expansion model with: unit commitment (uc) and AC power flow equations
removal of constraints
������������! uc and DC power flow

linearisation
������! uc and linear DC power flow

removal of constraints
������������! uc and linear pipe flow transmission model

relaxation of integer requirement
������������������! linear pipe flow transmission model

Examples of such model compression that we have already seen in this disser-

tation include the aggregation of temporal resolution in Chapter 3, and the generic

representation of load shifting technologies in Chapter 4.

5.4 When testable? Cases

Because of the di�culty in unambiguously evaluating the accuracy of information a

model provides, we cannot directly apply the conceptual framework to every modelling

decision, even though it may be indirectly applied as a useful framing to clarify

tradeo↵s in certain circumstances. However, we can derive a number of cases where,

under the terms of this chapter, it can be directly applied. In such a case, a modelling

decision is testable, and not solely a matter of judgement. While these cases only

represent a subset of modelling decisions, some of them are important decisions that

frequently arise such as the setting of spatial and temporal resolution.

The common trend through the cases presented here is that the first term in the

g(f,Q) function (5.3),15 representing the accuracy of information the model provides,

is fixed in either an absolute or relative sense. Assessment of the g(f,Q) function is

then possible as the ‘model detail’ term may be assessed analytically or numerically

under certain conditions. For our discussion on model aggregation, we will also be

able to reason about appropriateness when the first term is not equal.

As we will see, these cases are also conditional on upstream judgement about

the chosen modelling paradigm, the question asked, and even the specification of

the test. However, it is the underlying claim in this chapter that the identification of

these cases and the associated elicitation of assumptions could be useful for improving

understanding of model results and the model formulation process.

15Information[f,Q]� �(Model detail[f])
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5.4.1 Assessing model aggregation

As seen in Chapter 3, where we compared the impact of aggregated temporal reso-

lution on model outputs relative to hourly resolution, model aggregation is an im-

portant applied modelling decision. This section applies our introduced concepts and

definitions to this topic.

Assume model fa is a compressed version of model f0.16 Applying the definition

of appropriateness g(f,Q) (5.3) to f0 and fa, we have:

g(f0, Q) = (Information(f0, Q)� �(Model detail(f0)))

g(fa, Q) = (Information(fa, Q)� �(Model detail(fa)))

Expressing these relationships in the notation of expression (5.4), and using f0 as our

datum of model detail, the binary choice of most appropriate model between f0 and

fa is the model that returns the higher g value as follows:

arg max
f2{f0,fa}

g(f,Q) = arg max
f2{f0,fa}

Ĩ(f,Q)� �Ĩ(f, f0)

We will now consider this choice under two cases, one where the first term is equal

within a range of tolerance across the two models, and one where it is materially

di↵erent.

When queried model output is the same

If the outputs from both the original model and the compressed model are the same

for a given question, we can state that the first term of the respective g(f,Q) functions

are equal across both models, i.e. they are both as accurate or inaccurate as each

other for the question Q. This then allows us to compare the models on the basis of

model detail. As one model is a compressed version of the other, this comparison is

16 For the purposes of this section, we will treat aggregation and compression as interchangeable,
and that the arguments here apply to any allowable compression process.
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unambiguous. Using our notation, we can state this logic as follows:

d
�
Q(x⇤

a), Q(x⇤

0)
�
 ✏Q =) Ĩ(f0, Q) = Ĩ(fa, Q) =) g(fa, Q) > g(f0, Q) (5.5)

Where ✏Q, a scalar, is the threshold of equivalence associated with the question Q,

d() is a distance metric, for example Euclidean distance,17 and � > 0. The final step

above follows from Ĩ(fa, f0) < Ĩ(f0, f0), by definition of compression.

This expression (5.5) states that if we have a pair of models where one can be

shown to be a compressed version of the other, and they produce the same output

within a set range of tolerance for a given question, we can logically state that the

compressed model is more appropriate for that question. It is an intuitive statement

also, and follows directly from the initial modelling goals: if two models produce the

same information, then the model with provably less detail is more appropriate. As

will be discussed in Section 5.5, this statement may be implemented by numeric or

analytic means.

We have considered here a pairwise comparison between a model and a compressed

version of that model, but we could also search for the the level of compression that

minimises the second term of the g appropriateness function, while producing the

same output as the non-compressed model for the question asked. As we will see, this

model is the most compressed model we can provide a conceptual guarantee for, even

if it is possible some models have a better conceptual g value despite introducing a

loss in accuracy.

When queried model output is not the same

In this case of comparing a model with a compressed version of itself, what can we

say about appropriateness if model outputs associated with a question are materially

di↵erent?18 There are then conditions where we say the compressed model is less

appropriate, and there are also then conditions where we can say this with broader

generality if we incorporate some additional assumptions. Before we walk through

17Recall that the Q function can return either a scalar or a vector.
18As expressed in our notation: d

�
Q(x⇤

a), Q(x⇤
0)
�
> ✏Q
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the conditions, an important preliminary is to recall that, by definition, when a

compressed model fa produces di↵erent output for a question than its parent model

f0, then we can say that it produces strictly less accurate information about that

question Q, Ĩ(fa, Q) < Ĩ(f0, Q). This stems from our definition of compression, and

is consistent with the context of Tishby et al. (1999) that discusses the accuracy of

compressing a signal.

For the compressed model to be less appropriate in this circumstance, i.e. have a

lower g value, g(fa, Q) < g(f0, Q) when d
�
Q(x⇤

a), Q(x⇤

0)
�
> ✏Q, the following condition

must hold:
Reduction in accuracyz }| {
Ĩ(f0, Q)� Ĩ(fa, Q) � �

Reduction in detailz }| {
(Ĩ(f0, f0)� Ĩ(fa, f0)) (5.6)

That is, for the compressed model to be less appropriate, the loss in accuracy due to

compression is greater than the benefits of reducing model detail.

We cannot generally evaluate this condition due to the aforementioned challenges

in absolute evaluation of the accuracy and relevance of information provided by a

model in our normative, and frequently long time horizon, context. We can observe

however that � = 0 allows us to evaluate this condition. If � = 0, then the accuracy

matters no matter what the benefit in detail and we can say the compressed version

is more appropriate if and only if it produces the same model output as its parent

model. Equivalently, if the queried model output is materially di↵erent, then the

compressed model is less appropriate. For certain applications, setting � = 0 may

not be so extreme as it first appears, and justifications include:

• If the non-compressed model in this pairwise comparison is computationally

tractable and is perhaps already simplified, then the incentive to reduce detail

is dampened.

• How the test for equivalency is applied can justify a low or zero �. The threshold

of equivalence, ✏Q, can be designed such that only material and significant

changes in model output lead us to reject the compressed version of the model.

• We could apply additional assumptions on top of our sytem to extend these

cases. For example, a precautionary principle could be applied, where we state
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that because we do not know the true accuracy of model information, we are

not willing to accept distortion introduced by model aggregation purposes, im-

plicitly placing a zero value on �.

In those other cases where � 6= 0 and output from the compressed model is ma-

terially di↵erent, the modeler has to make a tradeo↵. While the concepts introduced

here do not give a direct answer, they ideally provides value by clarifying the tradeo↵,

and thus may augment human common sense.

Relationship to previous chapters

In addition to providing a perspective on the tradeo↵ in model aggregation, we have

here produced a conceptual set of conditions where a compressed model formulation

can be shown to be appropriate, or otherwise, by our definitions. While the framing

may appear quite conditional on upstream modeling decisions due to the pairwise

comparison between a model and a compressed version of itself, there are some real

tangible modeling decisions where it can be applied.

For example, the logic of this section can be used to guide systematically the choice

of appropriate model resolution or the choice of relaxing or removing constraints. An

example of the former could be seen in Chapter 3, where the logic was implicitly

applied to examine appropriate representation of temporal variability. Indeed, the

premise of the chapter as a whole is that appropriate representation of temporal vari-

ability entails that the aggregation process does not materially change outputs from

the capacity planning model. Figure 3.7 could be considered a visual implementation

of the logic, where the sensitivity of output to temporal representation varied with

what output metric, and thus what question, was under investigation.19 The final

section of the chapter (Section 3.7) recognised that a greater degree of aggregation

would often be needed, for computational reasons, than the level associated with the

absolute guarantee of never producing any deviation from a non-aggregated model.

Meanwhile, a portion of Chapter 4 can be framed in terms of the choice of relaxing

or removing constraints. Taking supply or demand side approaches to assessing the

19Figure 3.7 compared the di↵erence in model solutions with clustered resolutions with the model
solution with the non-aggregated resolution.
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value of optimal load shifting as compressed versions of the equilibrium model that

was employed, we saw how these compressed versions produce di↵erent outputs to

the equilibrium version of the model.20

5.4.2 Conditional questions

We next consider two edge cases where the accuracy of information a model produces

can be evaluated in an absolute sense, the first of which is termed here a ‘conditional

question’. Section 5.3.3 defined a question Q as a query of model outputs, but also

stated there is an implicit meaning in its choosing such that it contains a representa-

tion of the real system being modelled. With this implicit meaning, the query can be

extended to be a conditional query. For example, the question could be conditioned

on some given assumptions. An example of such a conditional question was presented

in Chapter 3, where we considered the question of least cost optimisation of electric-

ity system capacity expansion, given the assumption, for example, that hourly data

from a historical year represents the shape of future electricity demand and renewable

power source availability. For ease of expression, we will represent such a recursive

question as Q|A, where the newly introduced notation, A, represents the set of ob-

jects that represent the assumptions. Thus our measure of model appropriateness

becomes g(f,Q|A)

This construct, while potentially useful in itself, also yields conditions for finding

a model where the accuracy of information can be assessed in an absolute sense.

Consider the example of assessing g when a question comes with a requirement to

use a particular model f0:

g(f0, Q|f0) = I(f0, Q|f0)� �Ĩ(f0, fdatum)

which logically implies that no model is going to provide more accurate information

to this conditional question than f0. Assuming that such a strong condition implies

� = 0, the relative appropriateness g of f0 is greater than any other model.

20In the case of Chapter 4, as the deployment of load shifting technologies increased, price adjust-
ments became more relevant for valuation.
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In this case, the assumption conditioning the question simply provided us the

model, but we could also imagine an example where the given assumptions are axioms,

from which one could actually derive a model. By similar logic, we would again arrive

at a testable case.

With this idea of a conditional question, and for some small subset of models,

we have arrived at a testable case that allows independent model formulation assess-

ment. At first pass, this might seem like such an extreme set of examples so as not

to be useful. Yet, while potentially being a useful concept to frame thinking, it also

highlights the distinction between normative and descriptive questions. For example,

in the normative context, it is not unreasonable to consider the impact of a policy

should people follow axioms of rational behaviour. More generally, it can be argued

that underlying much discussion about model appropriateness are implicit di↵erences

in normative assumptions embedded in questions being asked of the model. An ex-

ample from electricity capacity planning models is whether to apply a social discount

rate, or apply a typical, higher, private sector discount rate. The former could re-

late to a normative question about optimal societal electricity investment, the latter

could relate to a descriptive question to predict investment outcomes in an electricity

market.

This concept of conditional questions provides us with an additional means of

testing the appropriateness of certain model formulations. Another perspective of

the test is the corollary that if a model is asserted to be the appropriate model for

some question, then we have a way of considering the necessary range of assumptions

underlying such a statement. These assumptions may or may not be explicit and

may or may not all be valid. Provision of a frame to understand the role of such

implicit assumptions is an example of how the ideas of this chapter could help those

who produce and consume model results better understand model results.

5.4.3 Mismatched questions

Our second case where the accuracy of information a model produces can be evaluated

in an absolute sense involves what is termed here ‘mismatched questions’. In this case,
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the model solution for a question Q returns no information.21 Consider when Q asks

for the value of a variable that is not present in the model outputs. As the model

solution can provide no information of relevance for this particular question, we have

found an example of a Ĩ(f,Q) = 0 model. In such a circumstance, the first term of

the appropriateness g equation (5.3) is 0, and it again may be reasonable that � = 0

in a comparison with an alternate model that provides some relevant information.

Such an example represents a testable case.

Another example is related to the previously discussed conditional questions. If a

question arrives of the form Q|A, and the associated assumptions are not consistent

with the model on hand, then we will have again arrived at a mismatched question.

These examples again may seem extreme, but they may be helpful to guide systematic

thinking about the alignment of a model with its use.

5.4.4 When multiple questions are asked

To this point, we have only considered single questions. It is frequently the case how-

ever in real world applications that a model is designed to answer multiple questions.

So how to compare alternate model designs for answering multiple questions? Given

our definitions, and inspired by the concept of stochastic dominance, the following is

proposed, letting Q be multi-dimensional:

[g(fa, Qi) > g(fb, Qi)] 8 Qi 2 Q =) g(fa,Q) > g(fb,Q)

That is, for a model to be unambiguously ranked as more appropriate than another

for a group of questions, then that model is required to be ranked as more appropriate

for each question in that group. In all other cases, the evaluation of g for the pair of

models under multiple questions is undertaken by the observer.

21Using our notation Ĩ(f,Q) = 0.
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5.4.5 Computability

As one would expect, a model that provides no output is a model with a low appro-

priateness ranking. Thus we can adopt the notion that an appropriate model is one

that can be solved in reasonable time. Reasonable time is often defined as polynomial

time, however once a model solution can be reached in a time such that the solution

can be used is all that is required here. The principle of ‘the faster the better’ is

consistent with the majority of applications for computers, where the computer is

interacting with a human or is in control of a physical system. However, the mod-

els in question here relate to decisions with potentially decadal-scale consequences,

justifying longer runtimes if they produce more useful model solutions.

Application of the concepts of this chapter may cost computation (and labour)

time in the short term, but potentially save it in the medium term when simpler

models are justified, and most importantly, in the long term, perhaps lead to the

benefits of better informed decisions. The next section turns to how to make the

testable cases outlined here actionable for modeling decisions.

5.5 How to test?

At this point in the chapter, to assess the ground covered so far, and provide a guide

to what is ahead in this section, Table 5.2 displays a taxonomy of the ideas relating

to testable model formulation decisions.

This section will attempt to bring the concepts introduced in the previous sections

closer to being actionable, and helpful in the design and evaluation of models. In so

doing, this section explores how to implement the test of relevancy of model detail

numerically and analytically, and how to test for global relevance locally. An aim

throughout this section is to address the following concern with the introduced ideas:

is the only way to test the appropriateness of a less detailed model, relative to a more

detailed model, to build both?
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Table 5.2: Taxonomy of ideas introduced in this chapter

Goals of model 1. Maximise accuracy of information
formulation 2. Minimise model detail
When testable? a) Assessing relevancy of detail
Cases b) Conditional questions

c) When model mismatched with question
d) When multiple questions are asked
e) Computability

How to test? a) Numerical assessment
b) Analytical assessment
c) Assessing global relevance locally

5.5.1 Numerical testing of detail relevancy

Expression 5.522 provided us with a test we can implement numerically. To express

the test in a di↵erent form for illustration, and assuming Euclidean distance as the

distance metric, we write the associated ranking rule in algorithmic form. It simply

asks if the compressed model produces the same output of interest as the original

model.

1: procedure Testing detail relevancy
2: Given a pair of models, fa and fb

3: Given an output of interest, x, associated with question Q

4: if fa qualifies as compressed version of fb then
5: if ||xa � xb||  ✏Q then
6: fa is more appropriate than fb for Q
7: end if
8: end if
9: end procedure

The results of this test are valid for the particular question, Q, for the particular a

and b model configurations. For multiple questions we would have to repeat the test

for each question. Similarly, for a variety of model parameterisations, or even models,

we would have to apply the test repeatedly. Additionally, through systematic running

22d
�
Q(x⇤

a), Q(x⇤
0)
�
 ✏Q =) Ĩ(f0, Q) = Ĩ(fa, Q) =) g(fa, Q) > g(f0, Q)
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of such tests we can develop ‘operating conditions’. These conditions would establish

a range of parameterisation and questions for which a compressed model structure is

appropriate by our definitions. This entails a higher g value than other formulations,

producing more relevant information, which, in practice, means that the compression

does not materially change model outputs.

The procedure for testing detail relevancy outlined here does not state what to

do if ||xa � xb|| > ✏Q. Our previous discussion on ‘when model queried model output

is not the same’ addresses the subtleties of this case, of which some interpretations

may be implemented numerically.

To design compressed models that maintain their appropriateness across multiple

parameterisations and across multiple questions, and do not require the running of

such tests every time, likely an infeasible proposition in practice, we need a more

general result based on an analytic guarantee. This is discussed in the following

section. As a substitute or complement to any analytic guarantees, the numerical

procedure could be run with a ‘development’ version of the model, a version that

includes less detail on aspects that are independent from the particular compressed

component, avoiding the impracticality of building the full model. Both Chapters 3

and 4 followed this approach, assessing the question of appropriate model formulation

along particular dimensions23 while using lightweight model versions, as opposed to

using full production scale models as are deployed for applied policy or planning

purposes.

We have discussed comparing a model with its compressed form. How about the

other way around, comparing a model with a more detailed version of itself? Though

a subtle di↵erence, this is conceptually more challenging as there is the issue of

introducing increased parameterisation requirements, and the possibility of associated

errors. As mentioned previously, we will thus allow the modeler to choose what is

the most appropriate formulation conceptually, and then only apply these tests to

downstream decisions such as whether to compress this conceptual, and frequently

ideal, formulation.

23Temporal resolution in the case of Chapter 3, and representation of the price vector in Chapter
4.
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5.5.2 Analytical assessment

There are cases where di↵erences in output by a lower resolution model relative to a

higher resolution model can be determined analytically by considering the mathemat-

ical structure of the problem. In such cases, it may be analytically proven that more

detail along a particular dimension will not change a model’s output to a question

of interest. Computational tests, as described in the previous section, could then

be foregone. This analytical approach is also useful to provide guarantees across all

possible questions, or a defined subset, as opposed to only those questions for which

the computational tests have been run.

In an example from the trade policy literature, Arkolakis et al. (2012) show that

under certain conditions for a certain class of models, additional micro-level model

features do not provide any further information in the model outputs on the macro

question of what welfare gains are associated with trade. This approach can be

considered a part of the broader ‘su�cient statistics’24 approach discussed in Chetty

(2009), where analytical assessment of a problem guides how much detail is necessary

to address a question of interest, before the computational work is undertaken.

In the case of model aggregation, an analytical approach may take advantage of

theoretical results bounding the objective function value of the unsolved disaggregated

problem given a specified aggregation scheme. We have already seen a discussion of

the bounds of Zipkin (1980b) in Chapter 3 in the context of appropriate representation

of temporal variability within linear optimisation models. In particular, in Chapter 3

we showed that the order of 1000 representative time periods from the possible 8760

were required to guarantee that no error was introduced by the aggregation for any

model question.

We will end this section by noting for completeness that implementation of the

conditional and mismatched question tests earlier mentioned are self-explanatory an-

alytic assessments.

24Shamir et al. (2010) describe the connection between the aforementioned information bottleneck
idea and minimal su�cient statistics.
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Figure 5.2: Decomposition allows checking of local sensitivity of x|y and y|z

5.5.3 Testing for global relevance locally

Another path to reduce the burden of computational tests to assess the relevance of

model detail is to harness any hierarchical structure in problem formulation. When

there is hierarchical structure in a problem formulation, we can decompose the prob-

lem into subcomponents. This can allow us to test for the global relevance of a

decomposed subcomponent locally.25 Referring to Figure 5.2, our tests for the rele-

vance of model detail could be applied locally to either or both the subcomponent

model or the master model, but not necessarily to the integrated model, reducing

the computational and/or analytical burden. In conducting the tests, we will want

to test the sensitivity of x|y and y|z. For example, if the sensitivity of x to y is low,

we are able to justify a courser representation of the subcomponent model, allowing

a greater threshold of equivalency when assessing model outputs from compressed

versions of the subcomponent model.

This intuitive method of testing the input/output performance of a subcompo-

nent model has been seen in other fields,26 while assessing the required detail of

subcomponents of integrated models is a relatively common modeling task. For ex-

ample, electricity capacity planning models are frequently subcomponents of larger

25An early example of discussion of model decomposition in an energy-economic model context is
Weyant (1978). The abstract example here is similar to the Hogan and Manne (1977) metaphor of
how much a rabbit changes the taste of an elephant stew.

26For example, Zeigler (1984) presents a system similar to that presented in Figure 5.2 for designing
simulation models.
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integrated assessment models, and the whole discussion of Chapter 3 in this context

is about appropriate subcomponent model design. This section shows a way to think

about designing the appropriate level of detail for an electricity planning model as

a subcomponent of an integrated assessment model, which could be courser than

as a standalone model. Finally, the potential of modern decomposition algorithms

to solve large energy problems, as discussed in Chapter 4, could lead to a natural

decomposition in model structure that could be tested in the fashion discussed here.

5.6 Example applications

The contribution of the presented system rests on its utility in guiding model formu-

lation. While only a subset of modelling decisions that arise on a modelling project

may be classified as testable (Figure 5.1), this subset of decisions arises on every

modelling project. Chapters 3 and 4 include example applications that this chapter

generalises from. Additional illustrative applications follow.

5.6.1 Aggregation toy example

Appropriate aggregation has played a large role in our discussion in this chapter, and

also in our assessment of temporal resolution in Chapter 3. This toy example will

walk through some of the concepts presented. Firstly, let us define model f as follows:

max
x

2x1 + 3x2 + x3

subject to:

x1 + x2 + x3  3, x1 � x3 � 1, x � 0

The optimum value of the function maximised is 8, and the corresponding x values

are (1; 2; 0). Now assume model h is a compressed version of model f with variables

x1 and x2 aggregated such that the coe�cients associated with the aggregate variable

are an average of the original coe�cients, 2 and 3. We will assign these aggregated
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entities the subscript 1̄2. Model h can be represented thus:

max
x̄

2.5x1̄2 + x3

subject to:

x1̄2 + x3  3, 0.5x1̄2 � x3 � 1, x̄ � 0

The optimum value associated with model h is 7.5, and the corresponding x̄ values

are (3; 0). Models f and h can help illustrate some of the concepts introduced about

testable model aggregation. As h is a compressed version of f , we can apply our test

5.527 to determine the relative appropriateness of f and h for di↵erent questions.

To apply the test we first have to define the question. For this first example, let

our question be what is the value of x3 at the optimal solution. Our Q function thus

takes the solved model and returns x3. Assuming L1 distance as our distance metric,

our test can be expressed as follows:

d(Q(x⇤), Q(x̄⇤)) = |x
(f⇤)
3 � x

(h⇤)
3 | = |0� 0| = 0  ✏Q

We can see that for this question, the compressed model, h, produced the same output

as the original model f . We can then say that model h is more appropriate than model

f for this question. The test is simply whether the aggregation that took place from

model f to model h distorted the output of interest, x3.

In contrast, if the question asks what is the objective function value returned by

the model, the di↵erence between model outputs can be expressed as follows:

d(Q(x⇤), Q(x̄⇤)) = |8� 7.5| = 0.5

The test is then the comparison between 0.5 and ✏Q. Whether this level of deviation

is appropriate, and in turn whether the compressed model is appropriate, depends

on the choice of the ✏Q parameter, and if ✏Q > 0.5, then the tradeo↵ between model

27d
�
Q(x⇤

a), Q(x⇤
0)
�
 ✏Q =) Ĩ(f0, Q) = Ĩ(fa, Q) =) g(fa, Q) > g(f0, Q) : a compressed model

is more appropriate if it produces, to within some tolerance, the same output as the uncompressed
model.
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detail and model accuracy previously discussed and clarified in Section 5.4.1.28 The

lower the value of � in the tradeo↵, the more likely this level of distortion by model

aggregation is classified to be inappropriate.

This exercise has illustrated a number of points. We have seen the importance

of how the question and associated tolerance is defined. Appropriateness of a model

compression method is sensitive to these factors, but also may vary with changes in

the model input data. Also, solution to the full model is required to implement the

test in the form presented here. These points motivate the earlier discussion about

ways to avoid the running the full model, particularly analytic approaches. While for

this toy example, the comparisons may seem obvious, independent of any systematic

methods of evaluation, the idea of this chapter is to demonstrate the logical basis to

the tradeo↵, so that the reasoning can be extended to large-scale models or cases where

the comparisons are not so obvious, improving transparency of modelling decisions.

5.6.2 Clock toy example

We now will use the analogy of a clock to further illustrate the concepts, in particular

to address some potential concerns. This illustration is expressed in the form of two

thought experiments, one where a clock is stopped, and one where it is functioning

but is set to the wrong time.

The stopped clock

Imagine a broken clock, with the hands stuck at a certain time. It will tell the

correct time twice per day. If this clock represents a model, what do our tests say

about it? First of all, we can consider the broken clock a compressed version of

the fully functioning clock. For certain questions, for example asking what time it

is at the instant the broken clock happens to be stuck at, the test would say the

broken clock was more appropriate. For other questions, our test would show that

this compressed clock was inappropriate,29 as it would produce di↵erent output than

28Does the value of the decreased model detail outweigh the loss in accuracy? �(Ĩ(f, f)�Ĩ(f, h)) �
Ĩ(f,Q)� Ĩ(h,Q)?

29Assuming the gain in simplicity was not worth the loss of accuracy.
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the fully functioning clock. This example shows the role of asking the right question.

Our absurd outcome where our test showed the broken clock to be more appropriate

stemmed from the narrow question asked, and is avoided for even more relevant

questions for determining how well a clock is functioning. Such questions could ask

if the clock is correct for each instance, or what are the dynamics by which the time

changes. Choosing the question remains in the domain of wisdom.

The functioning clock that is fast

Consider, as our next malfunctioning clock, a clock that is fully functioning except

that it is running one hour fast. This case highlights another potential concern with

our tests. Because this clock is producing di↵erent output than that produced by

the properly calibrated clock, will it be deemed inappropriate even though a simple

adjustment in interpretation of the clock’s outputs will produce the correct time?

One answer to this concern is that our fast clock does not meet our condition of

being a compressed model, as a relaxation or simplification does not move us from

the original clock to our fast clock. In this sense, our core test cannot be applied.

Higher level judgement and analysis could identify the relationship between the clocks

however. This case also highlights another point. The discussion of this case assumed

we knew the background correct time as we assessed the clock. In the broader energy

and climate planning models this dissertation attempts to advance, we do not always

know the true and correct model, so we are reduced, at least in direct application

of our tests to assuming a model and assessing compressed models relative to that

model.

5.6.3 Spatial resolution

A more applied example is the representation of spatial resolution within climate

planning models.30 More generally, appropriate representation of resolution in mod-

els, particularly optimisation models, is a core theme throughout this dissertation.

30Spatial resolution, along with temporal resolution discussed in Chapter 3, are amongst the ‘10
salient dimensions of integrated assessment modelling’ listed in Hamilton et al. (2015).
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For this example, we will consider the Dynamic Interactive Vulnerability Assessment

(Diva) database (Vafeidis et al., 2008; Hinkel and Klein, 2009), a primary input to

numerous studies relating to sea level rise, including the Coastal Impact and Adap-

tation Model (Ciam) of Diaz (2015, 2016). As discussed in Chapter 3, the error

introduced by aggregation is a function of any lack of similarity across aggregated re-

gions. Figure 5.3 presents an assessment of the geographic and population similarity

of coastal regions in the Diva database, indicating a high degree of similarity across

regions.31 In particular we see that more than 11,000 of the 12,148 regions are very

similar to each other for the set of parameters considered.

We can apply our logic to the assessment of the appropriateness of aggregating

Diva regions for various modelling tasks. For certain questions, Figure 5.3 indicates

that aggregation from 12,148 to 1,000 regions will not distort model outputs due to

the possibility of grouping extremely similar regions together. For other questions,

such as those asked by Ciam, there are additional data to include such as the value

of capital stock in each region, requiring the assessment to be undertaken again with

the addition of the new data.

While ‘eye-balling’ Figure 5.3 is useful, a more systematic assessment of the sensi-

tivity of model output to aggregation for a given question allows the minimal amount

of detail, and associated computational burden, to be found to address appropriately

that question. For example, just how similar do the aggregated regions have to be

for the question at hand? Referring to Figure 5.3 again, we would like to determine

at what point on the y-axis is an appropriate level of variance reached. This can be

done through either an analytic exercise or by numeric testing as previously discussed

in section 5.5.1. The value provided by such assessments will either be the ability

to reduce the detail and associated computational burden of the model, or the firm

justification for not doing so.

Another spatial resolution example is a comparison of the global Dice integrated

assessment model with its sister regional Rice model (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000).

31Clustering algorithms, upon which this figure is based, are a valuable tool in aggregation of
data. Details of the methodology underlying this figure are available in Appendix C. Note that
the straight line that is revealed in the log-log plot may indicate additional structure that is worth
further study.
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Figure 5.3: Assessment of similarity of regions in Diva dataset. Zero on the y-axis
indicates regions are duplicates of each other.

For regional questions, Rice can be shown to be more appropriate, as Dice does

not return information on sub-global questions, and thus would receive a negligible

appropriateness ranking for such questions. For global questions, the test of relevance

of model detail allows the assessment of whether the global outputs di↵er under

aggregated global resolution compared to under multi-region resolution. The work of

Schumacher (2015) can be considered an application of this test, by providing analytic

conditions for when and when not selected global outputs are changed by aggregation

from regional to global spatial resolution.

5.6.4 Representation of uncertainty in IAMs

The representation of uncertainty is an important consideration in model formula-

tion. Kann and Weyant (2000) outline di↵erent approaches for modelling uncertainty

in large-scale energy-economic policy models, while Haurie et al. (2012) present an

overview of modelling uncertainty and the economics of climate change.

Sensitivity analysis is one means to assess uncertainty in Iams. Butler et al. (2014)

demonstrate how, in the case of the Dice model, local (one at a time) sensitivity

analysis can mis-classify key sensitivities compared to global sensitivity analysis. This

statement could be framed using the concepts introduced above in relation to the

level of detail and appropriate model formulation. If local sensitivity analysis could
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be shown as a compressed form of global sensitivity analysis, our associated tests in

relation to aggregation may be applied to assess the relative appropriateness of the

two methods. It would follow that if the outputs from the two forms of sensitivity

analysis di↵er materially, as in the case of Butler et al. (2014), this work presents

a logical basis to claim global sensitivity is a more appropriate form of sensitivity

analysis, conditional on the question asked and assessment of the tradeo↵ between

detail and the accuracy of information produced.

Beyond sensitivity analysis in the representation of uncertainty, the introduced

concepts may be used to support statements about the appropriateness of stochastic

optimisation versus deterministic optimisation. Again using Dice, Crost and Traeger

(2013) conduct a numerical analysis showing how the optimal climate policy under

uncertainty di↵ers from the optimal climate policy under deterministic settings. Our

arguments relating to the appropriateness of aggregation may be applied, as deter-

ministic optimisation can be shown to be a compressed formulation of stochastic

optimisation, through the aggregation of variables.

The broader point is that, like temporal and spatial resolution, treatment of uncer-

tainty is a core modelling decision that trades o↵ a potential increase in the desired

relevant information with an increase in the unwanted extra detail. This chapter

attempts to provide a framework for making this modelling decision.

5.7 To conclude

This work has attempted to inform the discussion on how to formulate and evaluate

normative models with inherent validation di�culties, as is frequently the case with

energy and climate planning models. The starting concept is that there are modelling

decisions that are unambiguously testable, often conditionally, and there are situa-

tions where evaluation rests with judgement and expert option alone. Building on

two familiar modelling goals, and drawing in information theoretic concepts, a num-

ber of cases have been developed where the appropriateness of modelling decisions is

testable. These cases particularly relate to choosing the level of detail in a model.

More broadly, the concepts aim to demonstrate the tradeo↵ between accuracy and
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detail in normative model formulation.

The value of this work rests on how useful it is. It may be applied to modelling

challenges relating to, for example, temporal and spatial resolution, and treatment

of uncertainty. Another dimension where resolution is of research interest, and this

conceptual framework could contribute, is greater representation of heterogeous de-

mographic groups in climate policy analysis.32 It should also be helpful in addressing

the open question in electricity planning models of how much operational detail to

include, and contribute to elements of the model formulation discussions around the

social cost of carbon.

From a broader perspective, as computational power continues to develop through

hardware and algorithm advances, and as availability of data continues its recent

increasing trend, having a logical basis to address how much model detail is required to

address certain questions may be increasingly useful. Data and computation will less

frequently be the binding constraints of an analysis. Additionally, the derivation of

simple rules from the abstract concepts introduced in this chapter could be beneficial

to those who ‘consume’ model outputs. Such future work would enable greater value

to be extracted from energy and climate planning models.

Systematic methods to evaluate formulation of the models discussed in this chapter

are not common. In addition to its own contribution, this work will ideally inspire

further research in this domain.

32While clearly models that include increased resolution will be able to say more about the disag-
gregated entities, this work is perhaps most valuable in thinking about whether the disaggregation,
and the interaction between the disaggregated components, a↵ect aggregate model outputs of inter-
est.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

Modelling, and analytic methods more broadly, are playing a larger and larger role

in more and more industries and applications. While the energy industry was an

early adopter of these tools and ideas, the industry, and the associated modelling

challenges, have changed. These changes include climate change concerns, the growing

contribution of variable renewable power sources, and the availability of new smart

grid technologies. Additionally, data availability, and the capabilities and techniques

underlying models have been improving in parallel. This dissertation has attempted

to combine these elements to advance the models for the 21st century, and may

perhaps contain useful concepts and themes for the extension of modelling to other

applications also, for example other policy applications.

This work has been motivated by the research opportunity these developments

have introduced and the magnitude of the potential value associated with improved

models in this domain. From a vertically integrated electricity utility planning their

capacity mix, to an agent in an electricity market considering profitability of a poten-

tial investment, to countries planning their mid-21st century climate strategy under

the Paris Agreement and associated climate policies for implementing their strategy,

models for electricity and climate planning have played, and continue to play, a large

role in high value decisions.

While this work has attempted to improve energy and climate planning models

themselves, it is important to note there are other barriers to the realisation of their

126
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potential value too. These barriers include challenges in communicating what the

models tell us and then poor decision making with the information produced by the

models. We will briefly discuss these topics later in the chapter amidst discussion of

future research directions in general, but for now we will briefly summarise the main

findings from this dissertation.

6.1 In summary

Chapter 3 introduced a new perspective to the literature on the representation of

temporal variability in electricity capacity planning models. It systematically showed

how the issue is material to model results, and made clear the mechanisms by which

the introduction of variable renewables to energy systems requires many previous

representation systems to be re-designed. Numerical testing of hierarchical clustering

representations on a sample dataset indicated a two order of magnitude increase in

the number of required hours to guarantee no error introduced by aggregation. We

also showed that while clustering may work well as a method for many problems at a

relatively high degree of aggregation, the role of extreme hours means it can introduce

errors in particular cases without more disaggregation. The chapter also provided

a logical basis for further improvements in aggregation methods with performance

guarantees.

Chapter 4 continued the trend of modelling advancing electricity technologies,

specifically by formulating a computationally tractable model of an electricity system

where consumers have the ability to optimally shift their electricity demand to max-

imise utility given the equilibrium price of electricity. From this formulation, a novel

identity was developed to show the system value of this set of technologies. Intuitively

it is a function of the dispersion of electricity prices. The numerical case to illustrate

the model indicated that the marginal value of optimal load shifting technologies may

decline rapidly as prices adjust to the changed demand patterns. We also show how

the value may increase with increased amounts of variable renewables on the system.

In this chapter, we also discussed, and showed results relating to, the Alternating Di-

rection Method of Multipliers as a potential means of building larger models that, for
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example, could allow the representation of temporal variability at higher resolution,

as discussed in Chapter 3 and required implicitly by the representation of chronology

in Chapter 4.

In many settings, mathematical models can be evaluated on the basis of their

predictive power. In certain contexts, as discussed in Chapter 5, the predictive power

of model outputs simply cannot be tested, nor perhaps is it the correct test in a nor-

mative setting. Generalising from the applied modelling challenges of earlier chap-

ters, Chapter 5 steps back to assess appropriate model formulation, particularly the

choosing of model detail. Using information theoretic ideas, the chapter developed

a novel conceptual framework that can test model decisions relating to model detail,

and demonstrate the tradeo↵ between model accuracy and model detail for a given

question. The chapter then concluded by discussing both the applicability of the

associated tests and example applications relating to the representation of spatial

resolution and the representation of uncertainty. This work is an early attempt, but

may provide a basis for further work on this problem that may augment the positive

impact of these models, particularly in the era of increasing computational power.

At the high level, this dissertation showed a number of cases where ‘detail mat-

ters’ - the detail of representing temporal variability was required to value variable

renewables appropriately, while the detail of equilibrium pricing was required to value

optimal load shifting enabled by smart grids. The dissertation also introduced a num-

ber of methods and ideas to represent detail e�ciently when required - a) applied

modelling advances such as the use of hierarchical clustering in the temporal vari-

ability case and the development of convex optimisation formulations in the optimal

load shifting case, and b) conceptual advances with the adaption of information the-

oretic ideas to construct a framework to maximise what we really want, the relevant

information a model produces for a question of interest.

6.2 The big picture

Models are simply mathematical formulations solved or simulated on a computer,

with layers of meaning added through implicit or explicit axiomatic assumptions
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and subsequent inference. Yet from the perspective of the broad sweep of history,

they provide an unprecedented means and capability to inform global strategic deci-

sions, decisions which themselves are only recently possible communication-wise and

institution-wise, as well as informing the necessary, more local, decentralised, deci-

sions. Within this broad context, this dissertation has attempted to advance models

for energy and climate planning, with a particular focus on what detail to include or

not include.

In the context of the big picture, events of 2016 and 2017 emphasise that climate

and energy planning is not the only urgent problem facing society - the support of civic

institutions, the avoidance of authoritarian rule, nuclear war, and the suppression of

human rights, are a sample of problems that countries and citizenry must address to

pursue social wellbeing. If climate and energy problems are the extent of the large

problems facing humanity, we will not be in a bad position. Of course, climate and

energy problems can amplify the risks associated with other problems, and conversely,

good institutions and the removal of other pressing problems, will make it easier for

humanity to take more societally rational action on climate and energy issues.

6.3 Future work: further research

Throughout this dissertation, future research directions extending from this work

have been pointed out. In the broader context of this setting, we here collect some of

the ideas and introduce a number of additions.

In Chapter 3, Sections 3.7 and 3.8 indicated directions for future research in the

representation of temporal variability in electricity planning models. These included

the derivation of tighter bounds on errors introduced by various aggregation schemes,

more direct application of the information bottleneck idea for temporal aggregation,

and a questioning of how representative historical demand and production profiles are

for future planning. Perhaps the biggest open question in thinking about the level of

detail required in long term power system planning relates to the importance of the

endogenous representation of intricate power system operating detail, particularly

when renewables are potentially a large part of the generation mix. The general
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approach adopted to investigate the representation of temporal variability, generalised

by the work of Chapter 5, could guide further investigation of this topic.

There are a number of further research questions that follow from Chapter 4. The

analysis showed how the value of smart grid technologies that enable electricity load

shifting is not necessarily clear-cut, while it may be increased by large deployment

of variable renewables. The work also opens the way for more extensive analysis

of system specific issues, such as regulatory structure, that may drive aspects of

value. The work also indicated some potentially non-intuitive distributional issues

between consumers and producers in terms of realising the costs and benefits of

optimal load shifting. This could be a fruitful avenue to explore. The admm approach

that was introduced shows potential for expanding the range of modelling problems

that can be addressed. Further analytical and numerical work could be undertaken

to understand what size of convex problem is required before the advantages are

realised. Additionally, while we showed guaranteed convergence for our case, we did

not incorporate the literature on speed of convergence. Furthermore, while we showed

our equilibrium formulation could be modelled as a convex program, more general

equilibrium formulations are likely of interest. Admm can be a means to find solutions

to these, and other non-convex, problems. The literature on this application is at an

early stage. Finally, on the operational side, there are a whole range of market design

issues opened by the idea discussed of a decentralised electricity market.

The system introduced in Chapter 5 used mathematical notation at di↵erent

points to help illustrate concepts. Particularly, by developing the system in analogous

fashion to the information bottleneck idea, we connected the work to a rich literature

across information theory, statistics, and learning theory, a connection which has not

yet been fully explored. Converting the analytical arguments from their current form

to fully rigorous mathematical arguments may allow the richness of the connection

to be further exploited. This could provide a base, upon which additional assump-

tions could be applied, that in turn would enable stronger statements. For example,

at a stretch, could a bound be developed on what a model can tell you, or what is

computable by the model, or even what is computable by society? Such conditional

bounds could provide insight on appropriate use of the models, and help address
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questions on whether models are useful, the Value of Information, and simply extend

the influence of a systematic treatment of model appropriateness.

6.4 Future work: general trends

The previous section highlighted tangible future research directions extending from

the work in this dissertation. This section, with a view to being useful to future

researchers, briefly outlines selected broader topics and trends that may help advance

energy and climate planning models. It is not an exhaustive list, but simply this

author’s list curated during the preparation of this work, and is purposedly speculative

in nature. For some of the topics mentioned in this chapter, the conceptual advances

are awaited from other fields, while for other topics, it is the application of the

conceptual advances elsewhere that is more pressing.

6.4.1 Representation of economic systems

One of the key questions asked by policymakers, and which they turn to analysis and

modelling to address, is: what is the economic cost of climate policy or energy system

transition? Frequently, at the core of such a question are macroeconomic e↵ects.

Integrated Assessment Models with a top down economic structure, for example, tend

to be based on computational general equilibrium frameworks that one can observe

are generally not employed as macroeconomic models in other areas of policy making.

For example, central banks tend to employ models of the Dynamic Stochastic General

Equilibrium (DSGE) class.1

Heterogenous agents, distribution e↵ects, imperfect existing markets, indirect im-

pacts of huge financial flows, and the role of the banking sector, are all issues that

‘classical’ Iams like Merge and Dice do not consider. It is natural to wonder how

inclusion of such issues would a↵ect the insights provided by energy-economic models.

1This class of models has their own issues, for example see Caballero (2010) critique of DSGE
models. An example of an alternate paradigm is agent-based modelling, discussed by Arthur (2014)
as a means to study economic formation problems, as opposed to the classic allocation problems.
Farmer et al. (2015) discuss potential new methods for assessing the economics of climate change
more broadly, including agent based models.
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The spirit of Chapter 5 can guide us to the following observation; for the large-scale

global questions the models were first developed for, these issues would likely have

not changed the model insights on climate policy, but as the questions have evolved

toward the actual implementation of climate policy, these issues have become more

relevant.

6.4.2 Data and learning

Increasing volumes of available data, along with advancing machine learning and ar-

tificial intelligence techniques, have been generating much attention in recent times

across a wide range of valuable applications. As of yet however, it is still an unre-

solved question what these developments mean for planning in the energy and climate

domain.

As Athey (2017) notes, much of the value of current applications come through

the paradigm of prediction, and there is a di↵erence between making a prediction and

making a decision. The sort of questions asked of energy and climate planning models

frequently do not fall within the realm of prediction problems to which machine

learning techniques can be directly applied.

However, it appears that there are obvious ways in which the increased availability

of data and learning methods may help the planning models discussed in this disser-

tation. Methods that find causation e↵ects, and not just find correlations, can enable

the use of increasingly available data to understand better a modelled system. Some

of the machine learning methods can also indirectly aid in the understanding and

application of the data. For example, hierarchical clustering methods, also known as

a class of ‘unsupervised learning’, are used in Chapter 3 to understand structure in

electricity system temporal variability data. We also have showed a link in Chapter 5

between information theoretic ideas with proven connections to learning theory and

our goal of maximising the relevant information a model provides. Finally, sequen-

tial decision making under uncertainty, or ‘act then learn’ is a compelling framework

for policy models (Kann and Weyant, 2000). To implement the learning component

of this, the advances in data, learning, and statistical techniques can undoubtedly
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help, including the use of the related reinforcement learning methods that have been

rapidly advancing.

Given the advances of algorithms, techniques, and availability of data, it is not

unreasonable some novel unforeseen applications will be found to improve energy and

climate planning models.2 Alternately, the planning paradigm, and the associated

role of these models, could change to a) harness the strengths of these advances,

and/or b) adjust to societal shifts brought about by these advances, such as the

enabling of a highly decentralised governance structure. Additionally, it is likely that

the latest advancements in AI technologies will have a large impact on items material

to energy and climate planning. For example, the impact of autonomous vehicles

on emissions is highly uncertain - they could enable a much more e�cient system,

or their convenience will be so compelling as to increase vehicle use and associated

emissions.

Finally, a significant portion of the value an analyst adds is in the derivation of

insight from a suite of model results. Can learning / AI / statistical methods aid the

process of extracting insight from the significant amounts of data contained in model

results? Some early examples of such work include Bryant and Lempert (2010) and

in the climate domain, Guivarch et al. (2016) and Drouet et al. (2015).

In summary, the availability of more data and advances in learning algorithms

and statistical techniques are having, and will have, a big impact on all sorts of

endeavours. The application of the advances and the understanding of the broader

implications are thus a pressing and intellectually interesting issue for the modelling

community.

6.4.3 Modelling improvements

We previously discussed ongoing computing advances in Section 2.3. This section

considers advances in the algorithmic and conceptual techniques that underlie energy

and climate planning models, which in turn may increase their capability.

2It is not that long ago that a computer driving an automobile would have been considered very
far-fetched, while at the time of writing in April 2017 it is a common sight in the Palo Alto and
Mountain View areas near Stanford University.
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Optimisation advances

Advances in optimisation capability enable the solution of larger models without

an increase in compute time, the addition of stochastic elements to a formulation, or

simply the solution of more scenario runs per unit time. As an example of the demand

for larger models, Chapter 3 showed the increasing temporal resolution necessary

to model systems with renewables. For these reasons, we seem to be far from the

saturation point of demand for more powerful optimisation capabilities in energy and

climate planning models.

Linear programming, that aspect of optimisation for which an e�cient algorithm

was first derived, continues to be advanced despite its ‘age’. Ye (2015) presents an

overview of recent advances in linear programming. These include a) the aforemen-

tioned admm methods for large scale problems; and b) the recent introduction of an

interior point algorithm by Lee and Sidford (2014) that is the first linear programming

algorithm in twenty years to improve upon the previous best iteration bound.

Recently, there has also been progress in non-convex optimisation, particularly

in high dimensional space. For example, Dauphin et al. (2014) draw on a variety of

literatures to show that, under a variety of statistical assumptions and contrary to

low dimensional intuition, ‘low minima with high error are exponentially rare in high

dimensions’.3 This line of thinking provides some theoretical indication as to why in

practice, such as in artificial intelligence applications like deep learning, large-scale

non-convex problems are being solved to a high quality, whereas in theory it is easy to

generate pathological examples. As mentioned earlier in this dissertation, given such

findings, admm could be a means to quickly find a useful stationary point of large

non-convex optimisation problems, or at least of some yet-to-be-determined subset of

non-convex problems with structure on which admm performs well.

The application of optimisation to artificial intelligence problems has yielded a

di↵erent philosophy from the traditional operations research approach - rather than

find optimisation methods that perform well for every problem, the AI community

3This stems from the finding that in high dimensional space, there tends to be a lot of saddle
points. However, classical solution methods based on accelerating toward minima can be vulnerable
to getting stuck at saddle points.
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approach is more to find optimisation methods that perform well for a particular

problem of interest. Placing an energy or climate planning problem plus associated

data online, and letting AI research teams out in the world compete to solve it fastest

and most e�cienctly, would be a very di↵erent approach to traditional modelling

teams, but could be very e↵ective.

Modelling of uncertainty

A dissertation that is about mathematical modelling for planning purposes has un-

certainty implicitly underpinning every facet of that dissertation. In this section, we

will explicitly discuss the application of selected conceptual advances relating to the

modelling of uncertainty to energy and climate planning models. This is an area

where there are both conceptual advances taking place outside the field, and where

the application of the associated methods is still an area of development.4

There is a wide variety of recently developed stochastic modelling and statistical

techniques that could yet advance the treatment of uncertainty in energy and climate

planning models. For example, recent advances allow the possibility to build models

that avoid the assumptions embodied in limit theorems, through the application of

mathematically grounded simulation. Andradóttir and Glynn (2016) provides such

an example with the e�cient computation of Bayesian means via simulation. In

a more direct optimisation setting, Wang et al. (2016) introduce ‘likelihood robust

optimisation’. This approach is designed for those cases where parameter distribu-

tions, required by classical stochastic programming, are unknown, but some data is

available. It is less conservative than conventional robust optimisation, by ruling out

distributions that have a low likelihood given the available data.

In scholarly debate about climate change, there is ongoing conceptual concern

about the treatment of low probability, catastrophic risks.5 The field of statistics

still likely has much to say about the conceptual treatment of such events. Even

4Bistline (2013) and Culver (2017) further techniques for uncertainty analysis in energy modelling.
Another example of application is that of Webster et al. (2012), who harness recently developed
approximate dynamic programming techniques to make the stochastic formulation of Dice more
tractable.

5With the Dismal Theorem of Weitzman (2009) the canonical example in recent years.
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with past and ongoing statistical advances, the problem of the ‘unknown unknowns’

potentially still exists, where risks have not even been imagined, let alone a probability

distribution applied. A potentially interesting direction of research is to reconcile the

scenario planning approach of Schwartz (1991) and / or the treatment of uncertainty

approach of Taleb (2012) with the paradigm of optimisation models for energy and

climate planning problems that this dissertation adopts.

Graphs and networks

Graph theory, and its ability to model network structures that are common to many

domains, has had a significant influence on many fields in recent years. Identifying

and analysing network structure can yield significant insight about complex systems.

Graph theory and network analysis approaches tend to aid the development of under-

standing about a system, in contrast to normative approaches such as optimisation.

This topic is an example of an area where advances have been made in other fields,

and it is somewhat of an open question how useful they are in the energy and cli-

mate domain.6 However, we can conclude this topic by noting the intriguing log-log

relationship visible in Figure 5.3, and that would also be visible on a log-log version

of the variance figures in Chapter 3. Such log-log relationships indicate a power law,

sometimes related to network models.

6.4.4 Computational complexity

A field in which there have been significant advances in recent decades with little

direct impact on energy and climate planning models is that of computational com-

plexity. Computational complexity is that area of computer science that assesses

the maximum or average number of steps in which a given algorithm can solve a

given problem. Energy and climate planning models have benefitted, and continue

6For researchers interested in stepping into this literature, Hidalgo (2016) provides an overview
of recent developments in network science and its applications to social and physical sciences. An
example of an application in energy modelling is Wogrin et al. (2014), who model di↵erent temporal
periods in electricity planning models as a network, with the structure allowing a more tractable
formulation.
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to benefit, from the algorithm improvements discussed in Sections 2.3 and 6.4.3, im-

provements that have been aided by computational complexity thinking.

There are potentially some direct applications to the analysis of policy options

also.7 For example, findings relating to the algorithmic complexity of finding a Nash

equilibrium can be mapped to the number of actions required of real agents in a market

to find the market equilibrium.8 Essentially, the idea is that if it is provably shown

that no algorithm can find an equilibrium in polynomial time, and if assumptions

hold such that the finding also applies to real market agents, then how can the real

market find an equilibrium? The implied recommendation for market and associated

policy design is that markets ideally are designed such that equilibrium can be found

in reasonable time.

Another example of a more direct benefit of computational complexity to energy

and climate planning questions is its use as a lens through which to analyse policy

proposals. For example, if model results show two proposed policies to have equally

attractive equilibrium properties, then the more favourable policy can be the one

shown to find equilibrium with the least computational burden on agents. This lower

computational burden could be in the number of iterations required to find the equi-

librium, or the individual computational burden agents face at each iteration, two

features that could possibly be trade-o↵s of each other. As an example, if considering

the relative merits of a carbon tax versus a carbon cap policy, there is potentially

a computational point to make. In the latter, there is a new market with an equi-

librium to reach, while in the former there is simply a price. Additionally, under

the cap, there is an associated forecasting computational load on the market partic-

ipants, converting the forthcoming cap into a carbon price.9 This approach could

also perhaps be harnessed to reason about international climate policy and loose co-

ordination e↵orts, for example The Paris Agreement. As a final example, in Chapter

7For the interested reader, Aaronson (2013) provides a broad overview of the potential application
of computational complexity ideas to a wide variety of intellectual areas.

8This topic is discussed by Roughgarden (2010). Similarly, McLennan (2011) discusses the im-
plications for economics of recent complexity results, such as those obtained by Ye (2008), in finding
Nash, Walrasian, and Arrow-Debreu equilibria.

9Wara (2015) builds a critique of cap and trade on the basis of these associated forecasting
requirements.
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4, we briefly discussed decentralised algorithms for power system operation. Results

on the computational complexity of such schemes clearly will be highly relevant for

real world implementation.

In summary, explicit direct application of some of the ideas of computational

complexity to energy and climate planning is at a nascent stage, but there is potential

to generate some valuable insights, or perhaps provide a fresh perspective on existing

insights.

6.4.5 Communication and simple rules

From model results to decision and action.

Greenberger et al. (1976) state that the one person who gains understanding in

the policy modeling process is the policy analyst themselves. The modelling process

is not just for the benefit of the modelers of course but ultimately for better decisions.

Communication is crucial to the transfer of the ideas and understanding generated in

the modelling process.10 Also, the form of communication matters, with information

in graphical form reducing misperceptions in a study by Nyhan and Reifler (2017).11

These findings highlight the importance of data visualisation tools, and related

aspects of research on human-computer interaction, for communicating model out-

puts.12 It is self-evident that there is room to improve in the communication of results

from energy and climate planning models, and systematic research on the issue in this

domain, and application of communication findings elsewhere, could perhaps guide

this improvement e↵ectively.

Even when understanding has been imparted, decisions must be made. Sull and

Eisenhardt (2015) posits that the development of simple rules is a successful technique

10The benefits of communication in the climate change context are discussed by Leiserowitz et al.
(2016); Van der Linden et al. (2017) in terms of how it can shift attitudes, alter opinions, and
overcome priors.

11In the climate domain, a recent study by Bosetti et al. (2017) shows climate negotiators adopting
climate model information very slowly, but with adoption rates sensitive to the format the infor-
mation was provided. The opposite e↵ects are reported with a group of European MBA students
however, where information is adopted more quickly independent of presentation format.

12One popular set of principles for displaying graphical information is provided by Tufte (1990).
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in many domains by which decision makers make prompt decisions in complex envi-

ronments: “Like the iPod’s click wheel, simple rules allow people to control complex

systems without succumbing to complicated solutions”. Model results could be used to

inform the development of these simple rules. Three key components of simple rules

discussed by Sull and Eisenhardt (2015) are 1) determining the objective, 2) finding

the bottleneck, and 3) crafting the rules. Modelling could play a large role in the

development of (1) and (2), while modelling community activities such as the model

inter comparison exercises, such as the Stanford Energy Modeling Forum, enhance

the modeling contribution to (3).

As previously stated, this dissertation focused on advancing energy and climate

planning models themselves, but for the value of the information produced to be

realised, the models have to aid better decisions. Communication techniques, and

ideas such as the simple rules idea are helpful on this front, but much research remains

to translate insights into action.
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Appendix to Chapter 3

A.1 Derivation of Statement 3.10

Recall the aggregated form model of Section 3.2.2:

Objective Function:

minimise Z =
X

g2G

(Igccg +
X

p2P

Gg,pvcgwp) (A.1)

Subject to:

X

g2G

Gg,p = m.dp 8p 2 P (A.2)

Gg,p  Igag,p 8g 2 G, p 2 P (A.3)

Ig, Gg,p � 0 8g 2 G, p 2 P (A.4)

Taking the Lagrangian, and following Lamont (2008) in not including terms re-

lated to the non-negativity constraints (i.e. assuming non-negativity constraints are

not binding):

140
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L =
X

g2G

(Igccg +
X

p2P

Gg,pvcgwp)

+
X

p2P

�p(dmdp �

X

g2G

Gg,p)

+
X

g2G,p2P⇤
g

�g,p(Gg,p � Igag,p)

(A.5)

Where P⇤

g is the set of hours that the generator g operates at full available capacity.

Generally, this is endogenous to the model. Selected first order conditions:

@L

@Ig
= 0 = ccg �

X

p2P⇤
g

�g,pag,p (A.6)

@L

@Gg,p
= 0 =

8
<

:
vcgwp � �p if p /2 P

⇤

g

vcgwp � �p + �g,p otherwise
(A.7)

Combining and rearranging, we can state the following optimality condition:

ccg =
X

p2P⇤
g

(�p � vcgwp)ag,p (A.8)

Letting ⇤p = �p/wp, the condition can be stated in the following perhaps more

intuitive form:

ccg =
X

p2P⇤
g

wp(⇤p � vcg)ag,p (A.9)

For a variable renewable generator, we can assume variable costs are zero, vcg = 0,

and then that the generator will be dispatched to its full available capacity in every

period, i.e. p 2 P
⇤

g for all p. Considering then the right hand side as the marginal

value of a renewable generator as per Lamont (2008):
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Marginal Valueg =
X

p2P

wp⇤pag,p (A.10)

Note that for a generator g:

E(⇤.āg) =

P
p2P wp⇤pag,pP

p2P wp
(A.11)

As previously defined,
P

p wp = 8760, and we can combine the previous two

statements:

Marginal Valueg = 8760.E(⇤.āg) (A.12)

Using the identity E(XY ) = E(X)E(Y ) + Cov(X, Y ), we arrive at our result:

Marginal Valueg = 8760[E(⇤).CF g + Cov(⇤, āg)] (A.13)

A.2 Further information on clustering: Ward’s method

Ward’s method is used to calculate the distance between two clusters. That is, to

calculate the distance between two clusters of points, r and s:

d(r, s) =

r
2nrns

nr + ns
kx̄r � x̄sk2 (A.14)

where kk2 is Euclidean distance, x̄r and x̄s are the centroids of clusters r and s, nr

and ns are the number of elements in clusters r and s.

To recall, the agglomerative clustering process works by starting with each point

representing a cluster, followed by a sequential aggregation of the closest clusters

until a designated stopping criterion is reached. As noted in text, the calculation is

carried out by the Matlab clusterdata function. Further information is available at

http://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/linkage.html.

http://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/linkage.html
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A.3 Decomposition of Figure 3.7
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A.4 Tables to support Section 3.5

Capacity in 857 and 858 clustered resolutions (GW) [increase in error relative to 8760
resolution]

857 858 8760
Gas 74.6 84.3 80.1
Coal 8.5 0 8.5
Solar 70.6 82.3 70.5
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Capacity in 1110, 1111 clustered resolutions (GW) [decrease in error relative to 8760
resolution]

1110 1111 8760
Gas 84.2 80.3 80.1
Coal 0 8.4 8.5
Solar 82.5 70.6 70.5

A.5 How many representative periods for Irish power

system?

We see in Appendix Figure A.1 that our variance metric approaches zero at a res-

olution of fewer hours than Figure 3.5 in the main paper. it is important to note

that a solar power profile is not included here. Di↵erent characteristics of power

demand exist in the winter-peaking Irish power system too, for example there is a

correlation between demand and wind of +0.18 relative to a correlation of -0.34 in the

Texas dataset used in core body of work. The purpose of this figure is to illustrate

applicability of method to any region.

In Appendix Figures A.2 and A.3, we see the method applied to sequences of

hours, days and weeks respectively.
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Figure A.1: Relative variance by clustered hourly resolution
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Figure A.2: Relative variance by clustered daily resolution
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Figure A.3: Relative variance by clustered weekly resolution
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A.6 Code

This includes the core code, but not the surrounding infrastructure code. Feel free to

contact author if interested.

A.6.1 GAMS code for model

* James Merrick, Stanford University, April 2016
* GAMS code for numeric model described in paper submitted to Energy Economics
* original seed code provided by Andres Ramos, Comillas University

$if not set carbontax $set carbontax 0

SETS
p periods
tr generators /

$include tr_jmee.txt
/

trw(tr) subset of generators (wind) / wind-60*wind-62 /
trs(tr) subset of generators (solar) /solar-60*solar-65,solar-67/
atg Generator attributes

/ pmx, cvr, cfj,fc, tcf, co2 /;
ALIAS (p,pp)

SCALARS
carbontax/%carbontax%/
incdem demand scaling factor
inc increment in demand / 0.486/;

*ERCOT load growth 2% per year for 20 year horizon -> 1.02**20 = 1.486
incdem = 1+inc ;

PARAMETERS
dem(p) system-wide demand in each period
w(p) weight of each hour
windfactor(p,trw) wind availability in each period
solarinsolationfactor(p,trs) solar availability in each period
pf(p,tr) generator availability in each period

;

* Load in temporal data
$if not set segmode $set segmode 8760
$gdxin temporal_%segmode%.gdx
$load p,dem,windfactor,solarinsolationfactor,w=dur

* Populate pf
pf(p,tr) = 1;
pf(p,trw) = windfactor(p,trw);
pf(p,trs) = solarinsolationfactor(p,trs)/1000;
* Load up generator data
$include dtgt_jmee.txt
* Factor to annualise capital cost
dtgt(tr,’tcf’) = 0.1;

*Convert to mega dollars
dtgt(tr,’cvr’) = dtgt(tr,’cvr’)/1e6;
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dtgt(tr,’FC’) = dtgt(tr,’FC’)/1e6;
dtgt(tr,’cfj’) = dtgt(tr,’CFJ’)/1e6;
carbontax = carbontax / 1e6;

* Set capital cost adjustments for solar
* scale=20, 0.5$/W PV case || scale=40, 1$/W PV case
scalar scale/20/;
$if set instance scale=%instance%;
dtgt(trs,’FC’)=dtgt(trs,’FC’)*(scale/100);
dtgt(trs,’cfj’)=dtgt(trs,’CFJ’)*(scale/100);

* Convert from MW to GW
dtgt(tr,’pmx’) = dtgt(tr,’pmx’) / 1e3 ;
dem(p) = dem(p) / 1e3 ;

VARIABLES
G(p,tr) Generation (GW)
I(tr) Capacity investment (GW)
Z Value of objective function (mega dollars)
CO2var CO2 Emissions;

POSITIVE VARIABLES G, I, co2var;

EQUATIONS
FO objective function
KR1(p) supply demand constraint
PRDTRM(p,tr) generation must be less than available capacity
carbontrack Constraint to keep track of carbon;

FO .. Z =E=
SUM((tr), I(tr) * dtgt(tr,’cfj’)*dtgt(tr,’tcf’) )
+ SUM((tr), ((I(tr)+dtgt(TR,’PMX’)) * dtgt(tr,’FC’)))
+ SUM((p,tr), dtgt(tr,’cvr’) * G(p,tr) * w(p))
+ (co2var*carbontax) ;

KR1(p) ..
SUM(tr, G(p,tr))
=e=
dem(p)*incdem ;

PRDTRM(p,tr) ..
G(p,tr) =l= (dtgt(tr,’pmx’) + I(tr)) * PF(p,tr) ;

carbontrack ..
CO2VAR =e= sum((p,tr),(dtgt(tr,’CO2’)*G(p,tr)*w(p))) ;

MODEL PLGNRD /
FO,
KR1,
PRDTRM,
carbontrack
/;

$ifthen.simple set simple
G.UP(p,"wind-62") = 0; G.UP(p,"wind-60") = 0;
G.UP(p,trs)$(not sameas(trs,"solar-61")) = 0;
$endif.simple

SOLVE PLGNRD USING LP MINIMIZING Z ;
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A.6.2 GAMS code for preparing temporal representations of

Section 3.3.2

* James Merrick, Stanford University
* Let us organise the hours

set
p / h1 * h8760 /
trr subset of generators (wind+solar) /
wind-61,wind-62,wind-60,solar-60*solar-67 /
trw(trr) /wind-61,wind-62,wind-60/
trs(trr) /solar-60*solar-67/
trw_simple(trw) /wind-61/
trs_simple(trs) /solar-61/ ;

parameter
dur(p) Weight of each period ;

$include demand.txt
$include windfactor2.txt
$include TexInsolationFactorV1.txt

* set up 8760 resolution
dur(p) = 1;
execute_unload ’temporal_8760.gdx’ p, dem,

windfactor,solarinsolationfactor,dur;

* ====== S resolution =================
* code finds the peak load day, and median load day. It then samples at
* 4 hour intervals in each. Each of the 144 periods is then weighted

set
day/1*365/
hour/1*24/
month/1*12/
month30(month)/4,6,9,11/
month31(month)/1,3,5,7,8,10,12/
peakday(month,day) Day with highest demand by month
peakhour(month,p) Hour with highest demand by month
map_mp(month,p) Map each hour to its month
map_dp(day,p) Map each hour to its day
map_dm(day,month) Map each day to its month
peakdayday(day) Days that are the peak days in each month
medianday(day) Median days calculated offline in MATLAB
/
10,41,65,93,136,176,197,233,249,288,321,337
/
switchday(day)
map_dph(day,p,hour)
switchhour(hour)/2,6,10,14,18,22/
switchp(p) Hours selected by SWITCH inspired methodology ;

parameter
lenmon(month) Length of each month
cummon(month) Cumulative number of days in year by month
maxmonth(month) Maximum demand (GW) in each month ;

lenmon("2")=28; lenmon(month30)=30; lenmon(month31)=31;
alias (month, mmonth); alias (p,pp);
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cummon(mmonth)=sum(month$(month.val le mmonth.val), lenmon(month));

map_mp(month,p)$sameas(month,"1")=YES$(ord(p) le cummon(month)*card(hour));
map_mp(month,p)$(not sameas(month,"1"))=YES$((ord(p) le cummon(month)*card(hour))

and (ord(p) gt cummon(month-1)*card(hour)));

maxmonth(month)=smax(map_mp(month,p), dem(p));

peakhour(month,p)$map_mp(month,p) = yes$(dem(p)=maxmonth(month));

map_dp(day,p)$sameas(day,"1") = yes$(ord(p) le card(hour));
map_dp(day,p)$(not sameas(day,"1")) = yes$((ord(p) le card(hour)*day.val)

and (ord(p) gt card(hour)*(day.val-1)));

peakday(month,day)=YES$sum(map_dp(day,p),peakhour(month,p));

map_dm(day,month)$sameas(month,"1") = yes$(day.val le cummon(month));
map_dm(day,month)$(not sameas(month,"1")) = yes$((day.val gt

cummon(month-1)) and (day.val le cummon(month)));

peakdayday(day) = yes$sum(map_dm(day,month),peakday(month,day));

switchday(day) = medianday(day)+peakdayday(day);
map_dph(day,p,hour)=yes$(ord(p) eq ((day.val-1)*24)+hour.val);
switchp(p)= yes$(sum((switchday(day),switchhour(hour)),map_dph(day,p,hour)));

parameter
dur_switch(p) Weight of each representative period
switchdem(p) demand using switch hours
switchw(p,trw) wind availability using switch hours
switchs(p,trs) solar availability using switch hours;

dur_switch(p)
=sum((map_dp(day,p),medianday(day),map_dm(day,month),switchp(p)),

4*(lenmon(month)-1));
dur_switch(switchp)$sum(peakdayday,map_dp(peakdayday,switchp)) = 4;

switchdem(switchp) = dem(switchp);
switchw(switchp,trw) = windfactor(switchp,trw);
switchs(switchp,trs) = solarinsolationfactor(switchp,trs);

*output
execute_unload ’temporal_switch.gdx’ switchp=p, switchdem=dem, switchw=windfactor,

switchs=solarinsolationfactor, dur_switch=dur;

*====== M Resolution ======
set

seg/1/;

parameter
spf(seg,trs),wpf(seg,trw),durs(seg),dems(seg) ;

dems(seg) = sum(p, dem(p)) / card(p);
spf(seg,trs)=sum(p,SolarInsolationFactor(p,trs))/card(p);
wpf(seg,trw)=sum(p,windfactor(p,trw))/card(p);
durs(seg)=card(p);

execute_unload ’temporal_merge.gdx’ seg=p, dems=dem, wpf=windfactor,
spf=solarinsolationfactor, durs=dur;
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A.6.3 MATLAB code for clustering

function [pct repdur] = clustercalc(data,span,simple)

%data - hourly data
%span - range of cluster sizes you want to consider
%simple - 1 if only considering 1 solar and 1 wind profile, otherwise will
%consider 3 wind and 7 solar profiles (note upstream file makes sure data
%is consistent with simple switch)

tots=sum(var(data),2)*8759; % total variance
iter=1;

for i=span,

% cluster until desired number of clusters reached
% Rt assigns each datapoint a cluster
Rt=clusterdata(data,’Maxclust’,i,’linkage’,’Ward’);

%Calculate variance of each cluster, and then sum across clusters
wss(iter) = sum( (grpstats(Rt, Rt, ’numel’)-1) .* sum(grpstats(data,Rt,’var’),2) );
%Calculate percentage relative to total variance
pct(iter) = (wss(iter)/tots)*100;

%With cluster assignations, prepare gdx file that model can read in later
% (infrastructure code not included here)

iter=iter+1;
end
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Appendix to Chapter 4

Code (slightly abridged) that generated Ercot analytical examples of Section 4.5.2.

* GAMS code associated with Chapter 4 ERCOT example
* Core of model code originally adapted from Andres Ramos

$if not set non_adj $set non_adj 1
$if not set short_term $set short_term yes

Sets
p hours /h1*h8760/
tr generators / solar, wind, gas-cc, gas-ct, coal, nuclear, ogs/
trw(tr) subset of generators (wind) / wind /
trs(tr) subset of generators (solar) /solar/
trr(tr) subset of generators (renewables) /solar,wind/
atg Generator attributes / pmx, cvr, cfj, tcf, co2 / ;

Alias (p,pp);
Parameters

dem(p) Demand in each period
windfactor(p,trw) Wind availability in each period
solarinsolationfactor(p,trs) Solar availability in each period
pf(p,tr) Availability of renewable generator tr in period p
non_adj Fraction of demand that is non-adjustable /%non_adj%/;

$ondelim
* demand and renewable availability data from ERCOT Long Term System Assessment (LTSA)
Parameter dem(p)/
$include load_currenttrends.csv
/;
Table pf(p,tr)
$include windsolar_currenttrends.csv
$offdelim
;
pf(p,tr)$(not trr(tr)) = 1;

* Set up shiftlim machinery
* this allows demand not to shift greater than the demand parameters

151
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* e.g. shiftlim set to 24 is a default case in the paper
set
$if set shiftlim $eval div 8760/%shiftlim%
$if set shiftlim part/1*%div%/
$if not set shiftlim part/a/

partp(part,p)
;

$if not set shiftlim partp("a",p)=yes;
$if set shiftlim partp("1",p)$(ord(p) le %shiftlim%)=yes;
$if set shiftlim partp(part,p)$((ord(part) gt 1) and (ord(p) le %shiftlim%*(part.val))

and (ord(p) gt %shiftlim%*(part.val-1))) = yes;

* Load up generator data
$include ercot_scen_dtgt.txt ;
$if set no_exist_cap dtgt(tr,"pmx")=0;

VARIABLES
G(p,tr) Generation by generator tr in period p (GW)
I(tr) Investment in generator tr (GW)
COST Total costs
D(p) Actual demand per period p (GW)
CO2 Total emissions
TD Total Demand (GWh) ;

POSITIVE VARIABLES G, I, CO2;

EQUATIONS
surplus Total social welfare
FO Total costs
KR1(p) Supply Demand balance
PRDTRM(p,tr) Generation less than or equal to available capacity
CARBONTRACK Track carbon emissions
STOR Perfect shifting constraint
NON_ADJUST(p) Non-shiftable demand constraint

;

FO..
COST =E=

SUM((tr), I(tr) * dtgt(tr,’cfj’)*dtgt(tr,’tcf’) )
+ SUM((p,tr), dtgt(tr,’cvr’) * G(p,tr) ) ;

KR1(p) ..
sum(tr,G(p,tr)) =e= D(p) ;

STOR(part)..
sum(partp(part,p), D(p)) =g= sum(partp(part,p), dem(p)) + 1e-9 ;

NON_ADJUST(p)..
D(p) =g= non_adj * dem(p) ;

PRDTRM(p,tr) ..
G(p,tr) =l= (dtgt(tr,’pmx’) + I(tr)) * pf(p,tr) ;

CARBONTRACK..
CO2 =e= sum((p,tr), dtgt(tr,’CO2’)*G(p,tr)) ;

$if set short_term I.UP(tr) = 0;

MODEL PLGNRD /
FO,
KR1,
PRDTRM,
STOR,

$if set non_adj NON_ADJUST
CARBONTRACK

/;
SOLVE PLGNRD USING LP MINIMIZING COST ;
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Extract of code to implement admm within Gams for the same example.

model generator/obj_tr, prod_constraint/;
model demandmodel/obj_d, c_constraint_1, c_constraint_2/;

parameter h(tr) model handles; parameter hc(c) model handles;
while (((count le itermax) and (converge eq 0)),

generator.solvelink=3;
loop(tr,

* populate with generator characteristics
dtgt_l(atg) = dtgt(tr,atg); pf_l(p) = pf(p,tr);

* last iteration generation
gen_last_iter(p)=gen_track(p,tr);

* give starting values
G_L.L(p) = gen_track(p,tr);

solve generator minimizing L using QCP;
h(tr)=generator.handle );

Repeat
loop(tr$handlecollect(h(tr)),

* now back out results for passing to next iteration
gen_track(p,tr) = G_L.L(p); obj(tr) = L.L;
display$handledelete(h(tr)) ’trouble deleting handles’; h(tr)=0; );

display$sleep(card(h)*0.2) ’sleep some time’;
until card(h)=0 ;
gen_track(p,tr)$h(tr)=na;
totalgen(p) = sum(tr,gen_track(p,tr)); /* calculate aggregate generation */

* Demand
demandmodel.solvelink=3;

* consumers * for further computional advantage, this should be done
* in parallel with generators, but not done here for ease of implementation

loop(c,
* populate lagrangian with consumer specific characteristics

dem_l(p) = dem(c,p);
* demand last iteration from this consumer

d_last_iter(p) = d_track(c,p);
*provide initial solution

D_L.L(p) = d_track(c,p) ;
solve demandmodel minimizing LD using QCP;
hc(c) = demandmodel.handle );

Repeat
loop(c$handlecollect(hc(c)),
* gather results

d_track(c,p) = D_L.L(p);
display$handledelete(hc(c)) ’trouble deleting handles’; hc(c)=0; );

display$sleep(card(hc)*0.2) ’sleep some time’;
until card(hc)=0;

dem_iter(p) = sum(c, d_track(c,p)); /* calculate aggregate demand */
* update prices, and check convergence

pr_(p)=pr(p);
pr(p) = pr(p) - (penalty/(card(c) + card(tr)) * (totalgen(p) - dem_iter(p)));
pr_check=sqrt(sum(p, power((pr_(p)-pr(p)),2)));
converge$(pr_check<0.001) = 1 ;

count = count+1; /* update count */
); /*end while */
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Appendix to Chapter 5

C.1 Background to Figure 5.3

A 12, 148 by 30 matrix was created from the DIVA dataset, with each row representing

a region, and each column a characteristic drawn from the dataset. The majority

of characteristics in the resulting matrix represent geographic characteristics, with

population density the sole socio-economic characteristic. Due to the very di↵erent

units associated with each characteristic, the matrix was then normalised using zero-

one normalisation, so that the columns could be compared on an equal footing.

An iterative clustering procedure was then used to see how similar di↵erent regions

are. The following metric was then used to determine similarity of di↵erent clustered

aggregate resolutions. When 0, regions are identical for the characteristics considered.

% of full dataset variance = 100.
Sum across clusters of within-cluster variance

Variance across all hours
(C.1)
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